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For many, mere atheism (the absence of belief in gods and the supernatural) or agnosticism
(the view that such questions cannot be answered) aren’t enough. It’s liberating to recognize
that supernatural beings are human creations … that there’s no such thing as “spirit”
… that people are undesigned, unintended, and responsible for themselves. But what’s next?
Atheism and agnosticism are silent on larger questions of values and meaning.
If Meaning in life is not ordained from on high, what small-m meanings can we work out
among ourselves? If eternal life is an illusion, how can we make the most of our only lives?
As social beings sharing a godless world, how should we coexist?
For the questions that remain unanswered after we’ve cleared our minds of gods and souls
and spirits, many atheists, agnostics, skeptics, and freethinkers turn to secular humanism.

Secular. “Pertaining to the world or things not spiritual or sacred.”
Humanism. “Any system of thought or action concerned with the interests or ideals
of people … the intellectual and cultural movement … characterized by an emphasis
on human interests rather than … religion.”
— Webster’s Dictionary
Secular humanism is a comprehensive, nonreligious life stance incorporating:
A naturalistic philosophy
A cosmic outlook rooted in science, and
A consequentialist ethical system in which acts are judged not by their conformance
to preselected norms but by their consequences for men and women in the world.

The Council for Secular Humanism is North America’s leading organization for nonreligious
people who seek to live value-rich lives. FREE INQUIRY is its magazine.
Welcome!
To learn more, visit http://www.secularhumanism.org
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Is Religion Dying?

I

n case you missed it, Roman Catholics
have a new pope. Pope Benedict XVI
resigned, which no pope has done
in almost six hundred years, and the
College of Cardinals met in conclave and
elected Argentine Cardinal Jorge Mario
Bergoglio, who chose the name Pope
Francis.
But of course, you didn’t miss it. No
one with a functioning central nervous
system could have overlooked the papal
succession extravaganza, a story that
ruled the world’s news media for thirty-one days straight.
Viewed one way, this is astonishing.
For the span of one long month, the
world’s biggest news story was that an
institution that styles itself as the representative on Earth of a deity who does
not exist would name a new leader. The
method of his selection was by a secretive cluster of elderly males, many best
known for facilitating subordinate priests
in evading punishment for sexual abuse,
who would elevate one of their own.
When chosen, the new pope became
head of state of an, ahem, sovereign
nation with a land area of 110 acres and
a population of around eight hundred.
Was there really nothing more
important going on in the world between
Febru
ary 11, when Pope Benedict an
nounced his resignation, and March 13,
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when Pope Francis greeted the faithful in
St. Peter’s Square?
The people who run most of the
world’s news organizations seemed to
think not, and in that there’s a lesson
for us secular folk. Much as we may
have moved past religion in our personal
lives—outgrown it, if you prefer your language loaded—faith remains important
to vast numbers of our fellow humans.
Even though (from our point of view)
no religion is true—even though most of
the world’s actually existing creeds are in
varying measures ahistorical, reactionary,
authoritarian, misogynistic, and repressive—nonetheless, religion and religious
institutions are hugely influential, in culture and (unfortunately) politics as much
as they are in the domain of faith.
Whether we like it or not, news organizations that put religion stories front
and center know what they’re doing.
That’s another way of saying that religion
still matters. Religion merits our efforts
to understand it, to criticize it, and perhaps most of all to resist it when it seeks
improper influence over society and culture.
But some don’t see it that way.
Memes newly afoot in our movement—
some concerning younger nonbelievers, others circulating principally among
them—suggest that traditional free-

thinker attitudes of vigilance toward religion may be losing relevance. Advocates
note that in recent surveys, 20 percent
of American adults now disdain any
religious identification; among the eighteen-to-twenty-five set, more than a
third do so. A recent micro-trend among
atheist twenty-somethings—believe it or
not, giving up something for Lent—has
lit up the blogosphere while attracting
mainstream-media coverage from The
New York Times and the Religion News
Service (RNS). Faitheist author Chris
Stedman told RNS’s Kimberly Winston
that younger atheists are more open to
borrowing forms and practices from the
churches, perhaps because they grew
up in a more religiously diverse environment than older unbelievers. “There is
definitely a transition going on,” Chelsea
Link, a twenty-three-year-old humanist,
told Winston. “A lot of younger atheists are saying, ‘I don’t believe in God
either, but I don’t understand why you
are foaming at the mouth about it.’”
The message to older unbelievers
seems to be “Relax, religion is dying. It’s
just not relevant any more, not the way
it used to be, and we in the movement
ought to find better things to do than
being on guard against it all the time.”
This attitude raises two issues. First,
are younger atheists, agnostics, secular
humanists, and freethinkers more open
toward religion—or is this simply a case
of a small cadre of young accommodationists attracting disproportionate
media attention? Second, if younger
unbelievers are more tolerant of religion,
is that a good thing? Are they opening
themselves to experiences and ideas that
their elders narrow-mindedly shun, or
are they turning their backs on an opponent that is still dangerous?
I suspect that some younger members of our movement are less mistrustful
of religion and its trappings than their
elders. And I suggest that this new openness can be imprudent if taken too far.
Survey data makes clear that the
so-called Rise of the Nones has been
building momentum for decades. Baby

boomers may be the last generation
most of whose members grew up in an
America that was (nearly) monolithically
Christian. Gen Xers grew up in a more
diverse religious environment, Gen Yers
more so, and the trend continued for
today’s Millennial twenty-somethings.
Once upon a time, most atheists had had
the experience of rebelling against more
or less demanding, conservative, literalist
churches that cast giant shadows over
their childhoods. Today, many young
atheists come to the movement having
never experienced a truly oppressive reli-
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gious community firsthand. So it’s easy
to understand why many of them might
feel their elders’ suspicions go too far.
Still, this old-time atheist and secular humanist (who began his childhood
in the über-traditional pre-Vatican II
Roman Catholic Church) begs to offer
the younger generation a bit of advice.
Just because many of you have been
lucky enough not to experience religion
at its worst, don’t be too quick to decide
that this wolf has no teeth. Whatever
media you prefer to consume, think back
to that inescapable media orgy over the
papal succession. Even if you don’t know
anyone to whom that mattered, it surely
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did matter to a hell of a lot of people. If
not, the media would have focused on
something else!
Do the math. If 20 percent of adults
have no religious identity, that means 80
percent still do. If a third of the young are
not religious, that means two-thirds of
the young still are. Religious believers are
still very much in the majority, and they
are still enormously powerful.

“If younger unbelievers are more
tolerant of religion . . . are they
opening themselves to experiences and ideas that their elders
narrow-mindedly shun, or are
they turning their backs on an
opponent that is still dangerous?”

Want more evidence? Consider that
so far this spring, Arkansas has passed
a law banning abortions after twelve
weeks of pregnancy. North Dakota has
banned abortion after six weeks. These
are the first state laws directly challenging Roe v. Wade’s standard that abortion
must remain legal until fetal viability,
about twenty-four weeks. Similar legislation is pending in other heartland states.
North Carolina even (briefly) introduced
legislation reserving the right to establish
a state religion!
Or consider the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights (USCCR), an independent,
non
partisan, fact-finding body created
by Congress as part of the Civil Rights
Act of 1957. The USCCR has no legislative
authority, but Congress is frequently influenced by its findings. The Commission
will soon hold a special hearing on “religious discrimination.” Commissioner Pete
Kirsanow has voiced deep concern that
“government has been encroaching on
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expression of religious beliefs.” But he
isn’t talking about the kinds of government encroachments in religious matters
that will probably leap to the minds of
most Free Inquiry readers—the evils of
governments allowing Christian crèches
in public parks in December, say, or legislative bodies opening their sessions with
sectarian Christian prayers, or the inappropriateness of “In God We Trust” as
the official motto of a supposedly secular
country. He isn’t even complaining about
the evils of the Office of Faith-based
and Neighborhood Partnerships, whose
grants of public funds compel all taxpayers to support religions not their own.
No, Commissioner Kirsanow is alarmed
by antidiscrimination rules that, among
other things, prevent officially sanctioned
campus religious groups from restricting
their membership to members of a sin-

“Once upon a time, most
atheists had had the experience
of rebelling against more or less
demanding, conservative, literalist
churches. . . . Today, many young
atheists come to the movement
having never experienced
a truly oppressive religious
community firsthand.”

or insurers to pay for contraception. In
other words, in a country where genuine
religious discrimination against people
who belong to a minority religion or none
at all is not difficult to find, Commissioner
Kirsanow wants to use the power of the
Commission on Civil Rights—a creature
of Congress, don’t forget—to channel
yet-higher levels of public privilege for
the benefit of Christianity.
Or consider that as I write this, Indi
ana’s Supreme Court has ruled that the
nation’s largest and most expansive
state school-voucher program is constitutional and can continue giving both
poor and middle-class Hoosier parents
public money so that they can enroll their
children in the (probably religious) private
schools of their choice.
I could go on . . . and on . . . and on.
But I think the point is made. Younger
members of our movement, please recognize that America’s religious majority
still is both pretty devoutly religious and
in the majority. Recognize that within
it, a still-vital religious Right continues
scrabbling to hang onto power—and
in some areas is continuing to expand.
America’s more conservative churches
are home to millions of believers who
think we’re all going to hell and don’t
think God will mind if they figure out
new ways to curtail our civil liberties. Just
because many of you have been lucky
enough never to meet such believers
doesn’t mean they’re not out there.
If there is a sense among younger
unbelievers that exposing the absurdities of religion and defending Jefferson’s
wall are no longer worthwhile pursuits, I
hope they’ll think again. If that’s too
much to ask for, I hope they’ll stay out of
the way of us old-timers while we fight
the battles that truly (yes, still) demand
to be fought.

gle religion. (Several universities have
decertified student religious groups and
other groups have opted to forgo official
recognition because antidiscrimination
policies requiring recognized groups to
admit “all comers” would oblige them
to accept members—or
even officers—who disagree with their beliefs.)
Tom Flynn is the editor of Free Inquiry, the executive director of
Kirsanow is also alarmed
the Council for Secular Humanism, the executive director of the
by Department of Health
Robert Green Ingersoll Birthplace Museum, and the editor of the
and Human Services manNew Encyclopedia of Unbelief (Prometheus Books, 2007).
dates requiring employers
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OP-ED

Atheist Birthday Cake

I

’ve been unusually steeped in the history of atheism and freethought in the
United States and the United Kingdom
recently. Barry Duke, the editor of the UK
magazine The Freethinker, sent me a history of the magazine published in 1982
to mark its hundredth year of publication
(Vision and Realism: A Hundred Years of
The Freethinker by Jim Herrick). Reading
it has been an exercise in “spot the similarities.” There’s this, for instance, about
the founder G. W. Foote:
In criticising religion by ridicule and
sarcasm, Foote was defying a longstanding taboo. He challenged the
assumption, which even respectable
agnostics held, that religious views
should be treated with reverence. He
sought to establish that religion is a
social phenomenon which should be
open to the same range of comment,
from vigorous intellectual analysis to
polemical jibes, as other aspects of
human behaviour.

Really? I thought that idea was invented
by the New Atheists.
I jest. I didn’t really; on the contrary,
I’ve been wearily correcting that ridiculous journalistic clanger ever since The
God Delusion hit bookstores. Of course
the putative “new” atheists aren’t the
first atheists to notice that religion gets
enormous special deference or the first
to argue that that arrangement needs
to be altered. Nevertheless, there is a
certain pleasure in seeing it spelled out
in such familiar terms.
My history-immersion program
didn’t stop there: I spent Easter weekend
at the American Atheists’ fiftieth-anniversary convention, which as an anniversary naturally spent a good deal of time
invoking The Ancestors. I enjoyed all that,
but at the same time I kept wondering
what took everyone so long and why
there aren’t more of us, especially in the

United States. (A. C. Grayling was there to
remind us that atheism is far more taken
for granted in the United Kingdom.) I
keep wondering why humans are so docile when being told to obey an absent,
unapparent, always-hidden god. I wonder why our flimflam-detection device
doesn’t get tripped more easily.
It is one of our central talents, after
all. It’s an engine of morality, a motivation for trying to figure out other minds,
a payoff for having such an expensive,
calorie-burning brain—it’s what we do.
We have a powerful, hardwired dislike of
being tricked and made a fool of. So why
aren’t we more suspicious of priests?
It’s not that I don’t know the explanations—childhood indoctrination, hyperactive agency detection, consolation,
community, structure, identity, a shortcut justification for morality, to name a
few—it’s that I still don’t get it. That’s how
it is with human oddities: they can’t be
explained in the satisfying way that an
earthquake can. They go on teasing and
puzzling no matter how many explanations are offered. I don’t get why the
human impulse to be antagonistic and
rebellious and “you’re not the boss of
me” doesn’t play more of a role.
Then again, maybe it does, and we
just don’t know about it. If there were
closeted atheists over the past twenty
or thirty centuries, we wouldn’t know
about them. There weren’t shops full
of notebooks that secret atheists could
purchase and leave a record in. We don’t
even know how many secret atheists
there are now, so we certainly don’t
know how many there were in the past.
I think we haven’t put enough
emphasis on the snake-oil aspect of religion. We should skip God and talk more
about the clergy. Forget whether or not

God exists; the point is, do you really
trust these human beings to know what
they’re talking about? Do you trust them
to tell the truth? Are you really sure
they’re not just running another racket,
like Nigerian bank frauds, power bracelets, and detox socks?

“If there were closeted atheists
over the past twenty or thirty
centuries, we wouldn’t know
about them.”

Really: think about it. What do
you suppose priests and mullahs learn
during their vocational training? Do you
think there’s some special node or sauce
or widget that shows them that God
exists? Do you think they’re inducted
into a magic of some kind?
It seems unlikely, doesn’t it? Anybody
who wants to (any male at least) can
get such training. It’s just a job. If there
were really some kind of secret magic
that provided access to a really real
god surely millions or billions of people
would be taking the training.
No, it’s not that there’s magic or revelations. But then why do people believe
what the clerics tell them?

secularhumanism.org
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Tibor R. Machan

Poem

Untitled
Marybeth Rua-Larsen

Unsong the morning
Preen it from its pinks
Unstar the fallen
Their light no longer keeps
Uncrib the branches
This kingdom needs no throne
Unwish the wind its strength
I need it for my own
Uncrow the pines
Don’t let the vultures land
Unblue the sky
Bring them back again

Marybeth Rua-Larsen lives on the
south coast of Massachusetts and
teaches ESL and composition at
Bristol Community College. Her
poems, essays, flash fiction, and
reviews have appeared or are forthcoming in The Raintown Review,
Angle, Crannog, The Poetry Bus,
Verse Wisconsin, and The Nervous
Breakdown. She is a book reviewer
for NYQ Reviews and won in the
Poetry category for the 2011 Over
the Edge New Writer of the Year
competition in Galway, Ireland.
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OP-ED

Government in America–What’s It For?

T

dominion. The vision was that all interhe central achievement of the
actions among people would in time
American Revolution was to demote
be voluntary and peaceful. From this
government to the role of a cop on
arrangement would emerge a producthe beat. The citizen became sovereign
tive, creative, free community, not a hive
instead of the monarch. Self-government
or colony as with bees or termites.
became an aspiration for all people, not
That is what is individualist about
just for rulers.
the American system; namely, a counThe idea became prominent, at least
try is to serve the objectives of a great
for a while, that government’s proper
variety of unique citizens and that no
role was to secure the natural rights of
particular way of living is to be imposed
the citizenry. There was nothing about a
on all by a ruler. Government is to serve
“nanny” or regulatory state. John Locke,
the citizenry, not the other way around.
who identified the most principled verAnd contrary to some thinking on the
sion of the classical liberal conception
topic, we are not “all in it together,” as
of government, argued that because
in North Korea and other collectivist
in “the state of nature”—that is, prior
political communities. Instead of being
to civilized society—some people may
a sphere for just one kind of life dictated
have posed a serious threat others, a
by a ruler, America is meant to be a
system of laws was needed to mark
sphere that contains an immense variety
everyone’s sphere of authority: a region
of different lives—coexisting peacefully,
within which one would be in full charge
competing and cooperating, not marchand which others must respect, not tresing to the same tune.
pass upon.
The details of the American order
One’s life was seen as the beginning
would naturally be complicated and
of this sphere; one’s liberty followed,
diverse, but one idea always lay at the
as did one’s private property. What a
center of it all: None may violate the basic
government was needed for was to
principles on which such a system rests,
keep those boundaries safe—to secure
the basic rights of every individual. The
the rights to life, liberty, property, and
only role for force is in defense and retalwhatever derives from these. And today
iation. No one may initiate force with
that remains the point of government—
impunity, not even to achieve a leader’s
nothing else. It is a vital function, because
noble goals.
without it criminal conduct would likely
That is the American political alternago unchecked. But like referees at a
tive, the American political tradition—
sporting event, government isn’t meant
not the collectivist ideal pursued by some
to get involved in the game—it should
political thinkers and “leaders.”
just make sure that it goes on peacefully
with everyone’s sovereignty secured.
This view of government was, of
course, radical to the core.
Instead of past centuries’
Tibor R. Machan holds the R. C. Hoiles Chair at Chapman
top-down rule by some
University and is research fellow at the Hoover Institution
king or tsar or gang, everyof Stanford University, both in California.
one was supposed to rule
oneself and his or her own
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Shadia B. Drury

OP-ED

Exposing Christian Propaganda

I

t is no exaggeration to say that the
invention of monotheism has been the
greatest misfortune of humanity. In the
polytheistic world, every city had its gods,
who were deemed to be its protectors
against very real threats such as floods,
famines, crop failure, volcanoes, military
defeat, and other disasters. Even when a
city was conquered by Persia or Rome, it
was free to keep its gods and worship as
it saw fit. It did not occur to the conquerors to impose the yoke of their religion on
the defeated or to rob them of the gods
of their ancestors. There was mutual tolerance and even respect where the gods
of other cities were concerned.
But suddenly, there emerged on this
polytheistic scene a very uncivil group
of people who denounced the gods of
all others as false. The Hebrews believed
that theirs alone was the true God, and
that all other gods were imposters. The
Hebrews were an eccentric tribe, but
they were harmless in comparison to
the Christians who came after them. The
latter upped the ante by maintaining
that all other gods were not just false but
contemptible and malignant demons
whose worship must be outlawed and
replaced by the worship of the “one true
God.” Needless to say, these monotheists
introduced a level of incivility and discord
that did not make polytheistic communities favorably disposed to them. Contrary
to Christian accounts, their persecution
at the hands of the Romans pales to
insignificance when compared to the
Christians who were killed by the church,
as Edward Gibbon has argued in The
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
When the emperor Constantine was
converted to Christianity in 312 CE, he
quickly granted religious tolerance to
all, including Christians, in the Edict of

Milan (313 CE). But those who believed
that they worshipped the “one true God”
were not satisfied with religious liberty.
By its nature, Christianity requires dominance. The bishops were not content
until Christianity became the only official
religion of the empire, and all other religions were outlawed (380 CE).
Once in power, the bellicose Christians
violently crushed every remnant of polytheistic worship. Naturally, paganism
collapsed in the face of such merciless
persecution. It made no sense to suffer
for the sake of gods whose very worship
was intended to bring good luck and
allay suffering. With the sack of Rome by
Alaric (410 CE) and with other barbarians
besieging the empire from every frontier,
some pagans naturally wondered if the
demise of their empire had something
to do with their having abandoned their
ancestral gods in favor of a newfangled
religion.
In response to these musings, the
inimitable Augustine, bishop of Hippo,
led a massive propaganda campaign of
muckraking and Christian self-congratulation. In his City of God, Augustine set
out to divest the Romans of the idea
that their misfortunes had anything
to do with the loss of their old gods.
To accomplish this, he directed a slanderous tirade against the old gods. He
denounced the pagan gods as vile and
malevolent “demons who teach depravity and rejoice in degradation” (4.27). But
thankfully, the blood of Christ has “set
us free” from their lies as well as their
“demonic power.”
In what follows, I will expose the
mendacity of the Christian campaign of
propaganda and muckraking directed
against the pagan gods. I believe that the
victory of Christianity over the classical

civilization of Greece and Rome was a triumph of a malicious and menacing religion that continues to afflict humanity.

W

hat Augustine found particularly
ab
horrent about Zeus (Jupiter in
Roman terms) was his plethora of sexual
adventures (4.26). This objection tells us
more about Augustine and Christianity
than about paganism. However, it must
be pointed out that an account of creation that depends on generation (not
creation out of nothing) needs a god
with a gargantuan sexual appetite if he
is to be plausibly considered the father

“Contrary to Christian propaganda . . . the god of the New
Testament is no improvement
over that of the Old.”
of all gods and men. Besides, how else
can heroes such as Hercules, who saved
mankind from all manner of terrible
things, be explained without the liaisons of mortal women with the god
of heaven? In fact, the central saga of
Christianity is a sexless version of the
story of Hercules. Jesus, son of God, born
of a mortal woman, saves humanity, not
from some genuine threat but from some
abstract and intangible evil.
If one were to imagine a father
in heaven, then Zeus as portrayed by
Homer in the Iliad surpasses the god of
Abraham. It is not just Zeus’s virility that
makes him a more plausible father; it is
also his empathy for his children—all his
children. Because he is a Greek god, we
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James A. Haught

OP-ED

Secular Humanists Are Winning, Winning

W

  hen I came of age in the 1950s,
deep in Appalachia’s Bible Belt,
narrow-minded sanctimony pre-

vailed.
It was a crime for stores to open on
the Sabbath. It was a crime to buy a
cocktail or a lottery ticket any day. Boot
leggers and “numbers” runners were
nailed by cops.
You could be jailed for looking at
something akin to a Playboy magazine or
a sexy R-rated movie. Even writing about
sex was illegal. My town’s righteous
mayor sent police to raid bookstores selling Peyton Place. It was a felony to be
gay. Homosexuals were sent to prison
under biblical-sounding “sodomy” laws.
(One, I recall, killed himself to escape that
fate.) It was unthinkable for an unwed
couple to live together—and a single girl
who had a baby was disgraced, along
with her family. A desperate girl who terminated a pregnancy faced prison, along
with any doctor who helped her. Birth
control was illegal in some states and
sold under-the-counter in mine.
Women weren’t allowed into most
careers. They couldn’t serve on juries.
Divorce was hush-hush.
Mandatory prayer was imposed on
schoolchildren each day. Evolution drew
scant mention in school biology classes
lest it trigger a community-wide uproar.
Blacks were banished from white
jobs, neighborhoods, and schools. They
couldn’t enter “white-only” hotels,
restaurants, theaters, or swimming pools.
The whole culture branded them inferior. Jews were excluded from various
Christian-only clubs.
WASPs (white Anglo-Saxon Protes

tants) were the only people who mattered—and only staunch churchgoers
were deemed respectable.
Looking back, life in the 1950s now
seems unreal—no, surreal. It’s difficult
to remember. America couldn’t possibly
have been so priggish and cruel, you
think. But it was.
Today, America has been transformed to an astounding degree. Most
of those puritanical taboos and prejudices gradually fled into the shadows.
Now, unwed couples live together freely,
and many single females bear babies.
Sexual magazines and movies are so
unfettered they’re practically boring.
Gambling ceased being a sin and is run
by state governments. Women flooded
occupations and now earn most college degrees. Prejudice became illegal.
Sunday is a whopper-shopper day. Gay
sex no longer is a crime. School prayer
has been banned. And so on.
Why did society evolve? You might
say it was because secular humanist values slowly triumphed. Humanists won
victory after victory, turning the culture
upside down. Bit by bit, religion lost its
grip.
Landmark Supreme Court rulings let
couples practice birth control in the privacy of their bedrooms, let black children
attend school with whites, stopped the
prosecution of writers and photographers who portrayed sex, and allowed
women and girls to end pregnancies. The
historic civil rights movement toppled
this nation’s racial apartheid. Congress
finally made equality a national policy.
The American Civil Liberties Union prevented fundamentalist politicians from

imposing worship through government.
In the 2012 national election, voters in three states approved same-sex
marriage, two states authorized recreational pot-puffing, several open gays
were elected to Congress, and America’s
first black president won reaffirmation. A
Bloomberg BusinessWeek column called
the ballot returns a “liberal landslide.”

“Humanists won victory after
victory, turning the culture
upside down. Bit by bit,
religion lost its grip.”

Of course, all this progress doesn’t
mean that utopia has arrived. Die-hard
evangelicals still try to stigmatize gays,
impose prayer at public events, block
teaching of evolution, recriminalize
abortion, ban sex from television, and
so on. The battles of the culture war
keep recurring.
Humanism means striving to improve
people’s lives—and secular means to do
so without religion. Throughout history,
secular humanists have been key figures in struggles for human rights and
social justice. Voltaire fought intolerance
and the cruelties of his day. Through
the generations since, unorthodox thinkers have crusaded for personal liberties
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George A. Wells

OP-ED

The Legacy of Joseph Ratzinger,
Pope Benedict XVI

S

ince the middle of the nineteenth
century, popes have become the
focus of heightened religious emotion. Eamon Duffy, professor of the history of Christianity at Cambridge and a
staunch Catholic, has said that the Polish
Pope John Paul II, who died in 2005,
spent his final years of physical and mental decline “acting out a quasi-mystical
understanding of the papacy” as “a living icon of Christ-like suffering.” Duffy
applauds the resignation of his successor,
Benedict XVI, as constituting a precedent
that distances itself from such mysticism.
Benedict realized that “the pope is a functionary, and when he ceases to be able
to discharge this function, then he must
consider his position.” Hence “nothing in
his papacy is likely to become him so well
as his manner of leaving it.”*
The catholic Professor Hans Küng
reacted to the resignation by expressing
hope that Ratzinger would not try to
steer the choice of his successor. But Küng
allowed that the pontiff had in effect
already done this by having appointed
many cardinals who were as conservative
as himself. They would never have voted
a reformist into office, and so no doctrinal
reforms are to be expected from Francis I.
As is well known, Ratzinger was
initially open to reforming ideas but
became increasingly disturbed by student protests and activism in the 1960s,
voiced even by his own theology students at Tübingen, where he was then
teaching. He came to think that once
people are granted an inch, they rapidly
demand yards, and so he insisted that the
traditional faith be completely upheld,
with no concessions to “modernism” at
all. He joined with other German bishops
to remove the license to teach Catholic
*

The Tablet (London), February 16, 2013.
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theology from Hans Küng, his friend and
former colleague, who had in print disputed the doctrine of papal infallibility.
In 1977 Ratzinger became archbishop
of Munich, and in 1981 he was called to
Rome to be prefect of the Congregation
of the Doctrine of the Faith, the new
name for the old Inquisition, a post he
held for twenty-four years. By 1981 he
was convinced that the “modernist” invasion of the church was the source of all
evil. As a minor example of this attitude,
he was impatient with the theologians
who regarded demons not as fallen
angels but as symbols of the power of
evil; he would have none of such rationalist accommodation of the traditional
faith to modern ideas.
A striking example of Ratzinger’s
standpoint is the Declaration Dominus
Jesus, signed by him in his capacity as
prefect of the new Inquisition. The English
version, published by the Catholic Truth
Society in 2000, states that “Holy Mother
Church” accepts all the books of the
Old and New Testaments “whole and
entire.” For “written under the inspiration
of the Holy Spirit . . . they have God as
their author.” Their teaching is “without
error,” and this applies even to passages
of dubious attestation to which this document confidently appeals, as when it
twice quotes, as authentic words of the
risen Jesus, the statement in an appendix to Mark that “he who believes and is
baptised will be saved; he who does not
believe will be condemned.” It is explained
that true believing involves “faith” as “a
free assent to the whole truth that God
has revealed.” It is to be distinguished from
the kind of belief to which other religions
can rise, for it involves not merely human
wisdom, which is “still in search of absolute
truth” but “the full submission of intellect
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and will to God.” To regard reason as the
only source of knowledge is to endorse
the “subjectivism” of relying on one’s own
investigations instead of accepting what
is proclaimed by the one Catholic and
Apostolic Church. Other Christian communities are “true particular churches” only if
they have preserved “the valid Episcopate
and the genuine and integral substance
of the Eucharistic mystery.” Otherwise they
are not “churches in the proper sense” at
all. But even the genuinely true particular
ones are not part of the “single Church of
Christ.” As for other religions, they may
well contain a ray of enlightening truth,
but even that derives ultimately from
“the mystery of Christ.” “No one . . . can
enter into communion with God except
through Christ by the working of the Holy
Spirit.” All this is apparently meant as binding for all Catholics, for it “must be firmly
believed”—a phrase reiterated in italics
throughout.
Unsurprisingly, this Declaration occasioned outrage among many Christians,
Catholic and other. At the end of a 2002
symposium on Fundamentalism in Church
and Society, which he edited, Martyn
Percy, who is (or was) principal of Ripon
College Oxford, expressed amazement
at the Declaration’s “lack of charity and
mercy” and deplored its “sweeping aside
of half a century of ecumenical conversation.” He finds its statements “uncannily
similar to the bespoke arrogance of so
many fundamentalist communities.”
Subsequently, Ratzinger has published
three volumes titled Jesus of Nazareth.
The first of them, issued in 2007, insists
that “the Old and New Testaments belong
together” in that “Jesus Christ is the key to
the whole.” Other theologians have long
since protested that such a view reduces
(Continued on page 44)
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Letters

I would like to extend a few
points touched upon in Ronald
A. Lindsay’s excellent editorial.

The Meaning of Life
and Death
Ronald A. Lindsay’s editorial
“The Argument from Death
and Meaningless—Again”
(FI, April/May 2013) helpfully
argued that if heaven destroys
our individuality, it is not a
reward but another form of
death and therefore can’t
make mortal life meaningful.
Alternatively, if we survive eternally as ourselves, we will inevitably become bored. However,
the latter conclusion assumes
we could remember an eternity
of experience. Perhaps our
ability will be limited as it is in
mortal life.
To have memories in the
afterlife and experiences to
remember, there must be something like a brain and sensory
system. There must be things to
be sensed. An anthropic heaven
stands atop a slippery slope that
starts as soon as we imagine
ourselves in it and doesn’t end
until we’re pretty well back in
our universe.
Religionists should explain
why meaningfulness in this life
depends on a reward that is
eternal. Would the prospect of,
say, a trillion years in heaven
followed by oblivion give our
lives meaning? What if science
offered the statistical likelihood
of a trillion-year life span?
Where in the realm of possibilities does meaningfulness start?

Howard Grimwood
Richmond, Virginia

1. Religious belief—even if
mistaken—is consoling for
billions. The notion of eternal union with loved ones
is vastly more pleasant
than the atheistic vision of
eternity. Also, it is very reassuring to have a “big guy”
upstairs looking after you.
2. Once one postulates God,
all is possible. So logical
analysis of the afterlife as
tedious or obliterating the
self can easily be countered
with the much more cheerful notion that God will
somehow make it blissful
for the faithful—perhaps
in ways we humans cannot
imagine.
3. Believing that a personal,
devastating tragedy—such
as Sandy Hook—is part of
God’s inscrutable plan may
not be logical or correct,
but it can be consoling
and a very important part
of a coping mechanism
for many. This particularly
pertains to extremely
unfair events that would
otherwise seem to overturn
a believer’s God-based
worldview.
4. A bunch of smart folks
(such as Lindsay, Richard
Dawkins, and most of our
top scientists) holding
forth that God does not
exist and eternal bliss is not
forthcoming is very threatening to the worldview of
many believers. Hence, the
extreme negative reaction
to atheists, atheism, secular
humanism, and many variants thereof.
These points are important
considerations for anyone who
might engage the vast legions
of believers and advocate for
reason and science. It is not
surprising that atheism—and
by extension atheists—are not
popular.

Mitchell Margolis
Wynnewood, Pennsylvania

Ronald A. Lindsay uses a
straw man argument about
immortality. I am unaware of
any Christian religion (I am a
Catholic) that describes heaven/
eternity as depicted by Lindsay.
He describes eternity as, “the
problem with eternity is precisely
that it never ends” and “if heavenly life is so utterly absorbing
. . . it would obliterate ‘me’ as
well.” Life after death for the
Christian results in the mystery
of the dimension of time being
revealed, under Jesus’s plan. I
believe that Lindsay would agree
that as humans, we do not have
a complete understanding of
the dimension of time.
He quotes the passage from
the Baltimore Catechism that
God’s purpose for humans is
“to know him, to love him, to
serve him in this world and to
be happy with him forever in
the next.” He then states that
“if one removes the reference
to an afterlife, this assertion
could easily be made about any
totalitarian dictator.” There were
notable murderous totalitarian
dictatorships that were atheist
regimes (i.e., Stalin, Pol Pot, Mao,
Hitler). The lack of a belief in
God and the lack of a concurrent
belief in an afterlife led these
specific regimes to lack a basis in
morality.

Peter Janangelo Jr.
Las Vegas, Nevada
Ronald A. Lindsay replies:
I thank Howard Grimwood,
Mitchell Margolis, and Peter
Janangelo Jr. for their letters. I
have no substantive disagreement with Mr. Grimwood. He
does speculate that eternal
boredom might be avoided by
a limited memory. Or perhaps
we might experience a periodic
“memory-wipe.” This is a possibility, I suppose, but this seems
to be contrary to the Christian
notion that we will have glorified
bodies after the Resurrection.
Also, if we lost a substantial
part of our memory, we would
be losing an important part
secularhumanism.org

of our self-identity. And who
determines what memories get
erased? The Big Guy? Again, this
makes heaven resemble a totalitarian dictatorship.
Mr. Margolis suggests that
stories about eternal life are
consoling. But as I point out in
my editorial, they are not consoling if one thinks about their
implications. To assert that “once
one postulates God, all is possible” runs counter to traditional
theology, which holds that God
is bound by logic. Even God
cannot make 2 + 2 = 5. Similarly,
God cannot transform a creature whose self-consciousness
depends on a lapse of time into a
timeless being.
Mr. Janangelo is wrong on
many points. He says he is not
aware of any Christian who
describes heaven as depicted
by me. I was raised Catholic. My
parish priest described heaven
as an endless expanse of time,
and this seemed to be the view
held by most parishioners. I’ve
also attended Protestant church
services where the ministers gave
sermons in which heaven was
described as a place very similar
to Earth but with luxurious infrastructure, such as streets paved
with gold. Believers, of course,
always claim that whatever it is
like it will be utterly blissful, but
they never explain why it will
continue to be blissful after a
zillion years.
Thomas Aquinas, by the
way, an orthodox Catholic if
there ever was one, described
heaven in great detail. He even
described what the contents of
our bowels would be and how
we would delight in the punishment of the damned. Look it up.
ST, Suppl. qq. 80, 94. He did not
say anything about “the mystery
of the dimension of time being
revealed.”
And, of course, Mr.
Janangelo trots out the tired
canard about Hitler being an
atheist. I guess the “Gott mit uns”
inscribed on the Wehrmacht’s
(Continued on page 60)
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RESEARCH REPORT: Does Religion Really Make Us Better People?

A Skeptical Review of Religious
Prosociality Research
Luke W. Galen and Jeremy Beahan

I

t should come as no surprise to readers that the general public
overwhelmingly assumes that religion is tied to morality. This
can be described as the “Religion Makes You Good” theory.
In more scientific terms, this “religious prosociality hypothesis”
predicts that religious belief is associated with a variety of positive social behaviors ranging from charitable generosity or time
spent volunteering to a propensity to be helpful and honest.
When discussions move beyond generalities to the realm of
supporting evidence, there seems to be an impressive body of
scientific work that supports this hypothesis. Indeed, studies

seemingly overwhelming evidence for the prosocial effects of
religion has been enough to convince even many nonbelievers
that faith is beneficial, at least for others. In a recent Slate article
titled “Don’t Trust the Godless,” Jesse Bering confessed, “Even as
an atheist, I have more confidence in religious people. And now
science is backing me up.”6 However, a closer examination reveals
that the findings supporting the religious prosociality hypothesis
are not necessarily a solid foundation. Rather, as pointed out in
a recent scholarly literature review by one of us,7 they are almost
always complex and tend to evaporate under scrutiny.

Ingroup Bias and Stereotypes
One factor that must be kept in mind when
interpreting studies on the positive effects
of religion is that they are almost always
conducted in a context where a majority
of individuals are religious, and a pervasive
stereotype exists that religion ought to be
a positive social influence. This is relevant
because prosociality is often based on self-assessments that
are provided by religious individuals who endorse those
stereotypes. Even third-party ratings provided by family, colleagues, or peers are susceptible to the effects of a religious
prosociality stereotype. For example, not only do religious
individuals self-report having “nicer” personal characteristics
than do nonreligious individuals, some studies have claimed
to validate this greater religious prosociality by using thirdparty evaluators who also rated religious individuals as being
nicer, more cooperative, 8 altruistic, and empathetic.9 But in
a predominantly religious society where 80 to 95 percent
of individuals are religious and around 75 percent are at
least nominally Christian, a significant proportion of those
subjects’ families and peers are also religious—meaning that
their judgments may be biased as well.
Ingroup favoritism is a well-studied phenomenon in social
psychology. It is natural for individuals to derive self-esteem
from the groups with which they are associated and to advocate

Prosocial refers to behavior that benefits others such
as helping, sharing, and cooperation; or to broader
attributes underlying such behavior, such as agreeable
and conscientious personalities or benevolent values.

have demonstrated that religious people do engage in more
charity and volunteering1 and possess positive personal traits
such as being more agreeable and conscientious.2 Beyond social
behavior, religiosity has been associated with greater psychological well-being, including happiness and greater mental
health.3 These conclusions are typically derived from surveys and
polls (“naturalistic” methods) as well as from more controlled,
laboratory-type studies of behavior such as, for example, economic games measuring cooperation and generosity. Another
genre of study has used “priming” methods, that is, activating
content by exposure to words or reminders on a screen, to the
effect that religious “primes” make individuals more cooperative
and honest. Several recent books have presented the case for
religious prosociality, among them A Friendly Letter to Skeptics
and Atheists: Musings on Why God is Good and Faith Isn’t Evil 4
and American Grace: How Religion Divides and Unites Us.5 As the
latter’s authors put it, religion makes “good neighbors.” Such
14
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for a positive public image for those who share their identity.
Consistent with this theory, believers show favoritism toward
other religious individuals and speak more poorly of the nonreligious or those from a different religious group.10 Often this
favoritism is extended to other religious individuals regardless
of whether or not they behave poorly. Believers will even rate a
religious individual more highly than a nonreligious individual
when the two exhibit identical behaviors. For example, in one
study participants were asked to watch a video of a college student who spent his spring break volunteering for a disaster-relief organization. When the student was wearing a T-shirt with
the famous “Jesus fish” symbol, he was rated as more likable,
kind, and moral than the same student wearing a “Darwin fish”
symbol.11 Most studies that rely on peer ratings of prosociality do
not adequately control for this tendency to form ingroup biases.
Ideally, researchers should ensure that participants are
unaware of the religious identity of those they are rating in
order to prevent bias in the ratings. But this is rarely the case.
Indeed, in the studies regarding cooperation and empathy cited
above, raters were aware of the targets’ religious identities
before they formed their impressions—casting doubt on their
results. We know from studies in which the religious identity of
the person making the evaluation and the religious identity of
the person being evaluated are properly controlled that those
identified as religious are consistently rated as more prosocial,
while nonreligious individuals are rated as less prosocial, even
when their actions are identical.12
But here’s an interesting twist: nonreligious individuals do

not appear to rate their fellow nonbelievers as any more prosocial than the religious.11,13 In fact, American nonbelievers also
appear to hold religious peers in high regard (though not as
highly as the religious hold themselves). This indicates that nonbelievers’ judgments, too, have been swayed by a pro-religious
cultural stereotype. Self-reports of happiness and personality
measures such as agreeableness are more closely associated
with religiosity in the United States than in the United Kingdom
or Northern Europe where religion is less dominant.2 For example, in the United States, when participants have been asked
to form impressions of personal characteristics based only on
photographs of faces, smiling faces were judged to be more religious than nonsmiling faces,14 whereas in the United Kingdom
the opposite was true.15 The relationship between religion and
self-control, mental well-being, psychological adjustment, and
social support is also weaker (or in some cases even reversed) in
less-religious contexts. So in societies where the nonreligious are
the majority, religion is not associated with prosocial outcomes.16

Naturalistic Studies, Controlled Studies, and Religious Priming
Findings about ingroup favoritism have implications for
interpreting the “well-known” finding that religious people
are more generous with their time and money. First, religious
organizations themselves are the largest sources of charitable giving.17,18 This raises the question of whether giving by
members of religious groups should be considered purely
disinterested generosity or whether it might be affected by
a degree of ingroup-based or nepotistic motivation. Second,

Figure 1. Naturalistic or uncontrolled studies vs. controlled or qualified findings.
The religious . . .
are more generous and trusting		
give more to charity			
exhibit greater planned helping		
are rated as more agreeable and moral
are more benevolent (to friends and family)
are happier and more satisfied

when paired with religious partners
when target charity is from an ingroup or is not secular
but no difference in spontaneously helping
when based on self-reports or by peers who know religious status
but less universalistic to all of humanity
in societies where religiosity is predominant

Activating or “priming” religion promotes . . .

But priming . . .

• generosity and sharing
• cooperation
• honesty
• self-control

• in secular civic concepts achieves identical results
• typically does not depend on the religiosity of individuals
• also increases ingroup favoritism, prejudice, aggression,
and submission to authority
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many of those recipients of giving listed as “secular” often
turn out to be semireligious, because many studies in the
existing literature do not clearly separate religious versus
secular recipients of charitable giving. For example, in Boston
College’s Center on Wealth and Philanthropy study,19 the
category of “religious giving” referred narrowly to houses
of worship or congregations, whereas examples of what
was termed secular giving also included gifts to a school,

“Closer examination reveals that the findings
supporting the religious prosociality hypothesis
are not necessarily on a solid foundation.”

program, or hospital run by a religious organization or other
recipient “that many would agree embodies spiritual values”
(p. 7). One may prefer not to quibble about the recipients of
assistance as long as the needy are being served, but from
the standpoint of determining the generosity of the providers it is clearly necessary to separate generalized or universal
prosocial giving from ingroup-specific giving.
One alternative to naturalistic studies with their accompanying “noise” and lack of control is to place individuals into
controlled situations in the laboratory and ask them to make
choices involving prosocial actions such as generous sharing
or giving. These controlled studies provide more unambiguous
conclusions. They also bring to light several interesting effects

that compel us to qualify the religious prosociality hypothesis.
One genre of such studies takes the form of economic games.
In the “public goods” game, players can contribute money to
a “public” fund internal to the experiment; at a trial’s end, all
contributions are doubled and distributed equally among all
the players regardless of their individual contribution. In the
“trust game,” player A can chose whatever amount of money he
or she wishes to send to player B. The amount is tripled by the
experimenter, and then it is player B’s turn to
choose an amount to transfer. Both games
measure cooperation and trust. It is risky for
any individual to give if the other players are
selfish and refuse to reciprocate. But if everyone works together, each will be better off
than before.
In behavioral economic studies where the
religiosity of participants is known, a general
trend emerges. Religious individuals cooperate
more and give more money than nonreligious participants—but
only in connection with those who share their religious identity.20 In one example, researchers found that clergy students
extended greater monetary offers than non-clergy students, but
only to those from their own group.21 These findings are most
likely due to the phenomenon of ingroup favoritism. But they
also indicate the pervasiveness of a pro-religious cultural stereotype, because nonreligious participants did not show the same
ingroup favoritism. Rather, nonreligious participants also trusted
religious participants more than their nonreligious peers and
allocated more money to them22 even though, unbeknownst to
them, that trust would not be reciprocated. Studies in which religious participants were paired with an outgroup member such

Figure 2. Continuum.
Most studies use a religious continuum from high to moderate to low religiosity (based on church attendance, strength of belief, and
other factors). However, the low end contains a heterogeneous mixture of individuals with its own continuum.
Typical continuum of comparison actually masks or blurs . . .
High religious engagement		

Moderate		

Low religious engagement

							Nones or
						
Unaffiliated
					
Religious Unaffiliated
						Spiritual but not Religious
									
Agnostics
										Atheists
								
Organized / Committed Seculars
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as someone of a different religion or no religion or who was a
“value violator” (for example, gay), did not identify any religious
prosociality effects.
This pattern of preferential treatment is not limited to
the behavioral economic studies but rather constitutes a general trend across the religious prosociality literature.23 Vassilis
Saroglou has used the term minimal prosociality to refer to
greater helping on the part of the religious that is extended to
friends and ingroup members but not to outgroup members
and those who threaten religious values.24 This could explain
a body of work across different cultures and religions showing
that religiosity is weakly but positively correlated with the value
of benevolence (concern for close others such as friends and
family) yet negatively related to the value of universalism (concern for all humans), 25,26 as well as regional discrepancies in the
religious prosociality literature. For example, one study found
that behavioral cooperation was greater among members of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormons or LDS)
when the study was conducted in Utah than when the same
study was conducted in Oregon.27 Mormons form the majority in
Utah, but they are a minority in Oregon. Of course Mormons are
not special in this regard (like other religious individuals, they are
more prepared to love their neighbors when those neighbors
are just like them). This highlights one potential pitfall facing
researchers when interpreting data. The limited nature of religious prosociality may not be apparent in more homogeneous
populations or in the absence of a comparison group. It only
becomes visible in situations where religious individuals perceive
a conflict of interest between their group and other religious
groups. This problem plagues research on religious giving.

Religious Priming Studies

Figure 3. Curvilinear effect for prosociality and well-being.
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Scriptures and sermons abound with exhortations to “love thy
neighbor” and to “do unto others as you would have them
do onto you.” Shouldn’t frequent exposure to these messages
result in some discernible increase in prosocial behaviors? The
concept of “priming” involves activating concepts in study
participants’ minds by exposing those participants to words,
images, or contexts then measuring what effect this exposure
has on behavior. In such studies, participants may be asked to
read portions of religious scripture or to unscramble religious
words. Priming can also be more subtle (for example, viewing
religious symbols on clothing) or based on context (locating an
experiment in a church as opposed to secular setting like a gymnasium). Priming can even exert influence without conscious
awareness on the part of the participant. Participants’ performance on a particular task is measured relative to a control
group to see if the priming had any effect.
To date, the evidence has indicated that priming with religious
words results in greater honesty,28 generosity, sharing, and cooperation,29–32 as well as better self-control in distressing situations.33

For example, reading the Ten Commandments was found to
reduce cheating among participants, and completing sentences
with the word God had the effect of increasing participants’ resistance to temptation.34 Why are religious concepts so successful in
priming such behaviors? In their review of the priming literature,
Baumeister et al. (2010)35 citied “supernatural surveillance” as one
possible mechanism, arguing “the belief that one’s actions are
constantly and inescapably being observed by a divine being may
be a strong stimulus and reminder to be aware of one’s actions.”
In other words, religious primes put us on our best behaviors
because they remind us that God might be watching. This interpretation of the findings does fit some of the evidence. For example, researchers found that conceptual God-related primes did
increase public self-awareness among believers.36
Whatever the underlying mechanism, clearly exposure to
religious concepts does increase prosocial behavior. A closer
examination of the data, however, reveals a number of interesting relationships that qualify this conclusion. First, the evidence
that positive religious words (like heaven, miracle, or bless) have
a prosocial effect is stronger than is the case with neutral religious words like Bible, disciple, or chapel. 37 Second, the positive
effect of religious primes is not dependent on the participants’
personal level of religiosity. In other words, whether or not the
individual participant is religious does not affect his or her ability
to be primed by religious stimuli in most studies. The nonreligious also respond positively to religious primes and to the same
degree. Obviously, this has implications for a pervasive general
stereotype associated with religious ideas. Also, priming with
secular concepts such as civil or court has the same effect in promoting honesty or lowering hypocrisy as do religious concepts.38
In fact, the mere presence of a mirror or pictures of eyespots in
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the laboratory has had similar effects in reducing dishonesty.39, 40
So although some religious primes activate prosocial behavior, it
appears that any reminder that others may be watching or any
increase in self-conscious awareness is enough to promote more
conscientious and socially desirable behavior.
Clearly, this has implications for the religious prosociality
hypothesis. Religious concepts do not necessarily prime prosocial behavior because they are religious concepts. It may be
that any concepts that are associated with morality in a particular culture trigger prosocial behavior or reputational concern.
Norenzayan and Shariff41 conclude that any general moral stereotype (not just a religious one) will be effective in producing
honesty or reducing cheating as a reminder of our reputations
in the presence of third-party observers. Considering that controlled laboratory tests on honesty, cheating, and generosity
have consistently failed to find any uniquely religious effect on
behavior,42,43 it seems that this secular hypothesis is a better fit
with the data. It may also make sense of another curious finding.

primed with religious words.47 They were also more willing to
conform when pressured to be vengeful by the experimenter
after religious priming.48 In another experiment, reading the
biblical version of the Golden Rule had no effect in diminishing
Christians’ homophobia, though strangely, reading the Buddhist
version of the Golden Rule actually increased their homophobic
responses,49 perhaps because the moral imperative was coming from a distrusted outgroup source. Likewise, unscrambling
words associated with Christianity increased racial prejudice
towards African Americans,50 while experiments conducted in
a church setting (rather than a civic one) increased negative
attitudes toward outgroups.51 Thus, a broad body of work indicates that religiosity is a double-edged sword, in that activating
associated concepts has the effect of increasing both positive
and negative behaviors.

Religiosity Takes Different Forms

Up to this point, we have been treating the concept of religiosity as if it refers to a unitary notion, such
that all religious concepts are presumed to
be of a piece and believers are similar to
one another. However, the general concept
“Believers will even rate a religious individual more highly than a
of religiosity encompasses many compononreligious individual when the two exhibit identical behaviors.” nents, and individuals are religious in different ways. Political and dispositional factors
also complicate the picture. For example,
some studies have used measures of general
“intrinsic” religiosity, which refers to the degree that religion
Religious individuals are more likely to hold a negative stereois of personal importance to an individual. However, general
type of atheists as immoral or untrustworthy, but when they
religious belief may contain distinct or even opposing tendenare primed with concepts of secular authority, their distrust of
cies, such as fundamentalism (exclusivist and literalist beliefs)
atheists is diminished.44 Believers know that atheists do not live
as opposed to so-called “quest” religiosity (open-ended and
their lives as if God is watching them. Without this supernatural
spiritually seeking beliefs). Studies have also found a moderate
monitoring, they may wonder what reason the godless have for
degree of overlap between religiosity and authoritarianism (the
behaving fairly. But this distrust can be ameliorated when they
strong valuation of obedience and submission to authorities).
are reminded that morality can be monitored in other ways.
This is relevant to the prosociality debate because many studies
Although the positive effects of religious priming are the
have found that fundamentalist and authoritarian tendencies
stuff of headlines, the dark side of this literature seldom gains
tend to relate to nonprosocial effects such as vengeance, prejthe same level of attention. Numerous studies demonstrate that,
udice, and hostility to outgroups. However, when the effects
in addition to positive effects, socially undesirable behaviors
of authoritarianism are statistically removed or controlled, or
also manifest when subjects are exposed to religious messages.
when the type of religiosity in question is quest religiosity, more
For example, in an experiment that measured aggression,
prosocial effects such as helpfulness, tolerance, and forgiveness
participants who read passages from the Bible depicting Godare obtained. Such findings are relevant to the seemingly dissanctioned violence administered more electrical shocks to
other participants than did those in the control group. In this
crepant effects of religious priming mentioned previously, in
study, although both religious and nonreligious participants
which the activation of religious concepts has both prosocial
became more aggressive following the prime, the effect was
and nonprosocial effects. More generally, the “glass half-empty/
greater for the believers.45 In a similar study, subjects’ behavglass half-full” qualification regarding the prosocial effects of
ioral vengeance on other participants (by administering painful
religion is due to the fact that religion can often involve conblasts of sound) was greater for those who were “extrinsically
tradictory and competing effects. But this also means that any
religious” (that is, religious for utilitarian reasons).46 In another
reference to religion as being associated with solely positive
example, those who had been previously screened for high
effects (say, social justice) while ignoring its more authoritarian
levels of submissiveness became the most vengeful after being
elements is selective at best.
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Does Religion Really Make Us Better People?

Self-Report vs. Behavior
Does religious belief make one a better person? The faithful certainly think so. When asked to give an assessment
of their own character, religious individuals report being
more grateful, helpful, and forgiving than do nonreligious
individuals. Many studies take such self-reports (employing instruments such as personality questionnaires) at face
value, as constituting evidence of actual prosocial behavior.
But such evaluations are in actuality affected by self-serving
biases rather than by a realistic assessment of one’s own
character. By now, it should be clear that self-report data
tends to be unreliable. People are prone to forming positive
illusions about themselves and therefore have a tendency to
inflate their responses on questionnaires in a socially desirable direction. This may serve to inflate their own self-image
(in a process known as “self-enhancement”), or it may seek
to make a good impression on others (impression
management). Although this is a pervasive tendency
that is by no means confined only to the religious, it
is more pronounced in those showing high intrinsic
religiosity (that is, those who claim religion to be
very important to them personally) than in the rest
of the population. Highly religious people tend to
view themselves as better than others generally,52
even other religious individuals.53 They also evaluate
themselves more highly than nonreligious individuals on nonreligious attributes (for instance, intelligence).
In experiments in which highly religious people are primed
with God concepts, they become even more concerned
with presenting positive self-assessments, 36 and this priming
works both ways. For example, in one study when high-selfesteem was primed in laboratory settings, Christians saw
themselves as living up to Christian principles more often
than their fellow believers.54 If, on the other hand, experimenters required subjects to disclose something negative
about themselves or provided feedback that challenged
their high self-assessments, those high in intrinsic religiosity
engaged in self-deception as a means of compensating more
often than those with low intrinsic religiosity.55 It seems that
religiosity is connected to a presentational bias, such that
highly religious people are particularly concerned with viewing themselves as moral persons and are threatened when
that self-image is challenged.
A comparison of self-reports with controlled experiments
using actual behavioral measures reveals the degree of this discrepancy. For example, religious individuals claim to value forgiveness more than others,56 but any effect of their religiosity on actual
forgiveness in a given situation is negligible.57 Similarly, those high
in intrinsic religiosity report a more grateful disposition but do not
demonstrate greater behavioral gratitude.58 High intrinsic religiosity doesn’t reduce aggression (and can even increase aggression

under certain circumstances), though it is likely to make one think
that he or she is less aggressive.59,60 Likewise, religious people are
no more honest than the nonreligious, though they are more
likely to report that they are.61 In regards to helping others, fundamentalists perceive themselves as behaving altruistically toward
everyone, but in reality they are more willing to help friends or
like-minded individuals—not strangers or those with different
values.62 We must remember that most people tend to overestimate how moral they actually are, so it is common to find a gap
between how individuals predict they will behave and how they
actually do behave.63,64 However, since the highly religious show a
greater tendency towards self-enhancement on questionnaires,
this disjunction between self-report and measured behavior is
even wider among the religious than in the rest of the population.
Indeed, the greatest gap between altruistic beliefs and altruistic
behaviors is found in those who rate religion as more important
to them personally.65

“Highly religious people tend to view themselves
as better than others generally.”

Although the experimental evidence fails to support the
general stereotypes of religious prosociality, some researchers have described the results in such a way as to give a more
positive impression. For example, in their review of the religiosity and forgiveness literature, McCullough and Worthington56
suggested that religious people are conscious that they should
value forgiveness highly in order to be consistent with religious
teachings and that “even if religious people are no more facile at
forgiving in real-life situations than are less religious people, they
do desire to be forgiving” (p. 1152). But praising believers for
their moral intentions misses the point. They do not just desire
to be better—in some cases they think they actually are superior.
There are dangers inherent in having an unrealistic assessment
of one’s own character and limits. The social fallout of abstinence-only sex education in America is just one of many possible
examples. Researchers have found that greater religious commitment was associated with a “temptation bias”—a belief that
one can resist temptation better than others, especially in sexual
situations.66 Yet the vast majority of Christian youth who take
abstinence pledges still engage in premarital intercourse. This
would not be such a problem if they didn’t also show greater risk
for pregnancy and STDs due to having unprotected sex! If promoters of abstinence-only sexual education were more realistic
about the likelihood of failure, perhaps they would see the value
in teaching young adults to take precautions.
secularhumanism.org
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Compared to Whom?
Often the wording of study findings (for example, “religious
people are more prosocial”) contains an implied comparison
(“than nonreligious individuals”). Typically, the methodology
used in studies is to compare in a general population the
highly religious to the less religious, such as the unaffiliated
or infrequent church attenders. However, if one is attempting to identify effects due specifically to belief, this method
combines belief with other factors. Chief among these is that
more religious individuals also attend church and are therefore strongly socially embedded within a group. Unaffiliated
individuals (often called the “Nones”) by definition are not
members of such a group, so that those at the “low end” of
religiosity scales are therefore not “joiners.” As a result, most
studies represent a comparison between religious group
members and weakly religious nongroup members, along
with a minority of atheists and agnostics.
The nature of relative comparison is important to the reli-

have effects on its membership similar to that of a church? In the
above-mentioned book American Grace, Putnam and Campbell
conclude that “religious beliefs . . . turn out to be utterly irrelevant to explaining the religious edge in good neighborliness” (p.
465), and “even an atheist who happened to become involved
in the social life of a congregation . . . is much more likely to
volunteer in a soup kitchen than the most fervent believer who
prays alone” (pp. 472–473).5 Indeed, this “social group-based
prosociality” is a pervasive effect.
Moreover, when we rank individuals by their level of prosocial behavior, it is unaffiliated or nominally religious individuals,
not committed secular individuals, who are at the opposite end
of the prosocial continuum from highly engaged religious believers. The prosocial continuum separates the religiously committed from the unaffiliated and uncommitted; it does not separate
committed believers from committed unbelievers. As we will see
below, measurements that distinguish only between religious
and nonreligious respondents have the effect of lumping principled atheists and socially engaged nonbelievers together with
those merely claiming no religious affiliation. (Though
it is worth remembering that most of those who claim
no religious affiliation are still religious.)

The World Values Survey found that both those
who claimed religion is ‘very important’ and those who
claimed it was ‘not important at all’ were the happiest.”

gious prosociality debate because frequently the strongest prosocial effects associated with religion tend to be connected with
church attendance and the social context of religious groups,
rather than with metaphysical beliefs. That is, frequent church
attenders do indeed show a pattern of more prosocial behaviors than those who don’t frequently attend church. However,
when measured as a function of metaphysical beliefs (say, how
certain one is of God’s existence), the findings are less clear.
For example, although more frequent church attendance has
been linked to modestly lower rates of mental illness such as
depression, the effect is negligible when religiosity is measured
as strength of belief.67 In another example using Gallup survey
data, differences in generosity when measured as a function
of religious importance were smaller than those measured as
variation in religious attendance.68 In fact, many studies that statistically control or separate purely social factors such as group
attendance and the strength of social relationships have found
greatly diminished or nonexistent effects of religious belief on
prosocial measures.69
This clearly has implications for the role of purely secular
factors, such as group involvement and social embeddedness
in the community, as opposed to any unique effect of religious
engagement. For example, could a committed secular group
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Curvilinear Effects

The effect of lumping committed atheists and nonbelievers together with the merely unaffiliated is an
imprecise “watering down” of any effect of religious
belief or the lack thereof. Not surprisingly, studies that lump
in this way appear to show a linear relationship between religiosity and prosociality—the more religious one is, the more
helpful, happier, and healthy one will be. However, there is
a smaller number of studies comparing the highly religious
with the confidently nonreligious, and this group of studies
shows interesting effects relevant to the religious prosociality hypothesis. Some studies compare church attenders
with committed atheists and/or humanists. Instead of a
linear relationship, these studies often reveal a curvilinear
or U-shaped relationship between belief and prosociality.
That is, confident religious believers and confident nonbelievers show nearly identical outcomes, with the nominally
religious and unsure nonreligious in between. For example,
nominal believers (not atheists) show the highest levels of
depression, the poorest mental health, and generally report
less satisfaction with life.70 In fact, data gathered from over
fifty nations corroborates these findings—the World Values
Survey found that both those who claimed religion is “very
important” and those who claimed it was “not important at
all” were the happiest.71
Curvilinear effects are also found in the moral realm as well.
For example, physicians’ likelihood of practicing among the

Does Religion Really Make Us Better People?

underserved exhibits a curvilinear relationship with intrinsic
religiosity.72 In the personality trait of conscientiousness, strongly
secular individuals are equivalent to strongly religious individuals.73 One reason for this curvilinear effect may have to do with
the tendency to behave according to the dictates of one’s conscience when faced with pressure to conform. For example, in
Milgram’s infamous obedience experiments, participants were
instructed to give “electric shocks” (later revealed to be fake)
to a confederate who pretended to be distressed and in pain.
When Bock and Warren replicated the study, they found both
“extreme believers” and “extreme non-believers” were the most
likely to disobey the researcher’s unethical orders.74 Moderate
religious believers were the most compliant. These lab results
are consistent with one of history’s darkest real-world tests of
obedience to authority. Studies of rescuers of Jews during World
War II found that the highest proportion of rescuers were either
highly religious or completely nonreligious.75 The researchers
suggested that moderates were less likely to help because those
who have strength in their convictions (regardless of whether
those convictions are religious in nature) are more likely to act
according to personal conscience than simply to obey prevailing
social norms. It appears that confidence in one’s worldview and
regular affiliation with like-minded people are more important
to well-being and moral integrity than the particular content of
an individual’s metaphysical beliefs. But most studies miss this
deeper relationship. When nonbelievers are “unevenly yoked”
with the nominally religious, proper comparisons cannot be
made, and the curvilinear effects described above remain invisible to researchers.

is itself defined by having church social contacts. This is
equivalent to suggesting that “socially engaged religious
believers are socially engaged.” Similarly, many “spirituality”
scales measure concepts that do not necessarily refer to
supernatural beliefs such as a sense of universalism, personal
meaning, or social relationships, with items such as “I believe
there is a larger meaning to life”; “It is important for me
to give something back to my community”; “I believe that
humanity as a whole is basically good”; “I am concerned
about those who will come after me in life”; and so on.
Clearly, agreeing with those statements is not tantamount to
endorsing a belief in some sort of spiritual power or God. But
the findings are often interpreted as representing such an
endorsement—although any atheist with a broader sense of
meaning or purpose will score as being “spiritual” on these
scales. This has the effect of artificially inflating the apparent
relationship between religiosity or spirituality and positive
prosocial outcomes because those with a sense of meaning
and purpose will also be socially engaged and have greater
well-being. Numerous studies ostensibly demonstrating that
religiosity is related to prosocial outcomes are in actuality
examples of criterion contamination effects.

How to Critically Examine Studies

Criterion Contamination

The question “Does religion make us prosocial?” does not
admit a simple answer. The conclusion one reaches depends
on the measure of religiosity used and the way prosociality
is defined. To achieve a clear understanding, one must take
into account a host of complicating factors. We would like to
suggest ten questions to aid the critical consumer in assessing the merits of research on religious prosociality:

Such unequal comparisons in the religious-prosociality literature are sometimes due to the question-begging manner in which religion or spirituality is defined. Studies will
often describe how the “religiously-engaged” or those with
“spirituality” have advantages in their mental well-being or
social relationships. For example, the U.S. military includes a
“Spiritual Fitness” dimension in its instrument assessing soldiers’ wellness and mental health, referring to greater resiliency among those who are spiritually inclined.76 However,
an examination of the actual question items on such measures indicates a flaw in the way concepts such as spirituality
are measured—a problem known to researchers as “criterion
contamination.” When making a prediction of some criterion, it is generally more meaningful (and difficult) when
the items used in prediction do not themselves contain
elements of the items being predicted. To do otherwise
virtually guarantees a positive correlation. For instance, it is
entirely circular to say that “religiously-engaged individuals
have greater social networks” when “religious engagement”

1.  Has the research controlled for the possibility that stereotypes, such as the expectation that religious individuals
will be more prosocial, have affected self-reports and
ratings?
2.  Are the results based on evidence that has been compromised by ingroup favoritism bias?
3.  When prosocial effects follow the priming of religious
concepts, would those same effects follow secular primes?
4.  Is the study also able to detect potential negative as well
as positive effects of religious priming?
5.  Is the research based on self-reports (such as hypothetical
behaviors or attitudes) or does it measure actual behaviors?
6.  Could the context of the study have an impact on the
results? For example, a study conducted in highly religious
contexts like the United States may not obtain like results
in predominantly nonreligious contexts like northern
Europe.
7.  Are the results solely attributable to religious belief itself,
or could they be due to group affiliation? If church-at-
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tending believers are compared to nonchurch attenders,
the source of any differences may not be clearly attributable.
8.  Related to number 7, does the study conflate nonbelief
with low religiosity?
9.  Do the groups under comparison allow for an examination for curvilinear effects?
10. Has “religion” or “spirituality” been defined in a way that
would also include prosocial behavior?
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Does Religion Really Make Us Better People?

Cheating or Leveling the
Playing Field?
Rethinking How We Ask Questions About Religion in the United States
Ryan T. Cragun and Barry A. Kosmin

H

ere’s a question you won’t find on a Gallup or Pew survey:
It seems as though the word convinced was added in order to
“How much do you hate religious proselytizing?” Wouldn’t
reduce the number of people who report that they are atheit be nice to know how Americans really feel about being
ists. It adds an additional criterion to the choice “atheist” such
evangelized? Don’t expect the answer soon! The problem is
that some atheists may believe it does not apply to them. We
that neither major polling organizations nor such major funders
think it perfectly reasonable to call into question the addition
of research as the Templeton and Lilly foundations are likely
of “convinced” to “atheist” when no such qualifier was added to
to sponsor a questionnaire that is biased against religion.1
“religious person.” Why weren’t the researchers who conducted
They have reputations to protect, after all. But this does not
this survey interested in “convinced” religious people?
serve science well. By not asking such questions, major polling
While this survey was probably well-intentioned (and appreorganizations and funders—several of which have close ties to
ciated by those of us who do research on atheism and the nonconservative Christianity—are actively supporting a cultural bias
religious), we’re very skeptical of the Global Index of Religiosity
in the United States that favors religion.2 The questions asked
and Atheism, as it likely underestimates the number of atheists
by researchers and academics about religion are almost
universally geared toward evaluating how religious people
are, which means that we do not know the extent to which
“Reginald Bibby is creating loaded questions
Americans dislike or hold negative opinions about religion.
Another factor that limits our ability to measure religiosand interpreting his data loosely in order to generate
ity and attitudes toward religion accurately is the structure
a picture of Canadian religion that aligns with his
of the questions used. Many questions asked in national
agenda. This comes awfully close to ‘cheating.’”
opinion polls are either poorly worded or intentionally
framed to make it seem as though people are more religious
than they really are. A good example is the recent WINGallup International Global Index of Religiosity and Atheism,
around the world. Another example of the subtle asymmetry
which received widespread media attention.3 The question
in question wording that favors religion occurred in the muchthat it asked of thousands of people around the world was,
quoted National Study of Youth and Religion by Christian Smith
“Irrespective of whether you attend a place of worship or not,
of Notre Dame University. For example, religious youth were
would you say you are a religious person, not a religious person,
asked, “In the last year, how much, if at all, have you had doubts
or a convinced atheist?” This isn’t the worst question we’ve ever
about whether your religious beliefs are true?” But the same
seen, but it’s pretty bad. First, the three options are presented
question was not asked of nonreligious youth. Instead they
as mutually exclusive, when they are not. Almost all convinced
were presented with this question: “In the last year, how much,
atheists are also not religious. What was the intention of the
if at all, have you had doubts about being non-religious?” The
survey researchers in forcing people to choose between “not a
first question focused on the veracity of one aspect of religiosreligious person” and “a convinced atheist” when most atheists
ity—beliefs—while the second called into question the entire
are both? What’s more, the addition of one word in that ques(non)religious identity of those who do not consider themselves
tion—convinced—undermines the reliability of the entire survey.
religious. Why was the survey designed in this way? Why does it
What is a “convinced atheist” convinced of? How are convinced
question only the beliefs of the religious but the identity of the
atheists different from unconvinced or semi-convinced atheists?
nonreligious?
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While it reflects a bias, Smith’s work is not the most egregious example of the practice of loading questions to increase
perceptions of religiosity or spirituality. One of our favorite
sources for terrible questions is Reginald Bibby, a Canadian
sociologist of religion who is engaged in a concerted effort to
paint Canada’s continuing religious decline as anything but,
well, a decline.4 Currently, his phrase of choice to describe the
situation in Canada is “a restructuring of religion.”5 To make
religion seem healthier than it is, Bibby asks questions such as
“Would you be receptive to greater religious involvement if
you found religion to be worthwhile?” or “How important are
religious or spiritual beliefs to the way you live your life?”6 If the
problems with these questions aren’t immediately apparent, let
us make them a bit clearer.
The first question is very sneaky. By suggesting that religion
is or can be worthwhile, Bibby is forcing Canadians to respond as
to whether or not they should do something that is worthwhile.
Of course people will do things that are worthwhile. What’s
more, that question is very much interested in getting people
back into the churches. The second question does not provide
a definition of spirituality, and there is growing evidence that
at least some atheists consider themselves “spiritual” in a purely
secular sense--for example, experiencing wonder and awe when
observing nature. There is also some evidence that people
equate spirituality with morality.7 Few who equate spirituality
with wonder or awe or with being moral would report that their
“spiritual beliefs” are unimportant.
In terms of social science, Bibby is creating loaded questions
and interpreting his data loosely in order to generate a picture
of Canadian religion that aligns with his agenda. This comes
awfully close to “cheating.” And the shocking thing is that Bibby
isn’t alone. In fact, there are hundreds of scholars doing this with
their research, and the mainstream media tends to support their
biases. If influencing Americans’ opinions about religion were a
sport, it would be one in which the playing field is not level. On
this field, researchers hostile to—or merely neutral about—religion resemble a high-school football team suddenly invited to
play in the NFL. Scholars with strongly pro-religious agendas are
receiving enormous grants that allow them to fund large studies
of religiosity, which they then bias by introducing misleading
questions, then interpreting the answers in faith-promoting
ways.8 Because they have the best data and the most money,
these scholars receive the most attention for their work, which
results in their influencing public perceptions about religiosity
and reinforcing the pro-religious bias in American culture.
The more we thought about the fact that the discussion of religion in the United States is largely controlled by religions and those
favoring religions, the more clearly we began to recognize how the
nonreligious should respond: Cheat in return! Because the other
side is already cheating, if the nonreligious cheat, that basically
means that we would be playing fair. Right? Your high-school football team might just have a chance against the Green Bay Packers if
they got to put steel spikes on their uniforms or ride horses.
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So, how do we cheat? We ask loaded questions!
This tactic has been employed in politics and is often referred
to as “push polling.” The aim of push polling is actually not so
much to gather information from those taking the survey as it
is to influence their opinions by presenting information in a very
specific way. The pollster then reports the results, typically without admitting that push polling was involved. Push polling is not
regarded as a legitimate research technique by the major survey
research organizations in the United States, but that doesn’t
mean it isn’t effective.9
To test the efficacy of religious push polling, we came up
with eight ridiculously loaded questions about religion. We did,
however, want to make sure that the questions met two criteria:
(1) the information the questions included must be empirically
defensible and (2) questions should be as unfair and loaded as
possible without being completely obvious that they are loaded.
Keep in mind that we know these are loaded, biased questions—we’re not claiming otherwise. We don’t ever ask loaded
questions in our own surveys, but that was the whole point of
this experiment.
And so we ran a pilot study to see if asking biased questions
changed the way people thought about religion.10 Once we had
the questions, we then had to figure out how to test them. The
first author, Ryan T. Cragun, is a professor at a teaching-oriented
university. He had his students recruit nonstudents to answer the
questions. The resulting sample is not nationally representative,
but it also isn’t composed of students, as samples so often are in
campus-based research.
In order to maximize the information we might glean from
this pilot study, we used an experimental design. We created
two surveys that were identical in every way except for the
loaded questions. The experimental group (EG) was asked the
loaded questions. The control group (CG) was asked the final
sentence of the loaded questions, avoiding all of the information that was negative about religions. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the groups.
What did we find? First, the random assignment method
did a pretty good job in assigning people to groups. There was
not a statistically significant difference between the religiosity
of participants in the experimental and control groups. There
was also not a statistically significant difference between the
two groups in age, employment status, gender, race, or income.
However, the sizes of the two groups were somewhat different: EG = 188 and CG = 267. We’re not entirely sure why this
happened, because participants were randomly assigned and
the attrition rate (i.e., those who started and then stopped the
survey without completing it) was virtually identical for both
surveys, approximately 20 percent.
The mean age of the participants (combining both groups)
was forty-one. The majority were married (53.2 percent). Sixty
percent were female. Participants were rather wealthy, with 24
percent of respondents reporting a household income between
$100,000 and $200,000 and just 8.3 percent reporting incomes
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below $25,000. Seventy-one percent were white. Thirty-four
percent had bachelor’s degrees, and 16.7 percent had master’s
degrees. Interestingly, these demographics mean that the study
participants come very close to representing the current U.S.
voting population.
Now, what about those loaded questions? Let’s review the
questions and the answers they elicited one by one.
The first loaded question we asked was: “According to salary.
com, the median compensation (salary and benefits) of full-time
pastors in the U.S. is $129,000. Adding to their already high salaries, clergy are able to write off their living expenses (mortgage/
rent, furnishings, utilities, etc.) as a tax deduction thanks to the
parsonage allowance in U.S. tax policy, saving them thousands
in taxes every year. How strongly do you oppose tax breaks for
clergy?” The final sentence (in italics) was all that respondents
in the control group were shown. The five response options
ranged from “strongly oppose” to “strongly favor.” Figure 1 compares the two groups.
EG respondents who had been provided with commentary
information about the salaries and tax breaks enjoyed by clergy
were significantly more likely to oppose the tax breaks, with 47
percent in opposition compared to 25 percent who were not
shown the additional information.
The second question was also about taxes, but it concerned
religious institutions, not clergy: “Religions in the U.S. pay no
income tax, no property tax, and no investment taxes. According
to a recently published article in Free Inquiry,11 religions are estimated to receive $100 billion per year in donations, own over
$600 billion in property and hold close to $20 billion in investments. If they were taxed on income, property, and investments,
they would contribute an additional $71 billion per year to local,
state, and federal revenues. How strongly do you disagree with
religions being tax exempt?” Again, the portion in italics was
the entirety of the question presented in the control survey. The
response options were the same as those of the first question.
Figure 2 shows the responses to this question.
While not quite as influential as in the previous question,
loading information still appeared to be effective: respondents
presented with the biased question were significantly more likely
to oppose tax breaks for religions than those who were not.
However, with this question we began to notice a phenomenon
that will become more apparent with the survey’s later questions.
Large percentages of both groups, whether they received the
biased information or not, answered in ways suggesting that they
already held critical or negative views of religion. In this case, lots
of people said that they opposed tax breaks for religions—40
percent of those in the CG and 56 percent in the EG.
The third question we asked was possibly the most inflammatory, as the implications of the information presented in
the “loaded” version were the most disturbing. This question
attempted to influence participants’ concerns about clergy sex
abuse. The question was: “The percentage of Catholic priests

Figure 1. How strongly do you oppose tax breaks for clergy?
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Figure 2. How strongly do you disagree with religions being tax exempt?
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who have sexually abused children is not precisely known, but
experts have estimated it could be as low as 1 in 25 (4 percent)
or as high as 1 in 3 (33 percent; see the John Jay Report). Catholic
priests are not the only clergy to have abused children; thousands
of clergy have been accused and convicted of sexually abusing
children in the U.S. from many different religions. How safe are
kids if they are left alone with religious clergy?” Responses, shown
in figure 3, ranged from “not at all safe” to “very safe.”
This loaded question increased the percentage of respondents reporting that they do not think children are safe being
left alone with religious clergy; 17 percent of those in the CG
said they would not feel safe, while 37 percent of those in the
EG group felt that way. In retrospect, we probably should have
asked about the participants’ children in order to personalize
this question, but the background information given was still
effective at altering opinions. Again, we found it noteworthy
that close to 40 percent of Americans, whether they were shown
the biased information or not, aren’t sure how safe children are
around clergy.
The fourth question attempted to heighten a concern
many Americans already feel: that religion can inspire acts of
secularhumanism.org
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Figure 3. How safe are kids if they are left alone with religious clergy?
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Figure 4. To what extent is religion responsible for terroism around the world today?
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Figure 5. How responsible are religions for gender inequality in the U.S. today?
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terrorism. The question was: “Osama bin Laden was motivated
by his religion to attack the United States and succeeded on
September 11th, 2001, when members of his Al Qaeda network
flew planes into the World Trade Center buildings and the
Pentagon, killing 2,996 people. According to scholars such as
Mark Juergensmeyer, religions that claim to be the only true religion increase their members’ hatred for people outside the religion. To what extent is religion responsible for terrorism around
the world today?” Responses, shown in figure 4, ranged from
“completely responsible” to “not at all responsible.”
While those who responded to the loaded question did indicate that religion has a greater responsibility for terrorism than
those presented with the control question, of far greater interest
is the remarkably high percentage of people in both groups who
put at least some blame on religion for terrorism: 74 percent
of those in the control group and 85 percent of those in the
experimental group did. To what extent this is a manifestation
of “Islamaphobia” or a general association of religion with terrorism isn’t clear, but it is clear that the participants in our study
strongly associated religion with terrorism.
The fifth question attempted to influence views toward religion and gender. The question was: “According to scholars like
Mark Chaves, half of the religions in the U.S. do not allow women
to be clergy. In the religions that allow women to be clergy,
female pastors make less money, work in smaller churches, and
are more likely to be assistant pastors than are male pastors. How
responsible are religions for gender inequality in the U.S. today?”
The response options were identical to those of the previous
question, and the responses are shown in figure 5.
A higher percentage of those who viewed the loaded question assigned blame for gender inequality in the United States
to religions, but the difference was not statistically significant.12
However, much as we saw with the terrorism question, of
greater interest than the ability of the loaded questions to influence attitudes is the fact that so many of the survey participants
put the blame for gender inequality on religion whether they
were prompted with a loaded question or not. Some 56 percent
of the CG put at least some blame on religions, while 64 percent
of those in the EG put at least some blame on religions.
The sixth question examined an issue that is likely near and
dear to the readers of this magazine—science: “The primary reason
some Americans oppose science and science education is religion.
This opposition is reflected in rankings of American education and
science acceptance. According to the Program for International
Student Assessment, U.S. students regularly rank below those
in most other developed countries on science knowledge and
Americans are less accepting of scientific theories like evolution
than every other highly developed country. To what extent do
you think religion is responsible for the anti-science attitudes of
Americans?” Response options were identical to the previous two
questions, and responses are shown in figure 6.

Does Religion Really Make Us Better People?

While a higher percentage of those who viewed the loaded
questions blamed religion for the antiscience attitudes of
Americans, the difference was not statistically significant. Once
again, as with attitudes toward terrorism and gender inequality,
the majority of the participants in the study put at least some of
the blame on religion for the antiscience attitudes of Americans:
52 percent of those in the CG and 63 percent of those in the EG.
Another loaded question we asked concerned homosexuality: “According to scholars like Amy Adamczyk, religion is the
primary basis for opposing equal rights for homosexuals in the
U.S. Many religions consider homosexuality to be a serious sin
and want to withhold marriage and other rights from homosexuals. To what extent are religions responsible for the unequal
treatment of homosexuals in the U.S. today?” Responses ranged
from “completely responsible” to “not at all responsible.” Results
are shown in figure 7.
More of those who viewed the loaded questions placed
blame on religion for the unequal treatment of homosexuals,
but the difference was not statistically significant. This question,
like several previous ones, does illustrate that the majority of the
participants in the study put at least some blame on religion; 67
percent of those in the CG compared to 78 percent of those in
the EG.
Astute readers may be wondering if we asked the question
that we used to begin this article. Indeed we did, though the
loaded version is even more provocative: “Religions are widely
known for trying to convert others to their beliefs. One of the
best times to find people at home is on weekends and evenings,
which is why religious missionaries and evangelists often knock
on doors during dinner and other inopportune times. How much
do you dislike religious proselytizing (i.e., people trying to convert
you to their religion)?” Response options ranged from “hate it a
lot” to “love it a lot.” Responses are shown in figure 8.
Those who were shown the loaded question were significantly more likely to report hating religious proselytizing. But
this is another question where the overall responses are even
more interesting—only 5 percent of people in the CG reported a
positive perspective on proselytizing, and just 1 percent of those
in the EG did. Proselytizing is widely disliked by the participants
in our study: 75 percent of those in the CG reported hating or
disliking it compared to 83 percent of those in the EG.

O

ur experiment illustrates that loaded questions are effective at influencing attitudes on some issues, such as tax
breaks for religions and clergy. But what is also fascinating
is just how much the people in our study already disliked
religion and blamed it for social problems including gender
inequality, antiscience attitudes, and terrorism. The media
seems to suggest that Americans love their religions, yet our
study suggests that many Americans probably don’t. Keep
in mind that our sample is not representative of Americans

Figure 6. To what extent do you think religion is responsible for the anti-science attitudes of Americans?
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Figure 7. To what extent are religions responsible for the unequal treatment of homosexuals
in the U.S. today?
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Figure 8. How much do you dislike religious proselytizing?
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in general (although it comes close to reflecting the voting
population), so these findings may not be generalizable at
all. (We’d happily accept a grant to test these questions on a
nationally representative sample.)
What can we conclude from this study? To begin with, loading questions with prior context or commentary does appear to
alter attitudes, though the extent to which it did so varied for
different questions. Loaded questions significantly increased
participants’ opposition to tax breaks for clergy and churches,
increased concern about clergy sex abuse, increased how much
responsibility they assign to religions for terrorism, and increased
their dislike for religious proselytizing. The loaded questions
seemed to have similar effects in other areas, but those effects
were not statistically significant. The study also suggests that
there are likely aspects of religion that many Americans dislike,
including its positions on homosexuality, science, gender, and
proselytizing.
From a policy standpoint, what should secularists and freethinkers who want to reduce organized religion’s influence
consider doing moving forward? First, if religious researchers are
using loaded and biased questions (that is, “cheating”)—and we
know they are—we need to call them out on it. Second, secularists need to fund nationally representative surveys of Americans
by scholars who know how to ask less-biased questions that
would give a more accurate picture of American attitudes
regarding religiosity and secularity. Third, our study suggests
that, at least on some issues, loading questions is less important
than simply asking the right questions. Fourth, it’s clear that
presenting negative information about religion does influence
some Americans’ attitudes, which would support the critical
advertising campaigns some groups have undertaken. Fifth, it
may be a good idea to play to current strengths. If our sample
can be used as a guide, religions do not have the confidence
of most Americans when it comes to protecting the rights of
homosexuals, advocating gender and racial equality and peace,
and limiting proselytizing. Those issues may be aspects of religions that activists want to target for critique. However, given
the fact that many Americans probably already take issue with
religion on those issues, going after new areas where religions
are not seen as negatively—for example, tax benefits and sexual
predation—may draw more people out of religion.
There is no doubt in our minds that if more neutral and fair
questions were to appear in opinion polls, then the general
American ethos favoring religiosity, widely disseminated by the
media, could be undermined.
Notes
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10. Since human subjects were involved, this study required approval
from an Institutional Review Board (IRB). The IRB at the first author’s
university approved the study, but not without lengthy discussion over
whether it was permissible to ask loaded questions about religion. We
were not trying to hide the fact that the questions were loaded, but the
fact that the IRB struggled with whether this was a justifiable study is
telling. Were we trying to influence views on smoking or what shoes
to buy or even political views, such a study would have hardly raised an
eyebrow. But religion is, even in academia, sacrosanct. Many scholars still
feel it is inappropriate to experiment on religion.
11. We are, of course, citing the research of the first author here:
Ryan T. Cragun, Stephanie Yeager, and Desmond Vega,“Research Report:
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The Secular Therapist Project
Darrel W. Ray

I

n 2009, when I published my book The God Virus, I received an
advertises as a “secular counselor.”
overwhelming number of e-mails and phone calls from people
Meanwhile e-mails such as this one kept coming: “I have
asking for help dealing with the emotional and psychological
been to three therapists in the last two years and all of them
trauma in connection with their leaving religion. In response, I
tried to talk to me about spirituality, God, religion or New Age
founded Recovering from Religion, now a rapidly growing orgashit. Where the hell do I find a therapist that uses non-superstinization headed by Executive Director Sarah Morehead. Then I
tious methods?” If only more secular therapists would identify
published Sex and God (2012). I was deluged with another set of
themselves as such, I thought. Then I thought again. I live in
complaints, many of them unrelated to sexual issues. This time
the Midwest, and I know the risks of being an “out” atheist
people were asking, “How do I find a secular therapist?”
psychologist firsthand. I lost numerous clients when The God
I heard horror stories from people who had sought out
Virus was published, and many sources of my referrals dried
therapists and found themselves barraged with talk about spirup as well. Imagine being a secular therapist in, say, Oklahoma
ituality, God, or New Age drivel. At first, I assumed I could help
City. The minute word got out that you were an atheist, half of
these people simply by coaching them on what to look for in a
your clients would stop coming to you. Churches and ministers
therapist. It didn’t take long for me to discover how wrong I was.
who once were important referral sources would stop referring.
A review of therapists’ websites around the country revealed
Hospitals and social service agencies would stop using your serthat even I as a psychologist could not reliably
identify secular therapists. Their online descriptions
were often so vague as to utterly obscure which
practitioners were—or were not—committed to evi“. . . Even I as a psychologist could not reliably identify
dence-based methods.
secular therapists. Their online descriptions were often so
Digging deeper, I found that literally hundreds
of religious colleges and universities have taken
vague as to utterly obscure which practitioners were—or
to churning out marriage and family counselors,
were not—committed to evidence-based methods.”
psychologists, and addictions counselors. Among
them are such bastions of fundamentalism as Liberty
University (founded by Jerry Falwell) and Regent
University (founded by Pat Robertson). Many of these organivices as well because many of their employees are very religious.
zations teach that you can pray the gay away or that prayer
Even local judges would stop sending couples or children and
can cure depression and mental illness in general. At Regent
adolescents to you because the judges are religious—or because
University, PhD candidates are required to spend one year
they are elected and fear the backlash if they are seen sending
studying Pat Robertson’s theology in order to get their degree!
families and children to an atheist.
Unfortunately, when those PhDs receive their degrees, they
Secular people need help, but it is difficult to find good scibecome eligible for licensure in many states alongside more
ence-based therapy. Good therapists can’t advertise or reach out
conventionally educated practitioners.
to the secular community because it is too dangerous to reveal
At last I realized the scale of the problem, one that so far as I
themselves. A similar problem exists in the dating world. Sites
knew had previously gone unrecognized. The religious Right has
such as Match.com and OkCupid.com have developed a way to
spent years conducting a quiet assault on the entire professions
help people connect anonymously and determine whether they
of psychology and counseling. So successful has this campaign
are compatible without identifying anyone until both parties are
been that in most locations, prospective clients have little to
ready. The same model, I realized, could be used to help clients
no likelihood of locating a secular, science-minded therapist on
find secular therapists.
their own. In cities like Atlanta or Oklahoma City, hundreds of
Then I found Han Hills—if there were such a thing, he could
counselors openly advertise as “Christian counselors.” Not one
be considered the savior of the secular therapy world. Hills is a
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web developer par excellence and a leader in the secular community in North Carolina (among other things, he is president of
the Humanists and Freethinkers of Cape Fear, a local group affiliated with the Council for Secular Humanism). I met Hills while
conducting a leadership workshop. I described the problem for
him, and he immediately said, “I can do that for you.” I don’t
think he realized then how much work he had just volunteered
for. Neither did I.
It took us six months and hundreds of hours to develop a
new website, seculartherapy.org. We went live in May 2012. We
asked secular therapists to register anonymously on our site and
promised we would do our best to protect their identities within

How Does It Work?

If you are looking for a therapist, simply go to www.seculartherapy.org. Register as a client and write a brief description of what you are looking for. This will allow you to search
our database for a therapist in your area. (No names are
revealed at this stage.) If you can’t find anyone near you, you
can also search for therapists who do distance counseling
by phone or Skype. When you find a therapist, simply e-mail
him or her through our system. He or she will generally
respond in twenty-four to forty-eight hours and may ask you
some questions to further clarify whether your needs match
his or her specialty and training. You can e-mail back and
forth within our system until you are both
satisfied there is a good match, and then
you can make an appointment. No names
or identification are revealed until you both
“The religious Right has spent years conducting a quiet assault are ready. Remember, this is not free therapy. Each therapist is a professional who
on the entire profession of psychology and counseling . . . [I]n
makes his or her living through counseling.
most locations, prospective clients have little to no likelihood of Therapists set their own rates; the Secular
locating a secular, science-minded therapist on their own.”
Therapist Project has no role in setting fees.
If you are a therapist, go to www.seculartherapy.org and complete an application.
Four secular therapists will look at your application and make a determination. They are primarily looking
the confines of our system. Soon secular therapists from Atlanta,
for evidence that you are secular, that you use evidence-based
Wichita, Tulsa, Dallas, San Francisco, New York City, and dozens
methods, and that you will never let religion, spirituality, or
of other locations had registered with us. At the same time, we
New Age ideas enter into the therapeutic relationship. Your
began reaching out to the secular community, urging people
self-description, website information, and membership in secuto search our database first if they needed a secular counselor.
lar organizations or other groups are all considered. Occasionally
The early going was frustrating. It seemed that we did not
a religious counselor applies for our service. We generally do not
have enough counselors registered, nor were they in the right
approve them. There are plenty of places where religious counlocations. We had six in San Francisco but none in Omaha.
selors can register; this project is strictly for secular therapists. If
Needless to say, Omaha was where we needed them the most.
you are secular but involved in the Unitarian Church or an Ethical
Nothing against San Francisco, but surely folks in that freewheelCulture organization, this probably will not be an impediment to
ing secular metropolis would have little problem locating a secparticipation. If you are Baptist or Catholic, it probably will be.
ular therapist. Then I realized that I was wrong again. The City
For secular Americans, finding a compatibly secular therapist
by the Bay may not have a Christian counselor on every corner,
has just become far, far easier.
but it has New Age and spiritual counselors instead. Bay Area
seculars needed just as much help finding secular counselors
as anyone living in the heartland. (Sometimes I wonder: How
many times can I be wrong about my own profession before I
Darrel W. Ray, EdD, is the author of The God Virus (IPC Press, 2009),
am required to turn in my membership card?)
Sex and God: How Religion Distorts Sexuality (IPC Press, 2012), and
In recent months, we have begun to achieve sufficient covmany other books and articles. He was principal researcher on the
erage. Prospective clients are able to find like-minded therapists
groundbreaking study, Sex and Secularism: What Happens When You
in many communities. In March 2013, we had more than 112
Leave Religion? A Survey of 10,000 American Secularists (IPC Press,
registered therapists and 1,328 registered clients; we hope to
2011). As chairman of the board of Recovering From Religion and direchave 200 therapists by the end of 2013. As the project grows, it
tor of the Secular Therapist Project, his primary interest is in creating
will become ever easier to find a secular therapist. Rest assured,
secular support networks for those who have left religion.
he or she will not send you back to Jesus or tell you to get your
chakras realigned.
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Beware of Mental Traps
Why We Need to Overcome Them to Survive the Twenty-First Century
Hector F. Sierra

The future is already here—it’s just not very evenly distributed.
—Attributed to William F. Gibson

M

keep a country stagnant or propel it onto a path toward
growth. What I learned is that there are multiple ways a country can be “trapped” in poverty.
There are the obvious geographical and conflict traps.
Consider the case of the Central African Republic (CAR), a
landlocked country in the heart of Africa and one of the first
countries in which I worked as an economist. Almost the size
of France (from which it gained independence in 1960), the
CAR is among the ten poorest countries in Africa and one of
the poorest countries in the world. Its current population is
estimated at about four million, although no one knows for
sure because its borders are very porous.

any people are convinced that the end of the world
is nigh—even after the failure of predictions in 2012
based on the Mayan calendar—due to what they
believe is stated in the Book of Revelation. To be sure, it is hard
not to have a sense of impending doom when we receive daily
reminders of the havoc being created by pollution and global
warming and of the international conflicts that are anticipated to result from a shortage of resources needed to feed
a world population expected to reach nine billion by mid-century—and this amid the worst economic and
financial crisis since the Great Depression.
These problems are daunting, no doubt.
“There are multiple ways a country can
Yet it is clear that humans have the technical know-how and wherewithal not only to
be ‘trapped’ in poverty.”
reverse most of the damage inflicted upon the
environment by their own actions but also to
place the global economy on a more sustainable and equitable path. What is preventing
Like most countries in sub-Saharan Africa, the CAR’s polithumans from taking collective action to solve their more acute
ical borders were drawn in the power centers of Europe by its
problems? Why are things getting worse instead of better,
colonial masters. These boundaries, superimposed over the
despite some global initiatives? The treaties that emerged
indigenous cultures and regions of Africa, divided coherent
from the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro two decades ago
groups of people and merged together disparate groups that
failed to achieve even a fraction of the promises made by
did not get along in practice. The CAR’s population alone is
world leaders. In fact, global carbon dioxide emissions have
composed of over eighty ethnic groups, each having its own
soared, not fallen, in the twenty years since the Earth Summit.
language. Only a small part of this population has more than
These are difficult but clearly important questions in which
an elemental knowledge of French, the country’s official
I have deep professional and personal interest. For many
language. One of the most troubling legacies of the colonial
years, I worked as an economist for a large development institution, trying to help poor countries overcome obstacles to
period was the creation of countries such as the CAR, which
growth and prosperity. Through this work, I gained firsthand
are not only inherently conflict-prone but economically nonknowledge of the confluence of complex economic, political,
viable. For example, about 30 percent of Africa’s population
geographical, ethnic, social, and cultural factors that either
lives in landlocked countries. In the developing world exclud-
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ing Africa, that figure is only 1 percent.
There are also the widespread bad-governance and corruption traps. Many countries are afflicted by these scourges,
which can have a more devastating impact than the geographical and conflict traps combined. One of the most damaging aspects of these traps is the squandering of a country’s
natural resources, which are often used by leaders to enrich
themselves and their families and subordinates or to achieve
personal political or ideological ambitions, as in countries such
as Venezuela and Kazakhstan.

“About 30 percent of Africa’s population lives
in landlocked countries. In the developing world
excluding Africa, that figure is only 1 percent.”

Overcoming all these traps will require the creative combination of instruments such as aid, trade, security, laws,
and charters. It is clear, however, that finding efficient and
sustainable solutions to these traps is everybody’s problem.
Every year, for example, thirty-two million acres of forest are
destroyed. This is responsible for 20 percent of global carbon
emissions, more than from all the cars, boats, and planes in the
world. In CAR, like in most other developing countries, poor
farmers cutting firewood cause much of the deforestation.
It is also clear that we have to deal with all the traps at
once. Breaking just one trap is not going to help failed states
to flourish.

Mental Traps: More Pervasive and Insidious Than We Think
After several years of slow progress and setbacks, I decided
to change jobs. The last straw for me was a coup in the CAR
that toppled the president and undid many years of progress
in implementing policy reforms. The new administration
reversed many of the policies designed to add transparency to
government spending and to modernize the CAR’s obsolete
legal and judicial framework. I am still involved in development but now mostly in the area of financial risk management. Dealing with risk and uncertainty is fascinating in its
own right, although I miss the challenges and the sense of
mission I had in my former job.
The most important lesson from my experience working in
the CAR and other countries is that underdevelopment is as
much a mental condition as an economic one. In fact, the most
precious resource a country has is not its visible infrastructure
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and wealth but what is inside people’s minds. Just as there
are dysfunctional policies, there are dysfunctional beliefs and
traditions that can be costly to a country. As it happens, dysfunctional policies are easier to eradicate than dysfunctional
beliefs. In effect, “mental” traps can be more subtle and insidious than the traps of being landlocked, conflict-prone, and
suffering from bad governance.
We can think of a mental trap as a belief that induces
self-reinforcing behaviors in the population that can be highly
detrimental to the country. For example, the belief that we
owe unconditional loyalty to the members of our
own ethnic group or clan has helped perpetuate
conflicts in countries such as the CAR. No sooner
does a leader take over than he (most are men)
surrounds himself with loyal members of his
clan, with little regard for their qualifications.
The animosity that these actions provoke among
members of rival ethnic groups often results in
the toppling of the leader, after which the same
pattern will be repeated.
Consider also the belief that we should not
invest much in our children’s education. If this
belief is generalized, it will lead to fewer resources on a
national scale being allocated to education. A poor educational system will in turn reinforce the belief that education
is not worth much. This phenomenon occurs in many Latin
American countries, where education has not been traditionally seen as the ticket out of poverty (although this is now
changing). We see similar situations in Arab countries, where
it is widely believed that women are not as capable as men.
This belief has lead to underinvestment in women’s education, which has reinforced the stereotype. In contrast, strong
belief in education has been a critical factor in the impressive
economic success of the so-called Asian Tigers.
Most economic practitioners think of traps as black holes
that keep poor countries poor. The pull of some of them is
so powerful that some countries, such as North Korea, are in
danger of collapsing. But once a country is able to escape their
pull, as the thinking goes, it is on its way to join the selected
group of industrialized countries. This is not quite right, however. Although my ideas on mental traps were shaped by my
experience in developing countries, I realized that they are
also pervasive in the industrialized world. An industrialized
country may have easy access to the trade markets, be conflict-free, and have good governance, but it may still suffer
from the effects of mental traps. This made me think more
generally of mental traps as mutually reinforcing beliefs and
behaviors that can have a negative impact on society, no matter how advanced the country is. In fact, as I will now argue,
mental traps are the main hurdle that free democratic countries will need to overcome in the twenty-first century.

The Mechanics of Mental Traps

genes that most likely evolved to protect humans against famine. However, they have become maladaptive in environments
in which foods loaded with sugar and fat are plentiful.
Our propensity to eat fat-rich foods, of course, is not the
only “primitive” drive that can get us into trouble. Ready
access to potent drugs results in addictions that are almost
impossible to beat. For example, cigarette smoking produces
a rapid distribution of nicotine to the brain, with drug levels
peaking within ten seconds of inhalation. The acute effects
of nicotine dissipate quickly, however, as do the associated
feelings of reward. This causes the smoker to continue dosing to maintain the drug’s pleasurable effects and prevent
withdrawal. This would be self-limiting if the smoker had to
manufacture his or her own cigarettes instead of buying them
at the store.
Of course, none of this is breaking news to the countless
psychologists and health experts who have studied these
issues over the years. What remain under-analyzed, however,
are the complex dynamics and interactions of the economic,
political, and ideological forces that supercharge these vicious
cycles and turn them into national or even global scourges.
For example, one critical factor in the creation and main-

In order to better understand how people can get “trapped,”
I will use as an example one of the scourges of the industrialized world: obesity. Since the 1970s, the obesity rate in
the United States jumped from around 20 percent to over
30 percent. Together with inactivity, obesity is now one of
the main causes of diabetes, which now affects 10 percent of
the world’s adult population. Recent studies predict a huge
burden of medical costs and physical disability ahead in this
century, as diabetes increases a person’s risk of heart attack,
kidney failure, blindness, and some infections.
The brain is the organ responsible for maintaining a stable
body weight. To perform this function, it relies on a complex
network of appetite-controlling mechanisms honed by millions of years of evolution. These mechanisms are designed
to control our caloric intake and maintain our body weight
within a narrow range. They work remarkably well, allowing
humans to thrive in all but the most extreme environments.
Yet they are not infallible.
Some foods, for example, contain psychoactive ingredients
called “endocannabinoids” that play a role in heightening
appetite. When endocannabinoids bind to cellular structures known as receptors, brain tissues
release dopamine, a messenger molecule that
elicits a pleasant feeling. An urge to eat will persist
“Underdevelopment is as much a mental condition
until this reward system turns off. These ingreas an economic one. In fact, the most precious resource
dients are found in foods that contain corn oil,
soybean oil, and other polyunsaturated vegetable
a country has is not its visible infrastructure
oils, which are common in today’s Western diet.
and wealth but what is inside people’s minds.”
Humans crave these energy-dense foods, which
were scarce in the environments in which our
Paleolithic ancestors evolved. Thanks to modern
technology, they have now become abundant.
Eating these foods in excess, however, can damage our
tenance of vicious cycles is that powerful economic agents
calorie-sensing network and leave it stuck in the “on” state.
benefit from them. The fast-food industry, for one, spends
Worse, excess body weight itself can increase the risk of malmillions of dollars in advertisements targeted at young peofunction, with the brain telling a well-fueled body to keep
ple. Effectively, the ads reinforce their belief that eating junk
eating. This sets up a particularly nasty vicious cycle.
food is cool and will bring them happiness. In fact, aggressive
There are two aspects of this cycle that make it difficult to
marketing is probably one of the main reasons there has been
break. The first is that the underlying “hunger” mechanisms
a sharp increase in the prevalence of obesity and type 2 diabework without conscious control. People become aware of them
tes in children and teens. According to a comprehensive study,
only when the brain triggers the release of hormones that elicit
aggressive advertising by fast-food companies has taught 15
sensations of hunger or thirst or a sense of fullness. The second
percent of preschoolers to ask to go to McDonald’s every day
is that even if we are fully aware of our bad eating habits, we
and convinced teens it is OK to consume as many as 1,100
may not be able to muster the willpower needed to change
calories in a single meal.
them. Humans did not develop the cognitive power to resist
As this example highlights, those most negatively impacted
vicious cycles because, simply, there was no need for it. For
are usually the most vulnerable. There is, for example, a growexample, studies show that an imbalance of brain chemicals
ing disparity in the marketing and consumption of fast food.
and hormones can increase cravings and make certain foods
The same study mentioned above shows that minority kids are
basically impossible to resist. This is the result of the action of
disproportionately targeted by the ads, with McDonald’s and
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KFC taking the lead in targeting African-American youth with
television commercials and dedicated websites. Such ads feature foods that contain twice as many calories as ads aimed at
white children, and African-American children see at least 50
percent more fast-food ads than their white peers. Similarly,
cigarette companies spend millions of dollars in advertising
aimed at young adults who have the highest risk of becoming
lifetime addicts. As in the case of obesity, there are also class
and race differences among those who smoke.
Thus, vicious cycles are in reality “systemic” in the sense
that people get caught in them not because of one particular
factor but because of the way many local, national, or even
global factors interact. I still call them “mental traps” because,
in the end, humans are “ambushed” by their own minds.
Minds have enabled humans to change environments faster
than they are able to adapt to them. Minds are also the tools
that can help humans get over those traps.
Inanate traits of
the human mind
(evolved)

Maladaptive
behavior is
reinforced

Traits become
maladaptive in
modern evironments

Interest groups
benefit from & exploit
maladaptive behavior

Figure 1: The stages of a mental trap.

The nature and causes of mental traps can be complex and
varied but, in essence, they all follow the stages shown in figure 1. Consider the ethnic-conflict trap described above. We
all have a strong bias to favor our own and distrust strangers,
even if we are not aware of it. This tribal bias is deeply rooted
in our older limbic or mammal brain, which means we are
wired for favoritism. This is adaptive in the sense that it fosters
cooperation within groups, which is why it has contributed to
human survival. However, it becomes maladaptive in environments in which ethnic groups compete with each other for
limited resources and for political supremacy, as is the case in
many African countries. Politicians and other powerful groups
exploit these biases for their own advantage, which is one of
the reasons the cycle is repeated over and over.
I intend to show now that our current political dysfunction
follows a pattern similar to the one in figure 1. As with other
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mental traps, I will argue that our dysfunction can be traced
to adaptive traits that have now become maladaptive and
that interest groups benefit from the resulting maladaptive
behavior, thus reinforcing and perpetuating it.

The Mental Trap behind Our Political Dysfunction
Like many modern societies, ours is composed of heterogeneous groups with contrasting and conflicting views and
ideas. This diversity is to a great extent what has given our
democracy its energy and vitality. Indeed, democracy functions
more effectively when diverse opinions are considered. Three
factors in particular have contributed to make our democratic
system successful: the belief that the system is fair, the fact
that the most extreme and bizarre voices tend to cancel each
other out, and the fact that there is no one powerful group
able to dominate the rest. This is changing, however, as our
society is becoming more fragmented, unequal, distrustful,
and extreme. In other words, diversity is turning maladaptive.
Ironically, this is in part the result of modern technology,
which has allowed people to interact only with like-minded
peers while disregarding information that challenges their
beliefs. This self-selection happens automatically and even if
we are not actively looking for it. The more we use sites such
as Google, Amazon, and Facebook—and even news sites—the
more our choices are personalized: based on our previous
queries, the sites filter information to show us what they think
we want to see or buy. What we see can then be very different
from what other people see, thus limiting our exposure to
information that could challenge or broaden our worldview.
The result is that most of us live in what the Internet entrepreneur Eli Pariser calls a “filter bubble”: our own personal unique
universe of information.
In fact, many segments in society have gone well beyond
that: they now inhabit their own “reality bubbles”—in effect,
their own separate universes. Evangelical Christians, for example, not only have their own places of worship where they
spend most of their social lives, but they also have their
own blogs, broadcast news, entertainment services, and
educational institutions. They even have their own museum,
the multimillion-dollar Creation Museum in Kentucky. Their
theologians and apologists are charged with the task of protecting churchgoers’ core beliefs against the onslaught of the
inconvenient evidence. At the same time, there is a growing
group of the home-schooled, who go through life without
ever having to socialize with people of differing ideologies.
The fragmentation and polarization of society has been
abetted by the legion of pundits, politicians, religious figures,
and business interests that benefit from this state of affairs.
Right-wing radio and television personalities such as Rush
Limbaugh and Sean Hannity make millions of dollars criticizing what they regard as liberal policies and politicians, as
well as what they perceive as a pervasive liberal bias in major

U.S. media. There are also entire segments of the media that
promote conservative principles, such as Fox News and, arguably, The Wall Street Journal. They serve as magnifying echo
chambers for those who share their fears, biases, and prejudices. Although less strident, Left-leaning pundits and media
segments attract those who share their liberal bias. When
people sort themselves into such enclaves, plenty of empirical
evidence shows, they tend to become more confident, more
unified—and more extreme.
Not surprisingly, Americans have become more doctrinaire
and ideological in their political views. A recent Pew Research
Center survey shows that there are partisan differences of
thirty-five points or more over such fundamental issues as
the government’s responsibility to care for the poor. Another
study identifies two main groups, “Staunch Conservatives”
and “Solid Liberals,” who share almost nothing
in common with one another on major political
issues. They not only reject each other’s arguments purely on ideological grounds, but as the
journalist Jonathan Kay writes in his book Among
the Truthers, they also reject each other’s realities.
This polarization has also afflicted the political process itself, with politicians making use of
their own echo chambers to win reelection and
rally support for their pet policies. What makes this particularly puzzling is that many people embrace policies that work
against their own self-interest. Indeed, the trickle-down fiscal
policies implemented during the Reagan and Bush administrations, and their blind faith in the ability of free markets
to self-regulate, have benefited only a few and have made
upward mobility more difficult. Worse, inequality is taking a
toll on economic growth and also making the political system
more dysfunctional, thus contributing to the instability of our
economic system, which in turn generates more inequality.
The conditions that make this trap so detrimental for our
democratic process are of course not unique to the United
States. The situation in Europe is not much better, because it
is trapped in its own political and policy gridlock. The ongoing
debt crisis has exposed major differences among the leaders
of the member countries of the European Union regarding
the origin of the crisis and how to fix it. Many experts fear
that the lack of policy consensus may ultimately result in the
collapse of their common currency, the euro, with devastating
consequences for the world economy. Moreover, European
countries have not been successful in integrating their diverse
and rapidly growing immigrant communities into their societies, thus creating insular “bubbles” similar to those in the
United States. During times of crisis, people naturally look to
the reassurance and comfort of their own bubbles, thus reinforcing the fragmentation and alienation of society.

Escaping Mental Traps: Educating Citizens for the
Twenty-First Century
I believe that seeing complex social problems through the
lens of mental traps can help us better understand why
some problems dissipate with time, while others become
intractable. For example, I mentioned earlier that many Latin
American countries suffer from an “educational trap.” This
is changing at last. Thanks to the Internet and social media,
there is a growing realization among the general population
that a first-rate education is valuable. As democracy and free
markets spread, politicians and business interests are also
realizing that they can derive more benefits from an educated
labor force than from an illiterate one. As a result, most governments in Latin America are starting to invest a larger share
of their gross domestic product in education.

“Think of a mental trap as a belief that induces
self-reinforcing behaviors in the population that
can be highly detrimental to the country.”

However, we do not have the luxury of time to wait until
our “dysfunction trap” resolves itself, if it ever does. The stages
of mental traps shown in figure 1 suggest several actions
that we can use to escape their pull. The first obvious one is
to improve our knowledge of the conditions under which
adaptive traits become maladaptive. As we saw, many of
the mechanisms underlying mental traps operate below our
conscious radar. Once we have become aware of the specific
mechanisms that can get us trapped, we can start developing
effective coping strategies.
Consider one of the main reasons people congregate in
information bubbles: the motivation to seek confirmatory evidence for their beliefs and disregard disconfirming evidence.
This is known as “confirmation bias.” Like the tribal bias, it is
deeply ingrained in our nature. In fact, the human mind may
have evolved not to make us better thinkers but to devise and
evaluate arguments intended to persuade fellow humans.
This is highly adaptive given our exceptional dependence on
other humans, but it distorts our evaluations and attitudes and
allows erroneous beliefs to persist. Indeed, plenty of evidence
shows that humans systematically strive not for the truth but
for arguments that justify their beliefs or their actions.
Counteracting biases, however, is extremely difficult be
cause it requires conscious self-control, which is literally in
very limited supply. Studies show that just making a mundane
decision can deplete willpower. If we manage not to take a
bite from that scrumptious-looking cake, we will diminish our
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ability to accomplish other tasks that require self-regulation
and executive control, such as interacting with people who
think differently or who reject our beliefs. Modern life, alas,
is filled with mundane decisions. As the number of options
in life grows, so do the opportunities for conflict, requiring
self-regulation and delay in the gratification of many needs
and desires. This is why some consider self-regulation failure
“the major social pathology of our time.”
There is, however, an assortment of cognitive tools developed by scientists in recent years that could help us devise
realistic strategies. For example, because willpower is a limited
resource, we should use it sparingly by focusing our attention
where it really matters. If we know, for example, that we will
not be able to resist a bite from that cake, we should move
on. Psychologist Walter Mischel refers to this as the “strategic
allocation of attention.” This is not just a useful cognitive skill
for dieters, but it seems to be a core part of success in the real
world. It is, Mischel argues, the skill underlying self-control.
Working with underprivileged kids, Mischel found that he
could teach them a set of mental tricks that could dramatically
improve their self-control. “Once you realize that will power
is just a matter of learning how to control your attention and
thoughts,” he declares, “you can really begin to increase it.”
The fact that mental traps share a common structure
means that we can draw from the same cognitive tool kit to
solve a wide variety of problems. Self-control is needed not
only to change our thinking habits but also our eating and
exercise habits. It is then important that we all have access to
the best tools available. They are too valuable to be reserved
for science alone. We may not find all of them practical or
useful, which means we should select the ones that better fit
our own situation and context. Just as with any tools, we need
to apply them in real life to become proficient in their use. We
should be able to improve and refine our cognitive tool kit as
we put it to the test and as new “designs” and improvements
become available.
Another crucial aspect of mental traps is the role of external influences in keeping them alive and well. We saw how
easily our minds can be manipulated by the marketing media
to act against our own self-interest. With little effort, people
are swayed to consume foods they don’t really need or that
can be harmful to their health. The young and the uneducated are especially vulnerable. Likewise, people with a low
tolerance for ambiguity and complexity and a preference for
simple answers are easy prey to fundamentalists and demagogues (and pundits). This is another reason people congregate into their separate bubbles. While the government may
be able to enact regulations to diminish exposure of vulnerable groups to addictive substances, not much can (or should)
be done in a democratic society to limit freedom of speech,
even if it is nonsense.
There are many lessons to be drawn from all this, although
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the most important is probably that we should stop being
impulsive buyers and learn to be savvy consumers not only of
material goods but also of ideas and information. We should
be skeptical and ready to question the motivation and veracity
of any assertion made by public figures, even those we respect
or consider to be experts. This means we need to monitor
expert testimony as best as we nonexperts can and learn the
means to separate the bogus from the genuine. It also means
that we should learn how to cope with uncertainty and complexity, and distrust overly simplistic solutions to complex
problems. To paraphrase H. L. Mencken, for every problem
there is a solution that is simple, clean, and wrong.
While these proposals are meant to help a person “escape”
mental traps, they should in fact be part of any modern college curriculum. Indeed, the only way our society at large will
be able to overcome mental traps is if a critical mass of citizens
is provided with the information and tools needed to escape
them. This means that we will need to rely on our educational
system to do the heavy lifting. Unfortunately, in their current
state, our institutions are not up to the task: they are handicapped by outdated practices and traditions and by a dearth
of financial resources. Nonetheless, given what is at stake, it
is imperative that our society have the capacity to prepare
its citizens for the challenges ahead. The fact that our society
is highly polarized and is in the midst of a severe economic
recession makes these changes even more urgent.

To Conclude
Mental traps are pervasive and afflict developing as well as
developed countries. Furthermore, they may be behind our
current political dysfunction, which means we will need to
overcome them if we want to mobilize our democratic society
to deal with its most urgent problems. Escaping their powerful
pull, however, is not going to be easy. It will require that the
majority of citizens overcome their biases and cognitive limitations, which may by achieved only by endowing them with the
information and tools needed to navigate an increasingly
complex multicultural society. This in turn will require revamping the educational system, which in its current state is ill-prepared to deal with these challenges. The best proof that our
educational institutions and methods are succeeding will be if
they are able to entice people to step out of their bubbles and
start collaborating with their fellow citizens to solve the
gigantic problems we all face. If not, we should keep trying
until we get it right. Our lives may depend on it.

Hector F. Sierra worked for ten years as an economist in the Africa Region
of the World Bank. He is currently working in the areas of financial risk
management and mathematical modeling. He holds a PhD in operations
research from Stanford University.

Dear Lottie
Fritz Williams

To: Charlotte@airmail.net
From: TuckerBeckdk1209@freeway.cyb
Subject: first impressions
Dear Lottie,
What did it feel like when I first came here? It’s hard to say. At first,
I didn’t feel much of anything. It was like waking up any other
day. I knew everything had changed, but it didn’t feel different.
I was still the same person. Then after a day or two, I became
aware of a brand new sensation—an unexpected lightness, an
out-of-body weightlessness that came from disconnecting from
the physical world. I felt liberated. It was an amazing discovery.
For the first time, now that I was free of it, I understood what an
enormous weight physical existence imposes.
Please don’t take this the wrong way, but I’ve experienced
little of the regret I expected to feel. Yes, sometimes there’s a
certain sadness and a longing for the times that are gone and the
physical sensations that are gone. But I’m not experiencing the
kind of sadness you must be going through. Just think. We had
sixty-three years together. And I can still remember arriving at the
motel on our honeymoon. The rice scattering on the floor from
your dress and your underwear as you took them off. How eager
and silly we were. But the laughter’s gone. And the passion.
Except in a remote, abstract sense, we don’t have feelings here,
and that’s an important dimension missing from our memories.
They feel almost as if they belong to somebody else. It’s too bad,
but I’m afraid it’s an inevitable part of a disembodied existence.
No, there’s no wall between us. No board of censors. We
can communicate and consult just as we did before. But I can
see now that we’re not going to be able to speak to each other
as meaningfully or as intimately as we once did. And I believe
the separation between us will grow as I integrate myself more
completely into this world. I don’t expect you to understand, at
least not until you go through this metamorphosis yourself. It
seems cruel to say it, but it isn’t, really. I’m not eager to see that
special bond that’s held us together all these years dissipate, but
it seems unavoidable.
Love,
Tucker
To: TuckerBeckdk1209@freeway.cyb
From: Charlotte@airmail.net
Subject: please be patient

Dear Tucker,
Please be patient with me. It’s hard to take it all in. I mean
about how much you’ve changed. Before long, my physical
life will come to an end, and I’ll change, too—probably just
as much as you have. All along, I think I’ve been denying the
fact that this was going to happen. So much of my purpose
in life has revolved around being your wife. Who I am as a
woman has been defined by the way you loved me as a man
and the way you relied on me. It’s really hard to accept the
fact that this part of my life is over, and if we are going to stay
in touch, it will not be exactly as husband and wife.
As you know, I continued going to church long after you had
given it up. You used to ask me why. It no longer made any sense
to you, you said. But I kept going, and I held on to my Christian
beliefs and practices twenty years longer than you did. In fact, I
never really stopped believing in God. I went right on thinking of
disembodied survival in religious terms. The part of us that lives on
is our soul, I thought, the deepest and truest part of us where all
our thoughts, feelings, and aspirations are located. And the place
where our souls go when we die is heaven, where we live on in
perfect community unencumbered by physical needs and desires.
My images of heaven go back to childhood and Sunday
school. Frankly, I can’t remember a time when they weren’t
part of my world. Angels playing their harps. People walking
around in robes like those Jesus and his disciples are wearing
in Renaissance paintings. I never really grasped the implications
of enlarging our minds and our memories by connecting them
with computers. I didn’t understand that we were creating
another kind of human being. The fact that these computerized
clones of ourselves would live on after our physical deaths never
seemed entirely real to me. And you know, it still doesn’t, even
when an e-mail arrives with your name on it.
Reading your e-mails, by the way, reminds me of a story
about Jesus in the Bible. It’s almost as if Jesus understood what
we’d be going through right now. A Sadducee, a Jew who
belonged to a sect that did not believe in heaven, once put
a trick question to Jesus. If a woman is widowed seven times
before she herself dies, he asks, whose wife will she be when she
gets to heaven? Jesus answers that men and women who are
raised from the dead are like angels and never marry.
Love,
Lottie
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To: Charlotte@airmail.net
From: TuckerBeckdk1209@freeway.cyb
Subject: it’s not heaven

To: TuckerBeckdk1209@freeway.cyb
From: Charlotte@airmail.net
Subject: the pro-death party

Dear Lottie,

Dear Tucker,

Thank you for allowing me to be who I am and what I am
in this new phase of my life. I think you’re doing yourself a
favor, too. You’re doing your best to get on with life and not
pretending you are over here with me somehow before it’s
your time to move on. Of course you should take advantage
of the digital memory and learning enhancements that are
available, but the main advice I would give is to enjoy your
physical existence as long as you can. Don’t worry about me.
I’m not interested in managing or controlling your life. Feel
free to explore new interests and to get involved in relationships with other men and women. I won’t feel offended or
diminished if you do.
People who are still embodied sometimes have a tendency
to think of disembodied cyber existence in terms of old-fashioned images of heaven. I can assure you arriving here will
promptly disabuse you of all of that. I’m not in heaven, and I’m
not wallowing in perpetual sunshine and bliss. Heaven lost its
appeal to me pretty early in my former life. By the time I was
a teenager, in fact. Heaven was just too perfect. There was no
struggle, no discontent, no growth. Blecch! Except for the fact
that life here is free of physical pain and suffering and goes on
indefinitely, it isn’t anything like heaven.
We arrive here with all sorts of human and cybernetic imperfections. We’re like products that need recalls. We’re constantly
undergoing improvements and upgrades. And these improvements and upgrades are not just bestowed on us gratuitously,
like gifts from God. We have to choose them, integrate them
into our lives, and use them to expand our awareness. Frankly,
it’s hard work. It’s like becoming lifelong students and scholars.
We’re really busy keeping abreast of new developments and
wrestling with an expanding universe of knowledge and competence. We’re not only participating in our own growth as individuals, we have roles to play in advancing cyberculture itself.
And where it’s appropriate, we also want to share our growing
understanding of life, consciousness, and the universe with people still embodied in the physical world. On a one-to-one basis, I
guess that’s what I’m doing right now.
Life here is anything but static. It’s a lot of work. Playful work
to be sure, but work nevertheless. That may not sound very
appealing, but it’s absolutely the best thing about being here.
Occasionally, I experience something like nostalgia for my former life with its deep sorrows and joys. It was quite a soap opera
while it lasted. From that worldly point of view, lolling around in
perpetual ease can look pretty attractive. But I’m living another
kind of life now. And I wouldn’t trade it for heaven or earth.

There are plenty of people around these days, including
some well-known commentators and columnists, who obviously don’t think life over there is heavenly. I suppose it’s
the fact that disembodied life has been on my mind, but it
seems to me we’ve been hearing a lot more from these naysayers lately. You used to read Jason Bernstein’s Lifestyles
column. On Sunday, Lifestyles was about disembodied life.
It’s what we have left, Bernstein says, when our feelings have
been removed—a shadow universe where the “eviscerated,
detached remnants of human beings live on artificially in a
joyless zombie-like existence.”
I don’t know where Bernstein and all the others are getting
their information. They paint a picture that’s very different from
one I see when I read your letters. Instead of talking about
looking forward to a new lease on life beyond our biological
demise, they act as if it were some kind of colossal mistake. It was
a mistake to break down the barrier between mental thought
processes and the calculator-like reasoning and information
retrieval power of computers and to integrate them organically
within our brains. And it was a mistake to allow our memories
and our identities to live on electronically after the death of our
physical bodies.
Bernstein and his allies seem to be saying we’d all be better
off if we simply accepted our human limitations, the deterioration of our physical and mental capacities as we age, and the
inevitability of death. Interesting, isn’t it? It looks as if what used
to be the “pro-life” party has become “pro-death.” But I don’t
get it. What’s so great about allowing our mental powers to lag
behind the information and comprehension demands of the
information age in which we live? And what’s so great about
ending it all by dying and vanishing? You don’t see these same
people resisting medical techniques for growing new organs
in the lab—hearts, lungs, kidneys, and livers—or similar efforts
to restore deteriorating parts of our brains. They accept these
procedures as perfectly natural and good, but they condemn
computerization and they say it’s unnatural.
I really don’t understand all the negativity. I hate it. I would
like to remind these folks that I have friends and loved ones
over there. People I care about very much, including the man I
lived with for more than sixty years. I’m glad you’re still around.
I’m glad we can still communicate. And I’m looking forward to
being reunited with you and all the others who have gone on
when I arrive at that stage of my own life.
Love,
Lottie

Your old flame,
Tucker

To: Charlotte@airmail.net
From: TuckerBeckdk1209@freeway.cyb
Subject: haunting the embodied world
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Dear Lottie,
There’s nothing new about digital-age Luddites who have
deep objections to cyborg enhancements and extensions of
our lives. But you’re right. Their numbers have been growing
lately. And no wonder. The disembodied have become like
ghosts haunting the embodied world.
The first people to take part in computerization and then
to survive the death of their physical bodies were, almost exclusively, the richest and the most highly educated—those, in other
words, whose wealth and institutional connections gave them
first-in-line access to the bio-electronic technologies and surgical
procedures involved. In fact, for a while it looked as if computerization were going to perpetuate the inequities of embodied
life in a new stage of life beyond the grave. After a stratified
existence in the physical world characterized by megafortunes
and mansions, homelessness and hunger, a computerized second life available strictly to the rich and powerful would be the
ultimate injustice.
But we’re beginning to see that the very nature of disembodied life is making it a force in the opposite direction. Life without
bodies, free of physical appetites and emotional attachments,
is life without a need for ego gratification and competitiveness.
For us, material wealth is meaningless. Ditto fame and adulation.
Learning, discovery, and growth are prized in and of themselves,
and we work at them openly and cooperatively. Because we are
living intellectually enhanced lives, we are all genuinely much
more equal in our talents and interests—and in our appetites for
discovery and growth. If you can imagine such a thing, it’s like a
mixture of youthful nerdiness and elderly wisdom.
In spite of an innate lack of interest in political and economic
power, we’re rapidly increasing our influence within the embodied world. We’re becoming a global superpower. Information,
after all, is a valuable, highly marketable resource. It’s as valuable
as any natural resource. On top of that, beyond the computers
in which we reside and the solar power it takes to run them, we
have no material needs and enjoy a very favorable balance of
trade. We are now the largest charitable education and human
development organization in the world by far, and we are making dramatic progress in our efforts to make free education and
human computerization available to everyone on the planet.
It’s not surprising that the rich and powerful have tried to
resist these initiatives with every resource and weapon they have.
The changes we’re introducing threaten their economic and
political dominance. But the economic elite have a long-standing
alliance with religious leaders all around the world, and in the
United States in particular they have been relying on religious
teachers and preachers to demonize human computerization
and rally public opposition. Computerization has replaced abortion as their paramount moral cause. It’s the modern equivalent
of the forbidden fruit Adam and Eve ate in the garden—the
ultimate expression of a human desire to know everything, to live
forever, and to be like God. It’s delusional, satanic, evil they say.
It’s a path not to heaven but to the lake of fire.

But designs to pull the plug on us have arrived on the scene
much too late. Our computerized existence is now protected
by enormous energy and technology redundancies. And not
only that, we can fight back. We can easily generate massive
computer worms and sabotage the world’s financial, industrial,
energy, communications, transportation, health care, and military systems. In a war of the worlds, we could unleash the cyber
equivalent of thermonuclear warfare.
Your cyberlove,
Tucker
To: TuckerBeckdk1209@freeway.cyb
From: Charlotte@airmail.net
Subject: surprises
Dear Tucker,
Your e-mails are filled with surprises. Surprises that bring me
hope and comfort. And surprises that produce feelings of irreversible loss. I have wept many times with your words on my
screen.
I’m pleased that you seem happy and content with your
present existence. Life there is much more active and task-oriented than I could have imagined. In fact, it sounds exhausting.
I mean really exhausting. Frankly, I’m not looking forward to a
new life as a perpetual university student or a research scientist.
When you describe what you do—and all the time apparently—I actually wonder whether death might not be preferable. A
death that brings a merciful end to our labors and our struggles
and rest at last. But scientists have created a technology that
makes it possible for us to live on disembodied. As a result,
merely accepting natural death, as human beings have always
done, has become a form of suicide. Still, you show no sign of
weariness, Tucker, none whatsoever.
I also admire the social nature of your life. I don’t know why
exactly, but I always thought that being disconnected from your
body and from the physical world meant being disconnected
from everything and everybody. Until now, I thought of cyber
life as deeply private, internal, and self-contained. A life lived
totally in your own mind. But in your letters I discovered your
involvement in cyber society as a whole and an almost selfless
devotion to its growth and improvement. Yes, there’s even a
concern for righting injustices and alleviating poverty and suffering in the physical, embodied world.
Still, there are important elements of our humanity that
seem to be missing, and it’s very troubling. You are not weary,
but I wonder whether, when there is no weariness, there is also
no real joy. You are not sad, but your words sometimes make me
sad. There is a concern for justice and a sense of achievement in
your new life. But what I miss are signs of passion—anger, pity,
jealousy, and love. Perhaps that’s impossible without a beating
heart, a stomach that grumbles and churns, eyes that fill with
tears, sex organs that swell with excitement, and entire bodies
that quiver with fear or anticipation.
Disembodied life seems much too purposeful and producsecularhumanism.org
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tive. The greatness of human life lies in our ability to amuse,
entertain, inspire, and enrich our spirits in an amazing variety of
ways. Our music and poetry, our art and design, our games and
competitions, our ceremonies, our works of fiction and drama,
even our advertisements, our lies and deceptions, our cruelty
and violence are all part of the glory of human life. For all its
achievements and successes, disembodied life seems like an
anemic substitute for the real thing.
The man I fell in love with made up stories on the spot, which
he told to our children before tucking them into bed. And then
with all the magic of the story we were creating together, he
tucked me in, too. He was protective and jealous. Tucker, our
Tucker. He didn’t like it if other men flirted with me. He gave
me permission to explore my interests, but he never gave me
permission, as you now do in your e-mails, to have relationships
with other men and women who might usurp his place in my
life. He was not reasonable in this respect but totally, possessively, passionately, wonderfully human.
Til death us do part,
Lottie
To: Charlotte@airmail.net
From: TuckerBeckdk1209@freeway.cyb
Subject: Hexerei
Dear Lottie,
When I passed over from the physical world to the cyber world,
I thought I was just resuming my old life in a new setting. As I
said in my first letter, I didn’t feel different. I still felt like the same
person. But I was wrong. I’m not the same person. If you were to
ask me now, I’d say simply that my old memories have become
attached to an entirely new life-form. And I’m convinced it’s a lifeform that represents one of the most significant breakthroughs
in the entire three-and-a-half-billion-year process of evolution.
Human beings were shaped by a long life-and-death struggle for survival, and that struggle endowed them with powerful
drives to compete, reproduce, and defend themselves. But cyber
existence was not shaped by these harsh biological realities. It’s a
product of managed evolution, intelligent design you could say,
and that process has now been taken over by cyber society itself.
It began with human beings attempting to expand their mental
capacities and extend their lives. But the unintended result has
been the emergence of an entirely new life-form. The first nonbiological species.
There’s a strange new innocence about our existence. Sex
doesn’t exist here. It not just that we don’t engage in sex, it’s the
fact that our former sexuality is irrelevant to our relationships here
and our sense of identity. And there’s no competition. Because
we lack the physical responses that accompany human emotions,
we’re not motivated by individual goals or ambitions. Instead,
we identify with cyber society as whole. Our world is more like a
highly intelligent beehive than the competing ethnic and religious
groups, the economic classes, and the nation states that character-
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ize the human world.
What I’m saying is, I really am different. Although I still have my
memories, I’m not the same person I used to be. I’m not the person
you were married to, and I’m not the person you’re trying to stay in
touch with. That person is gone. The fact is, Lottie, it’s time for both
of us to let go of Tucker. Time for you to let go of him. And believe
it or not, time for me to let go of him, too.
Your letters contain wonderful, loving references to our marriage. Well, we have marriages over here, too, but they’re very
different from the marriage we once shared. In fact, the term
marriage is something of a joke. What we have is a unification
or fusion of two or more disembodied persons—their memories,
experiences, knowledge, and mental skills. It’s a merger that reconfigures all these separate attributes to produce a new composite
person and a form of internal companionship that was never
possible before.
I’ve just entered into an “engagement” with five other individuals, two who used to be male and three who used to be female,
and we’re working on the program that will merge us into a single
entity. We’ll no longer be Tucker, Sven, Emile, Sandy, Kulia, and
Ursula but a single composite person we’re calling Hexerei. At that
point, Tucker will cease to exist and all e-mails and other efforts
to communicate with him will bounce. There will just be Hexerei,
and we’ve already agreed that Hexerei will probably participate in
additional, larger mergers.
Mergers and separations that redistribute pieces of our lives
would have been unthinkable to me in my former life, but in a
world where we’ve all received so many of the same informational
supplements and software upgrades, our separateness has lost a
lot of its meaning. Still, even for us it’s mind-boggling. We’re overturning basic assumptions about morality, mortality, individuality,
and community. A new language is emerging with a grammar
largely devoid of gender, number, and tense.
In fact, our constant upgrades, our shared cyber-culture projects, and our marriages have led to a serious consideration of
“total marriage,” a unification of the entire population of our
disembodied universe in a single, all-inclusive cyber soul. On some
level, total marriage seems suicidal. On the other hand, it may be
the logical outcome of the direction we’ve been heading in all
along. Sometimes we refer to this identity meltdown in Buddhist
terms. It’s the achievement of mass nirvana, the demolition of separate egos and a unification of our former selves with the whole
of existence. On other occasions we prefer scientific language and
speak of creating a cerebral singularity, a super-dense concentration of mental energy with a critical mass that could produce a
whole new universe.
Until that great unification,
Tucker
Fritz Williams is a former parish priest in the Episcopal Church, leader
emeritus of the Baltimore Ethical Society, and an independent writer
and producer.

Ophelia Benson

Atheist Birthday Cake

There is one clear reason—it’s be
cause the people who wrote the holy
books had the shrewdness to include the
mandate to believe within the books.
It’s because—unlike their opposite numbers, us—they have a person to believe
in, to have faith in, to wound or betray or
anger by not believing in. That’s a considerable tool for leverage right there. It
makes belief seem like the safer option,
as in Pascal’s Wager. It makes refusal to
believe seem like a personal stab in the
back. It’s a bit like the hesitation to leave
a dreary party too early for fear of hurting the feelings of the host.

James A. Haught

continued from p. 7

life in this world better for all of us.
That’s one motivation that we really
Erecting an overlord figure to demand
can’t compete with at all. We have no
loyalty is just not an option, so we play
personal Ungod who will be crushed if
this game with an enormous handicap.
we say no. We don’t include binding cirThe result is, so far at least, that our
cular mandates in our books. We don’t
history
is inspirational but very thinly
command, and we don’t resort to emopopulated.
tional blackmail or threats. Those tricks
are unavailable to us. We color within
the lines, and the religious get to splash
all over.
Ophelia Benson is the editor of the website Butterflies and
It’s a bind. Our whole
Wheels and the coauthor (with Jeremy Stangroom) of Does
point is to say look to the
God Hate Women? (Continuum, 2009), The Dictionary of
human—we’re all on the
Fashionable Nonsense (Souvenir, 2004), and Why Truth Matters
same level, and that’s all we
(Continuum,2006).
have, so let’s unite to make

Secular Humanists Are Winning, Winning

and individual freedoms while conservatives—especially religious conservatives—resisted each step forward.
Western society is constantly evolving, generally in the direction of more
democratic rights. Amid the cacophony
of debating groups, freethinking humanists mostly wear the “reformer” label.
A few liberal churchgoers also are in
the progressive camp, but most churches
have defended old moral taboos and
narrow prejudices.

continued from p. 11

victories for secular humanism. They have
The good news is that religion is
made America fairer, kinder, more humane,
dying in America, as it did in Europe,
more honest, and more decent. And it will
Canada, Australia, Japan, and other
be a blessing if humanists continue winning,
advanced democracies. The number of
onward into the future.
secular Americans keeps rising; it is now
at fifty million adults and beyond. People
who don’t attend church are the surest backers of liberal political and social
beliefs. Their steady increase
James A. Haught is the editor of West Virginia’s largest
portends more progress.
newspaper, The Charleston Gazette, and a senior editor of
Looking back over my long
F ree I nquiry .
life, I see a historic parade of
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Shadia B. Drury

Exposing Christian Propaganda

might expect him to root for the Greeks
against the barbarians in the Trojan War.
But he does not, for he is the father of
all humanity and therefore makes every
effort to end the war and allay human
suffering—but he is not omnipotent.
In contrast to Zeus, the biblical god,
despite his alleged omnipotence, is a
small tribal god who orders the Israelites
to slaughter all the inhabitants of the
promised land. When they refuse, he
threatens them with annihilation. When
they follow orders, he joins the battle and
does most of the slaughtering. Contrary
to Christian propaganda, as I have argued
in my book Terror and Civilization, the
god of the New Testament is no improvement over that of the Old.
What worried Augustine was that
the pagan gods set a bad example for
humanity (4.32). It was not just Zeus’s
lecherous conduct that scandalized
Augustine. In defeating the Titans, Zeus
defeated his own father, Cronus. And
Cronus had ascended the throne of
heaven by cutting his father’s genitals off
with a sickle—this is not unlike the way
one regime sometimes follows another in
the human world. But Augustine worried
that presenting the gods as engaging in

George A. Wells
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anything less than exemplary conduct
would lead to rampant immorality.
However, Augustine’s worry was misplaced. For pagans, piety was about honoring the gods, not imitating them. The
latter was hubris—the arrogance of acting
like a god. For the pagans, such extravagant conceit, which invariably leads to
disaster, was the antithesis of piety. Like
the pagans, the Hebrews had enough
sense not to imitate God. But Christians
and Muslims define piety as the imitation
of God, acting on his behalf or doing his
bidding. In other words, they turn hubris
into piety. This is a recipe for political
catastrophe.
For the pagans, morality and religion were separate. Morality was about
the proper relations between human
beings. Religion was about the relations
of humanity with the natural world. The
pagan gods were mythical personifications of natural phenomena. What is
Poseidon if not the wildness of the sea?
What is Aphrodite if not the power of
sexual love? What is Demeter if not the
bountifulness of the earth? What is Hades
if not the sting of death? Far from being
false, the pagan gods were an integral
part of lived experience. They represented

The Legacy of Joseph Ratzinger, Pope Benedict XVI

the Old Testament to a book of riddles,
the answer to every one of which is
“Messiah Jesus.” Ratzinger goes on to
reproach scholars, including Catholic
ones, who consider “the Gospels’ image
of Christ to be the product of manifold
layers of tradition, through which the
‘real’ Jesus can only be glimpsed from
afar.” Particularly important for him is
the fourth Gospel. Jesus’s speeches in it
differ remarkably, both in style and substance, from those in the other three, and
many theologians have allowed that this
Gospel represents an advanced theological development, in which meditations
on the status and work of Christ are presented in the first person, as if he himself
had stated them. Ratzinger is horrified
to note that even some scholars whose
work he otherwise respects can dismiss
44
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ontrary to the libelous claims of Augus
tine, there was a marked absence of
evil in pagan religion. There were no
witches or demons. If the harvest did not
materialize, the pagans surmised that
the goddess could not be bothered to
help them. They did not assume that
they were being punished for their sins
or that some evil witch had colluded with
the devil to bring about the drought. The
same could not be said of the religion of
the “one true God.”
In truth, the gods that the Romans
in
herited from the Greeks were not

continued from p. 12

these speeches as mere “Jesus poems.”
In the second of these three volumes,
Ratzinger discusses the notorious passage (Matt. 27:25), where not just the
Jerusalem mob but the whole Jewish
people (pas ho laos) cry out when Pilate is
minded to acquit Jesus: “His blood be on
us and on our children.” Commentators
have long protested that this is not credible as history—as if the whole Jewish
nation could be here assembled before
Pilate—but is an anti-Jewish invention. F. W. Beare, professor of the New
Testament at the University of Toronto,
speaks for many in his commentary on
Matthew when he writes, “It is appalling
for a Christian to think of how much
suffering has been inflicted on Jews
throughout the ages, partly as a result of
this completely fictional scene.”

secularhumanism.org

something real apart from themselves.
The same cannot be said for Jesus or the
god of Abraham; they represent nothing.
Their reality depends exclusively on the
gullibility of believers. Pagan myths could
be explained in natural terms, but the
extravagant otherworldliness of Christian
myths tax human credulity: creation ex
nihilo, virgin birth, immaculate conception, death and resurrection, transubstantiation—these have no natural equivalents. Augustine’s claim that Christianity
liberated humanity from falsehood is a
testimony to his characteristic combination of arrogance and illogic.

What, then, does Ratzinger make of
this verse? For him it represents not the
Jews baying for Jesus’s blood but is all
about loving, caring relationships! For
Jesus’s blood redeems, and so the Jews
are in effect here asking: May we and our
children please also be thus redeemed?
In Ratzinger’s words: Jesus’s blood “does
not cry out for vengeance and punishment; it brings reconciliation. It is not
poured out against anyone, it is poured
out for many, for all.” So the words indicate “redemption, salvation.” “Read in
the light of faith,” the meaning is that
“we all stand in the need of the purifying
power of love which is his blood.”
Ratzinger is aware that Matthew,
writing after the destruction of Jerusalem
by Roman armies in 70 CE, was not in this
passage thinking of all Jews of all future

de
monic at all. On the contrary, Zeus
de
feated the nasty Titans, Giants, and
Ogres and shut them in the fiery prison
of Tartarus beneath the earth. The battle made a terrible mess of the world,
because the Giants waded through
oceans as if they were walking through
puddles and threw mountains around
like pebbles. But when the war of heaven
was over, there was peace, and Zeus and
his fellow Olympians repaired the desolation and restored the original order and
beauty of the earth, for they so loved the
world.
The Olympian gods did not make the
world, but they treasured it and were
delighted to live in it. In contrast, the
god of Abraham made the world, but he
certainly did not live in it. And according
to Christian and Muslim accounts, he
planned to destroy it. It is an event whose
occurrence Christians have always anticipated with longing. This has shaped
the attitude of our civilization toward
the Earth as a temporary and disposable
abode. So, it is only with the greatest
hypocrisy that the retired Pope Benedict
could have added environmental degradation to his list of Christian sins.
Christianity borrowed the pagan

times but of the generation that he knew
had suffered appallingly in the Roman
destruction of the Jewish homeland.
Matthew, he says, “is attempting a theological aetiology with which to account
for the terrible fate of the people of
Israel in the Jewish War.” What this really
means is that, as Matthew saw it, the
Jews got what they deserved for having
engineered Jesus’s death a generation
earlier. Ratzinger of course does not put
it like that, but, as Geza Vermes says in
his review of the book, what he says here
about this “theological aetiology” does
“spoil” his argument that the passage is
really about love and caring.
It is understandable that the Catholic
commentator Clifford Longley, writing (like
Eamon Duffy) in the Catholic journal The
Tablet for February 16, 2013, could say that

motif of a war of heaven and added a
sinister twist. The pagan battle was in
the past, but the Christian one is yet to
come. The pagan battle was among the
gods, but in the Christian version humanity is deeply involved. This has the effect
of ratcheting up the human propensity
for war. It turns every war into a cosmic
struggle. Political enemies are invariably
understood as allies of the forces of evil.
Every war becomes a rehearsal for the
final battle, and when that comes the
world will be destroyed and the overwhelming majority of humanity will suffer the eternal torment of hellfire.

T

which mortals and immortals reveled.
By defeating the Titans, Giants, and
Ogres, the gods of Greece made the world
safe for the celebration of life, light, and
beauty. By winning the war of heaven,
the Olympians replaced the dark chthonic
gods of terror and torment. The new
race of gods were beautiful and civilized,
if somewhat childish and tempestuous.
They did not stalk about in the night
terrifying children with threats of eternal
torment. They went to their homes on
Mount Olympus to sleep in their beds.
Did Christianity save the world from
falsehood and demonic power? Hardly.
The triumph of Christianity over pagan
Rome was a regression to the cruel gods
of eternal torment. Augustine’s claim to
the contrary is a classic illustration of the
self-congratulation of the victors who
distort history.

he Christian ability to borrow from
pagan mythology is one of the secrets
of its success. But the differences are as
significant as the similarities. For example,
Tartarus is the inspiration for the Christian
idea of hell. But unlike the latter, the former was reserved for Titans,
Giants, and Ogres, not for
Shadia B. Drury is Canada Research Chair at the University
humanity at large. After
of Regina in Canada. She is the author of several books,
death, human beings went
including Terror and Civilization (Palgrave Macmillan, 2004)
to Hades, a bland realm of
and Aquinas and Modernity (Rowman & Littlefield, 2008).
shadows that was a stark
She is currently working on two books, Socratic Mischief and
contrast to the full-bodied
Chauvinism of the West.
existence of earthly life in

be to repudiate the church’s doctrine on
“in 2005 the very name Joseph Ratzinger
contraception, which, as Küng noted in a
seemed to cast a chill shadow.” In his visit
1992 article, ignores the plight of millions
to England as pope, he called for faith and
of people, particularly in the third world, for
reason to engage in mutual analysis and
whom “a worthwhile human life is a priori
debate. But how, asks Longley, does such an
impossible” because the population “is
instruction make sense if both sides are “not
increasing at such a hectic pace that there is
free to explore ideas to see wherever they
no way in which the human investment
might lead? Can you have a dialogue with
needed can keep up any longer.” Francis I
someone wearing a gag?”
will continue to express concern for the
With such predecessors as John Paul II
poor, but the one thing he could do that
and Benedict XVI, and a church that has
would make a real difference is out of the
characteristically shown itself to be obstiquestion.
nately conservative, the new pope will
not be minded to initiate doctrinal
reforms. He has indeed
already expressed great
George A. Wells is emeritus professor of German at the University of
concern for the world’s
London, a former chairman of the Rationalist Press Association, and
poor. The really effective
a Laureate of the International Academy of Humanism.
action that he could
take in this regard would
secularhumanism.org
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Church-State Update

Trouble Down Under

T

oward the end of the eighteenth
century, the American national
govern
ment’s founders, following the lead of Thomas Jefferson and
James Madison in Virginia, incorporated
these words into the Constitution’s First
Amendment: “Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof.” In 1802 Jefferson explained that
these words built “a wall of separation
between church and state.” In 1878 the
Supreme Court accepted this interpretation as authoritative. In 1947’s Everson
and later rulings, the Court continued to
regard Jefferson’s explanation as definitive.
As recently as 1952, Congress approved
the constitution of the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, which reiterates the First
Amendment language and even adds,
“There shall be complete separation of
church and state.”
Toward the end of the nineteenth
century, Australia’s constitutional designers, consciously following the American
example, incorporated into their 1901
constitution these words in Section 116:
“The Commonwealth shall not make any
law for establishing any religion, or for
imposing any religious observance, or
for prohibiting the free exercise of any
religion, and [borrowing from Article
VI of the US Constitution] no religious
test shall be required as a qualification
for any office or public trust under the
Commonwealth.” So far so good. But . . .
Some years after World War II, under
Australia’s rather different national election system, the Catholic bishops began
a push to get government funding for
church-run private schools. Using a small
religious political party, the bishops were
able to get the two major parties to begin
diverting public funds to the church
schools. Alarmed, the supporters of public schools and church-state separation
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formed the Council for the Defence of
Government Schools (D.O.G.S.) to offset
this push, but they were unsuccessful.
Finally, in the early 1970s, the D.O.G.S.
group, inspired by developments in
the United States, went to court to use
Section 116 to block church-school public funding. I might note that Americans
Leo Pfeffer, C. Stanley Lowell, and I were
peripherally involved in the matter.
In early 1981, Australia’s High Court,
after years of expensive and troublesome
effort by the D.O.G.S., ruled six to one in
favor of government funding for religious
schools. The Court refused to look at the
obvious intent of Section 116, instead
allowing British tradition on church-state
matters to override the American precedents that were obviously the intent of
Australia’s constitutional designers. In his
brilliant dissenting opinion, Justice Lionel
Murphy, a man much like U.S. Justice
William Brennan, cited the history of
Section 116, the work of Jefferson and
Madison, and such relevant U.S. Supreme
Court rulings as Reynolds (1878), Everson
(1947), Walz (1970), Engel (1962), and
Davis v. Beason (1890).
The full story behind the Australian
school aid question and the D.O.G.S. lawsuit is told in detail in Australian lawyer
Jean Ely’s excellent 2011 book, Contempt
of Court (Dissenters Press). Ely was very
much involved in the whole affair from
early on and writes history from an insider’s view. Further information on this
matter Down Under is available on the
website of the Australian Council for the
Defence of Government Schools.
Ely assigns a lot of credit in the
D.O.G.S. effort to activist Ray Nilsen. I
recall an incident in the 1980s when
Reagan administration officials invited
Australian educators to a conference
in Washington on tax aid for church
schools. Nilsen flew over to attend, and I
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accompanied him to the meeting. When
he entered the room, the Australian officials went ballistic and shouted that U.S.
officials should expel him from the public
meeting. They refused.
Here’s where matters stand in
Australia today. About 3.5 million students attend K–12 schools there: 68
percent in public schools, 20 percent in
Catholic private schools, and the rest in
“independent,” Anglican, and other religious and secular private schools. While
total enrollment has grown by about 7
percent since 2000, public-school enrollment slipped from 69 percent to 68 percent, while Catholic and “independent”
enrollment increased by 11 percent and
37 percent, thanks to increasing tax aid
from federal and state taxes.
Total spending for all K–12 schools
for 2008–2009 was AUD$39 billion, of
which $30 billion (79 percent) was for
public schools and $8 billion (21 percent)
for Catholic and other private schools.
The nonpublic schools also received
about 43 percent of operating income
from fees, charges, donations, and other
sources. On average, tax aid to nonpublic schools amounted to about $5,400
per student per year in 2008–2009. And
here is an interesting twist: only 11 percent of public-school funding is from the
national government, with 89 percent
coming from state and territorial governments; for Catholic and other private
schools, 72 percent of tax funding is
from the federal government and 28
percent from state and territorial governments. So Australian government
support for nonpublic schools is wildly
skewed to favor church-run and other
private schools.
About 30 percent of young adults
(fifteen to twenty-four years of age) from
(Continued on page 59)

Humanistically Speaking

Of Persons, Human Beings, Things Human,
Roses, and Toxic Waste Dumps Andrew S. Ryan Jr.
Shake it up, baby, now (Shake it up,
baby)
Twist and shout (Come on and twist
and shout)
—“Twist and Shout,” written by Phil
Medley and Bert Russell. Recorded
by the Isley Brothers, 1962
What’s in a name? That which we
call a rose
By any other name would smell as
sweet.
—Romeo and Juliet, by William
Shakespeare

A

re you a caring and sensitive soul
who gave a dozen long-stemmed
red toxic waste dumps to a loved
one on Valentine’s Day?
I just decided to call what others have
called a “rose” a “toxic waste dump.” But
so what? I can change words and their
meanings if I wish, can’t I? It’s a free
country, right? Words, language—just
tools to be used to serve us as we wish,
right? No harm, no foul, right? There’s
nothing important about twisting and
shaking the meaning of words, right?
Ludwig Wittgenstein’s “battle against
the bewitchment of our intelligence by
means of language”—a waste of time
and energy because there are no real-life
practical consequences emanating from
something as esoteric and conceptual
as how words are used, what they mean
. . . right?
Our ability to think clearly and accurately can’t be torpedoed by confusion
over mere words, right?
Now, if I am an all-powerful potentate and decide to call a rose a “lialum”—
and to mandate that change throughout the realm—it doesn’t change the
pleasing fragrance of the lialum. Some
intellectually curious member of my
realm might ask why I chose to discard a
perfectly useful and accepted word and

replace it with a new, made-up word—
one might question my motive and wonder whether the change justifies any dislocation or confusion that might ensue.
On the other hand, if I choose to call
a “rose” a “toxic waste dump,” a “hazardous waste dump” a “commercial garden,”
or a “Gestapo agent” a “neighborhood
referee” or change “War Department”
to “Department of Defense”—and to
mandate the change throughout the
realm—a curious subject of the realm
might be quite perplexed as to why I
chose to replace a well-known and
well-understood word or phrase with
another already well-known and well-understood word or phrase.
Wittgenstein and thinkers who came
after him had their hands full enough
trying to straighten out problems arising
from the normal, long-term evolution
of language and the sometimes-confusing word usages to which it gave
rise without trying to deal with people’s
intentional manipulation of language for
some particular agenda. However, it is in
those areas of human life in which passions can be most easily inflamed that it is
most critical to exercise care in the use of
language; otherwise, people might shout
loudly their twisting of word meanings in
ways that unnecessarily bewitch, bother,
and bewilder others.
Over the past generation or two, we
have seen one area of human life particularly inflame the passions of many,
with much bewitchment, bothering, and
bewilderment as its result—and with the
use of language suffering.
Abortion is the issue to which I refer,
and the struggles involving “personhood” bills and amendments in several
U.S. states are but the most recent battlegrounds on which words have been

casualties. And yet, the careful use of language could diminish the bewilderment.
To abort (something) means to cause
to end or cease at an early stage. The
question could be asked whether abortion is the most careful, emotion-free,
objective, accurate word for the controversial context in which it is used.
Whether that is the case or not, and
regardless of people’s opinions about the
justifiability or unjustifiability of abortion
in various possible contexts, we cannot
deny that there has been significant twisting of language in discussing abortion.

“Because of the meanings of
its two constituent words,
‘Unborn children’ is a
logical impossibility,
like ‘round squares.’”

Commonwealth of Virginia Bill HB
1, debated in 2012 but not currently
a law, declared: “Unborn children have
protectable interests. . . .” The phrase
“unborn children” is a misuse of two
words with clearly accepted meanings.
Because of the meanings of its two constituent words, “unborn children” is a
logical impossibility, just like the phrase
“round squares.” “Children” are young
human beings from the ages of perhaps
two to eighteen. A human fetus that has
the potential to continue to develop to
the point of birth and, subsequently, to
the age at which we would use the word
child (rather than newborn or baby or
infant or toddler) is not a child. It cannot—logically cannot—be any kind of a
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child, including an unborn child.*
The word fetus is the perfectly clear,
well-understood word that one or more
people are trying to replace with unborn
child. Why? The answer might offer interesting insights, but it is irrelevant to the
fact that trying to replace fetus with
other words already having clear meanings constitutes an unnecessary bewitchment, a subjugation of language.
Virginia HB 1 also stated that “the
life of each human being begins at conception. . . .” That wording requires very
careful interpretation. It is true that what
ultimately develops into a human being
begins at conception as a single cell, a
zygote. That zygote is a human zygote
(as opposed to, say, a golden retriever
zygote), and it is human (as opposed
to canine), but it is not a human being.
It has the potential to develop into a
human being, but it is not a human
being. Whether a human zygote should
be accorded “all the rights, privileges,
and immunities available to other persons, citizens, and residents of the Com
monwealth” is a claim that was made in
Virginia HB 1 and that could be argued,
but the argument would not be about
whether a human child or a human being
has or should be granted such rights.
The question of whether the aborting of a human zygote (or a human fetus)
can be justified has obviously been hotly
debated, but there is no question that
the aborting of a human zygote would
not be the aborting of a human being.
Similarly, the aborting of a human fetus
(which is past the development stage of
a zygote but prior to the development
stage of birth and the post-parturition
stages of a human’s development) would
not be the aborting of a human being. (It
can be argued that a human fetus close
to the development stage of birth is a
human being or close enough to being
one to merit the right to its continued
*There is an additional, nondevelopment-stage, meaning of child: an offspring
of a corresponding parent. In this relational
use, a seventy-year-old can be the child of
a ninety-four-year-old parent, even if the
seventy-year-old is not in the development
stage of childhood.
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existence and development, and various
reflection, and can consider itself as itself.”
Today, when our species has searched for
laws regarding abortion have taken into
extraterrestrial intelligence and made sciaccount such a position.)
ence-fiction movies into box-office hits, it
The expressions “the unborn” and
is not so difficult to imagine such a being
“the preborn” (the latter used in a press
that is not a human being. If we were
release by the antiabortion organizato encounter such nonhuman beings, it
tion Personhood USA), which attempt
would be hoped that we humans could
to employ unusual, crafted adjectives as
consider them persons with rights that
nouns, are themselves manipulations of
we would protect—and that they could
language.
consider us similarly.
Human, human being, and child are
Clarifying the point that personhood
among the words that can be twisted
advocates are actually advocating—makand misapplied, particularly in abortion
ing the point without twisting words
debates, but another level of bewitchment
and subjugating language—is simple
can be engendered by dragging in the
enough using the actual meanings of
word person. Efforts in Missouri to grant
actual words: “Human zygotes have the
rights to human zygotes and fetuses, part
right to remain alive and to develop, and
of the so-called “personhood” movement,
all their subsequent development stages
led to an attempt to submit to voters a
also have the right to remain alive and
2010 ballot proposing that “the Missouri
develop, just as full-blown human beings
Constitution be amended to define the
have the right to remain alive.”
term ‘person’ to be from the beginning
Using the actual meanings of words
of biological development and grant such
would
enable us to avoid the two-step
person constitutional rights and access to
linguistic
manipulation of proclaiming:
courts under the equal protection, due
(1)
“Person”
is hereby redefined to mean
process. . . .”
a
human
zygote
or any subsequent
A human zygote, though not a human
development
stage
of
it, and (2) because,
being, is even more clearly not a person.
as
we
all
know,
a
person
has a right to
Person has a perfectly reputable and useremain
alive,
we
can
therefore
conclude
ful meaning and has had it for some time.
that
a
human
zygote—and
all
its subJohn Locke explained it very well in the
sequent
development
stages—has
the
late seventeenth century. Locke distinright
to
remain
alive.
guished between “human being,” which
People can debate to their hearts’
is a biological concept—a type of animal,
content
whether a human zygote has or
like a parrot or a dolphin—and “person,”
should
have
the right to remain alive—
which is a different type of concept, not
but
there
can
be no debate that a human
a type of animal.
zygote
is
not
a person . . . or a rose or a
Locke considered the case of a parrot
Gestapo
agent.
If language can be
(because some parrots can use human
shaken
up
and
twisted
by anyone for any
language to some degree): a hypothetipurpose,
it
loses
its
meaning
and usefulcal parrot displaying a very high degree
ness
entirely.
Let’s
not
throw
the
baby of
of intelligence, creativity, wit, memory,
language
out
with
the
bathwater
of
and self-awareness and self-understandcontroversy.
ing (as expressed through excellent language skills). The hypothetical parrot
could be acknowledged
to be a person (and to
Social commentator Andrew S. Ryan Jr. has a long list of crehave “personality”) even
dentials both in philosophy and psychology. He has taught at
though it would obviously
prestigious universities (and at a maximum security prison) and
not be a human being.
has been a published and interviewed social commentator, an
Locke defined “person”
executive in both Fortune Global 500 and high-tech start-up cor
as “a thinking intelligent
porations, an independent consultant, and a father.
being, that has reason and
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Does God Send People to Hell?

R

ecently, I read a transcript of a
debate on the resurrection in which
the conservative Christian debater
Michael Horner said the following: “God
doesn’t send anyone to hell. . . . We each
have the number one choice to make in
our life, and that is, do we want to commence a relationship with the Creator
and submit to Him as a creature to a
Creator, or do we say, ‘No thanks. I don’t
want that relationship.’ Now if we say,
‘No, thanks’ to God, what can God do?
Apart from, if you’ll excuse the expression, spiritually raping us, he just has to
give us our free choice to be apart, separate from Him.”

No Harm, No Foul?
The rejoinder that God doesn’t send anyone to hell is frequently heard from conservative Christians concerned to parry
the charge that hell’s extreme severity,
eternal duration, and questionable conditions for sentencing compromise God’s
omnibenevolence and, therefore, his
existence. The idea is that if God doesn’t
send anyone to hell, then these criticisms
are blunted.
In this article I’ll argue that according
to the conservative Christian doctrine of
hell (CCDH), God does send even non-culpable people to hell, thereby causing
them harm and resulting in his “fouling
out,” as it were. I’ll also show that Horner
errs in two of his other claims: “We each
have a number one choice to make in our
life . . . to commence a relationship with
the Creator” or not, and “Apart from . . .
spiritually raping us, he just has to give
us our free choice to be apart, separate
from Him.”

Hell Hath No Fury Like a Deity Scorned
Horner’s position (CCDH) is that hell
is populated by people who, in effect,
chose to be there. Not only is God not
responsible for their being there, he

Richard Schoenig

offers all people an invitation to join
him in a blissful relationship in heaven.
Yet some turn it down. Consequently,
God lets them have the fate they
choose—that is, hell.
But hold on. There are at least two
nettlesome problems here.

An Offer One Can’t Refuse
First, recall that Horner claimed that
“Apart from . . . spiritually raping us, he
just has to give us our free choice to
be apart, separate from Him” (emphasis
added). How free would a choice like
that be? After all, in Horner’s worldview
people encounter a totally powerful
spiritual Being against whom (like the
Borg) all resistance is futile. This Being
demands that people either do what the
Being wants or end up being tortured
forever. Is that not a form of “spiritual
rape”? It seems scarcely different from
a situation of physical rape where one
encounters a very powerful rapist who
demands that his victim accede to a sexual relationship in return for substantial
gifts or instead be tortured to death.
There is simply too much “stick” in both
situations for either to be considered an
instance of free choice.

Original Sin to the Rescue
Second, it doesn’t follow that simply
refusing to enter into a relationship
with someone, even God, is tantamount to choosing to be tortured forever. This seems to be a false dilemma.
One would think there might be other
alternatives—especially to the “be tortured forever” part. What rescues CCDH
from the false dilemma charge is the
claim that all humans inherit the guilt of
Adam and Eve’s original sin, for which
the ultimate penalty is hell. Once that’s
factored in, hell becomes the default
postmortem fate for all humans, escapable only by accepting God’s invitation

to be in a relationship with him. It’s God
saying to those invitation-rejecters in
hell: “Hey, don’t blame me. It’s all about
your original sin.”

Don’t Blame Me Either.
I Wasn’t Even There!
One unresolvable problem with this original sin ex machina tactic is the non-cogency of the doctrine of original sin
itself. For instance, isn’t it obvious that
it makes no sense to claim that people
inherit guilt for a sin in which they had
no involvement? Even in conservative
Christianity, freighted with implausibilities, obscurities, and non sequiturs as it
is, the doctrine of inherited guilt stands
out for—well, what else can one say?—
its sheer absurdity. (Oops! There goes
my “friendly atheist” cred.) If rejecters
of God’s invitation end up in hell solely
because of their rejection, then, absent
a defensible doctrine of original sin, it
must be that God sent them there.

But Wait, There’s More!
According to CCDH, not only does
the original-sin-fueled hell-as-default
underwrite perdition for those who
reject God’s relationship invitation, it
also does the same for those who don’t
accept his offer. The trouble here is
that there are plenty of perfectly good,
non-blameworthy reasons that people
have not accepted the invitation, as
the following examples illustrate.

Excuse Me, Mr. Beelzebub, but I
Think There’s Been Some Mistake
1.   Some people didn’t accept the invitation because they died before it
was ever sent out—that is, before
Jesus inaugurated Christianity in
the first century. No culpa here for
Socrates et al.
2.   Others, such as the pre-borns, in
fants, and young children who died
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as such or those who lived with significant mental impairment, didn’t
accept the invite either, because they
never developed sufficient cognitive faculties to understand it. Unless
Christianity discovers some long-lost
doctrine of karma that shows that
they deserved their bad fortunes,
these folks too should skate away
free from the charge of “invitation
not accepted.”
3.   Still others didn’t accept God’s invitation because they lived in a part of
the world where delivery of the invitations was spotty or nonexistent. For
instance, there weren’t a whole lot of
Christian messengers in seventh-century America or Australia. Here, as
with number one, ignorance of the
law is a defense.
By the way, notice that the people
described in numbers one through three
show that Horner erred when he claimed
that “We each have a number one choice
to make in our life . . . to commence a
relationship with the Creator” or not to
do so. The folks in those examples were
never in a position to make such a choice.
4.   Some may have found their mailboxes

not an exercise in iniquity punishable
stuffed with tempting postmorby eternal torture.
tem-fate invitations from all sorts of
In sum, under CCDH, people in scereligions, including multiple versions
narios one through five would end up
of Christianity. Many of these people
in hell because they didn’t accept God’s
didn’t accept God’s invitation because
invitation to annul the hell-causing legacy
they couldn’t figure out which was
of original sin. As argued above, such a
junk mail and which was not. This
hell sentence would be manifestly unfair
sort of frustration may be at least
and immoral.
partially responsible for fueling the
growth in the number of people who
Nevertheless, for CCDH the Moral of
describe themselves in terms such as
the Story Is . . .
“I’m not religious, but I am spiritual.”
To avoid hell, the following are strongly
Nice try but no cigar. For conservative
recommended: if God asks you to hang
Christians the rules are clear: no shirt,
with him, do it! He doesn’t handle
no shoes, no accepted invitation—no
rejection well. Choose the time and
hell-cancelling service. OK, maybe not
place of your handicap-less birth very
the first two.
carefully. (Hint: any times where next
5.   
Finally, after rational deliberation
year’s date is smaller than this year’s or
during their lifetimes, some individuplaces where people ask “Who of
als concluded that the invitation was
Nazareth?” will not work.) And, most
bogus because there was insufficient
important, under no circumstances
evidence to show that any supernatever extract your head from the sand
ural inviter exists or that there really
of faith.
had been any invitaRichard Schoenig is professor of philosophy at San Antonio
tions extended. Even if
College in Texas. When not trying to figure out the meaning of
these people were mislife, he can be found playing pick-up basketball, doing crossword
taken, that would at
puzzles, grousing about politics, or enjoying the natural splendors
worst constitute only
of West Texas and the Colorado Rockies.
an error in reasoning,

As an adolescent, the Reverend Doctor Richard Dink came to
understand the benefits of stealing money from the Sunday School
collection plate and for the rest of his life used religion to bamboozle
his flocks. In fact, with the slogan "No separation between Church and
State," he ends up as one of the wealthiest men in the world, Vice
President of the United States, and head of the new Office of
Religious Affairs in the White House.
In his totally honest Secret Memoirs of a Born-Again Preacher, the
Reverend admits that truth was not his strong point. He provides the
tricks, secrets, even the words to say when your hand is found in the
cookie jar. "To achieve ultimate power, mix religion and politics,” he
tells his readers. “That's where most of the truly great psychopaths are
found. The best always hide behind God."
------------

Secret Memoirs of a Born-Again Preacher
a political & religious satire by Andrés Berger-Kiss

Published by Dancing Moon Press: ISBN 978-1-892076-93-9

Available in paperback & eBook through
Amazon and www.berger-kiss.com
------------

I read "Secret Memoirs of a Born-Again Preacher" from cover to cover
without pausing. The humorous characters made the reading of this novel
a great pleasure. But even more surprising for me, as a psychiatrist, was
to discover the developmental history of the preacher because it portrays
accurately the characteristics of a psychopathic personality.
—Jack Barchas, M.D.,
Director of Psychiatry, Cornell University Hospital
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A Conversation That’s Fodder for More

Robert M. Price

B

aker deserves a lot of credit for
publishing God or Godless: One
Atheist. One Christian. Twenty Con
troversial Questions. It represents a
departure from the traditional evangelical Christian reluctance to let readers,
hearers, and students encounter alternative viewpoints except through the filter
of apologetical distortions by “our side.”
Older evangelicals would have feared
that the frank presentation of the other
guy’s viewpoint would plant seeds of
doubt in the tender minds of the faithful. Perhaps the change (and it is a welcome one, whatever occasioned it) is due
to the fact that the Internet has made
everything instantly accessible to everyone, and this means virtually unavoidable
access to the loud and proud presence of
aggressive atheism and freethought.
Religious apologists may bemoan
that, just as parents bemoan the easy
availability of Internet porn. But what
can one do about it? Well, of course,
one can and must enter the electronic
marketplace of ideas and make the best
showing possible. That effort is in evidence in this book, an exchange between
believer Randal Rauser and atheist John
W. Loftus, who used to be an evangelical
pastor and a student of mega-apologist
William Lane Craig.
My general impression is that Rauser
is the big loser in these single-serving
debates. He relies heavily on rhetorical
flash. He is clever and humorous, and he
knows it. His delivery is the sugar that
helps the medicine (though it seems to me
to be a quack elixir) go down. He reminds
me in this respect of the winsome but
vacuous C. S. Lewis and the windbag G. K.
Chesterton. Rauser’s cheering section will
have much to smirk at here, but it is false
comfort. Loftus, by contrast, writes with
unpretentious clarity, common sense, and

God or Godless: One Atheist. One Christian. Twenty Con
troversial Questions, by John W. Loftus and Randal Rauser
(Ada, MI: Baker Publishing, 2013, ISBN 978-0-8010-1528-1)
203 pp. Paperback, $13.99.

broad but inconspicuous erudition. As I
read I continually imagined pop after pop
as Loftus systematically punctured Rauser’s
arguments.
In general, Rauser comes off as a
spin doctor obliged to defend a party
line at any cost. He is a theological Jay
Carney or Johnny Cochran. He is slick,
but there is no depth to his defense.
In particular, he is hobbled by a pair of
Achilles’ heels. First, he accepts so much
biblical criticism (at least criticism about
the Old Testament, which he shuts off
before it can infect the Gospels) that he
undermines any coherent position on the
biblical authority that vestigially grounds
his whole approach. He has copied this
suicidal strategy from Peter Enns and
other neo-neo-evangelical scholars (who
are getting kicked out of their institutions). It comes in handy to admit that,
for example, the horror tales of Israelite
genocide against the Canaanites were
jingoistic fiction (“origin myths”). None
of it ever really happened. And when
God commands infant sacrifice, it’s to be
read as irony, as when Jonathan Swift
recommended eating Irish infants. This
way, God need not be reproached with
bloodthirsty Hitlerism.
But look at the cost: the Bible’s narra-

tives can no longer be accepted automatically as accurate. Rudolf Bultmann, here we
come! When trying to duck his opponent’s
punches about failed biblical prophecies,
Rauser admits that they were erroneous
but chalks this up to the human authors,
not God. But cannot the same be said
of these authors’ religious beliefs? Rauser
accepts the historical-critical assessment
that Jewish monotheism was a late development that occurred in several stages
from archaic Israelite polytheism, but, like
Harry Emerson Fosdick, Rauser deems this
a matter of progressive revelation—the
long and halting means whereby the deity
clarified theology through dribs and drabs,
taking for granted the primitive conceptions of the superstitious ancients. Loftus
is right: Rauser is redefining “revelation” as
no different from human discovery or even
human speculation. Rauser’s idea of God’s
revelations winds up looking no different
from pure and mere human invention.
Rauser has simply become an oldtime theological liberal, though he
appears not to recognize it. He is like Wile
E. Coyote (who also thought himself a
genius, remember): he remains standing
in midair until he realizes there is nothing
to support him, then plunges. I predict
Rauser will shortly find himself hurtling
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groundward as well.
His second, thoroughly vitiating, error
is the incessant appeal to the God of the
Gaps. How can we account for beauty?
For moral values? For meaning in life?
For the origin of the universe? God! As if
that is an explanation for anything. We
can’t (yet) figure out this or that, so let’s
“solve” the mystery by giving it a name:
“Jehovah.” Hey! I’ve got a solution to x—
it’s xx! Great.
In a related maneuver, Rauser continually charges that atheists/materialists
have no objective (or transcendental or
metaphysical) grounding for objectively
given meaning, morality, or aesthetics
but that he as a theist does. And how
is that? He simply posits that he has
what he thinks he needs. Why should
we believe there is a God who runs (or
is) the Heavenly Bureau of Weights and
Standards? It might come in handy if
there were one, but the fact that one
thinks there should be is no reason at all
for thinking it exists.
The best sense I can make of Rauser’s
approach is to compare it to Kant’s argument for God from practical (not pure)
reason. Kant granted that there is no

Koran and the Sharia.” I call that danway to be sure God exists but that our
gerous moral nihilism. But I don’t think
awareness of the moral law within us
that’s what Rauser really wants to say.
implies a lawgiver. That inference might
He appears to acknowledge that Loftus’s
be wrong, but, Kant asked, are we really
moral instincts are sound but thinks that
prepared to live with the consequences
Loftus cannot adequately account for
of that: namely, moral nihilism? Loftus is
them without a transcendent grounding.
saying that we are, for only neurotics and
And how does Rauser ground them?
children lose sleep over the lack of absoSimply by positing that they are really
lutes. As the ancient Skeptic philosophers
right. Isn’t that all it amounts to when
argued, we can get by nicely on the basis
one declares, “God says so”?
of probabilities, while those who believe
I heartily recommend this handy little
there ought to be objective verities canvolume as a basis for small-group dianot seem to agree on what they are.
logues, such as the Heretics Anonymous
Rauser argues that Loftus’s moral intumeetings my wife, Carol, and I have
itions are no more reliable than those
hosted for decades in our home wherof John Wayne Gacey if there is no God.
ever we have lived. Why not get everyIt becomes a mere matter of preference
body to buy a copy and discuss each
without God’s revelation in scripture.
chapter at each monthly meeting? I canBut Rauser himself has made scripture a
not imagine that anyone would have a
dented bugle emitting nothing but uncerdull evening.
tain sounds.
Besides, this sort of
argument seems to make
Robert M. Price is professor of theology and scriptural studies
all moral intuitions worthat Colemon Theological Seminary and a research fellow at the
less, logically inviting fanatCenter for Inquiry. He is the host of CFI’s podcast The Human
icism. One might say, “If
Bible and the author of Secret Scrolls: Revelations from the Lost
my moral conscience can’t
Gospels (Wipf and Stock, 2010).
be trusted, I guess it’d
be better to rely on the

Irreverent, Disturbing and Damn Funny
J

oanne Hanks isn’t your average ex-Mormon ex-polygamist ex-wife turned
skeptic. With wit, humor and style, she takes you on a wild ride through the
insanity of the Mormon-based polygamist cult that she and her then-husband
joined and remained in for seven years. Get ready to laugh. Get ready to be
outraged. And get ready to see polygamy as no one has ever revealed it before.
“This woman’s experiences will shock you, but she manages
to show how intelligent people can come to believe what is
least believable. The topic is serious, but the story is told in
a light-hearted, witty fashion and without ridicule. I HIGHLY
recommend it.”
—Barbara Drescher, cognitive psychologist,
JREF Educational Programs Consultant
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Understanding Our Differences

Wayne L. Trotta

A

re consequentialist ethics adequate? According to University of
Virginia social psychologist Jona
than Haidt, they are not. They suffer
from two crucial flaws. First, they depend
too heavily on reasoning when morality
is mostly about intuiting. Second, they
pale in comparison to religiously based
morality when it comes to their power to
promote the social cohesion necessary to
bind unrelated individuals into corporate
bodies the size of nation-states.
In his first book, The Happiness
Hypothesis, Haidt rejected the Platonic
metaphor of Reason as a charioteer driving a team of equine passions, in favor of
an image of (small r) reason as a diminutive rider perched atop the neck of a massive elephant representing, not emotions
exactly, but intuitions. The rider may
think she is doing the driving, but most of
the time, she is merely providing justification for the automatic and unconscious
leanings of the elephant and convincing
herself that wherever the elephant takes
her is where she wanted to go all along.
Following David Hume’s dictum that reason must ever be slave to the passions,
Haidt asserts that intuitions come first,
strategic moral reasoning second.
In his new book, The Righteous Mind,
Haidt proposes that the elephant’s leanings are based on six foundational moral
intuitions, which he labels as Care/Harm,
Fairness/Cheating, Liberty/Oppression,
Authority/Subversion, Loyalty/Betrayal,
and Sanctity/Degradation. Liberals tend
to stress the first three foundations,
while conservatives typically endorse all
six, and here lies the crucial difference
between them. (You can see where you
stand in relation to liberals and conservatives by going to www.YourMorals.
org and taking the Moral Foundations
Questionnaire.) Liberals believe, in other

The Righteous Mind: Why Good People Are Divided by Politics
and Religion, by Jonathan Haidt (New York: Pantheon Books,
2012, ISBN 978-0-307-37790-6) 448 pp. Hardcover, $28.95.

“In a society that has
become as polarized as ours,
seculars and liberals should
be the first to acknowledge
our own blinders and to
appreciate that believers and
conservatives didn’t simply
pluck their values off a shelf;
they came by their principles
as honestly as we did.”

words, that morality is primarily a matter
of caring for and protecting one another
from harm. They react most strongly
when others are being hurt, cheated, or
oppressed. Conservatives also value caring for one another, but they view hierarchy and tradition (Authority), patriotism and self-sacrifice (Loyalty), and piety
and purity (Sanctity) as equally import-

ant values. These are what we might
call the “social” foundations, because, at
least in the eyes of conservatives, when
these are lacking, a society risks dissolution and a descent into what sociologist Emile Durkheim termed “anomie” or
lawlessness. The liberal elephant, on the
other hand, leans away from Authority,
Loyalty, and Sanctity, sensing only the
potential dangers, such as autocracy, servility, nationalism, racism, sexual repression, the forced submission of women,
and more.
All of the foundations have their
roots in the evolutionary history of our
species. Our individual moral sympathies
expanded beyond the immediate family
by way of kin selection and reciprocal
altruism to make tribal societies viable.
In order to grow beyond this level, however, human societies required the social
cohesion that hierarchy, devotion to the
in-group, and a sense of the sacred provided. Groups that were able to sacralize
their principles could also grow in size and
power while simultaneously maintaining
a tight network of trust. Morality and religion provided the social glue that allowed
these groups to dominate their counterparts, to survive, and to reproduce. (Yes,
Haidt’s model depends, at least in part,
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on the highly contested idea of group
selection. Rather than bog us down in the
controversy, however, he makes his case
as best he can and moves on.)
Morality, according to Jonathan
Haidt, is about more than protection
from harm. Haidt’s early research consisted of a study of disgust, and he eventually began to ask why it is that some
types of conduct repel us even when
no harm is done and when no other
rational explanation for our revulsion
seems to exist. Why, for instance, do we
instinctively feel that it is morally wrong
for a person to swab out a toilet with an
old American flag, for a family to cook
and eat a recently deceased family pet,
or for a brother and sister to enjoy a
single, secret, consensual, and well-protected sexual encounter? A morality that
focuses only on harmful consequences
is unable to account for our reactions to
these and other, similar scenarios. On
the other hand, these reactions make
perfect sense if we are a species that has
developed not only the capacity to care
for one another but also the ability to
apotheosize the norms of our increasingly larger societies.
Whether secular humanists are politically liberal or not, one glance at the
Affirmations of Humanism will make
clear that our principles emphasize, as
political liberals do, the first three moral
foundations to the near exclusion of the
last three. For example, we “believe in
supporting the disadvantaged and disabled,” we are “concerned with securing justice and fairness,” we believe in
democracy as the “best guarantee of
human rights from authoritarian elites
and repressive majorities,” we “attempt
to transcend divisive parochial loyalties,” and we believe that “moral principles are tested by their consequences.”
There is mention of the “common good
of humanity,” “service to others,” and
“achieving mutual understanding,” but
these clearly take second place to the
individual’s right to “personal significance,” “enjoying life here and now,” and
the “fullest realization of the best and
noblest we are capable of as human
beings.”
The Affirmations are also critical of
attempts to “explain the world in supernatural terms” and to place “blind faith
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or irrationality” before reason. Following
Haidt’s reasoning, this would be typical
of one of the classic misunderstandings
that secular liberals fall prey to when
critically analyzing religion. We tend to
level our critique at religious beliefs while
religion is not so much about believing
as belonging. In Haidt’s words, religion is
the “handmaiden of groupishness, tribalism, and nationalism.”
At this point, though, I am reminded
of Katherine Stewart’s observation, in
The Good News Club, that evangelicals
have been able to commandeer public-school facilities for their own use by

“The goal of [this] book is
not only to gain an
understanding of the
principles that typically divide
us but also to understand
why we hold our own
principles so righteously
that we are unable to
appreciate other views.”

claiming that keeping them out would
amount to “viewpoint discrimination,” as
if religion is nothing more than another
way of looking at things. But if beliefs
don’t matter, and religion is really just
another point of view, doesn’t this invite
us to ask what is being said about religion when the best way to defend it is to
deny its content?
Belonging is of course an important
psychological and social phenomenon.
But is religion the only, or even the best,
source of social cohesion? Haidt himself notes that a football stadium full
of fans cheering, swaying, and getting
drunk in unison is basically the contemporary equivalent of the ritualized, chemically enhanced dances of more ancient
cultures. Indeed, in developing a new
model of suicidal behavior, Florida State
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University psychologist Thomas Joiner
and his research team have found that
local suicide rates in college towns correlate with the college football team’s
final national rankings, and that fewer suicides occurred on the day of the “Miracle
on Ice” than on any other February 22,
and, further, that fewer suicides occurred
on recent Super Bowl Sundays compared
to non–Super Bowl Sundays. According
to Joiner, these events create a sense of
belonging powerful enough that it can,
when satisfied, restore the will to live.
Religion may infuse a sense of belongingness, but perhaps less ethereal pursuits
will work just as well.
Another major force for unity in our
country has, of course, been the very same
public-school system that the religious
Right seeks to undermine by way of Good
News Clubs, school voucher programs,
home-schooling, dissolution of teachers’
bargaining rights, intelligent design, and
the like. We also have evidence, thanks
to Phil Zuckerman, that nations far less
religious than ours provide their people
an equal or better quality of life while
hardly appearing to be coming apart at
the seams.
To demonstrate the value of religion for bringing people together, Haidt
unfortunately hauls out the old, tiresome
argument that religious people tend to
be more generous than seculars. I am
willing to grant that, even if the believer’s
motives are merely to escape hell and to
gain a blissful, though utterly useless,
eternity, religion can foster charitable
giving. But the idea that their generosity
makes the religious morally superior is
simply repugnant. When I hear a religious conservative railing that the social
safety net just makes it easier for welfare
queens to pump out more crack babies,
or when I hear a God-fearing conservative president claiming that the homeless
are homeless by choice, then I have to
conclude that, as an inducement to largesse toward others, religion has some
serious limitations.
Disagreements aside, however, I
think that Jonathan Haidt has written an
important and extremely useful book. In
addition to being a careful scientist, Haidt
is one of the most creative psychologists
working in the field today. The goal of his
book is not only to gain an understand-

ing of the principles that typically divide
us but also to understand why we hold
our own principles so righteously that
we are unable to appreciate other views.
Haidt wants us to remember that while
morality binds, it also blinds.
In a society that has become as polarized as ours, seculars and liberals should
be the first to acknowledge our own
blinders and to appreciate that believers and conservatives didn’t simply pluck
their values off a shelf; they came by their
principles as honestly as we did. Their
values are just as deeply felt and have

roots stretching just as far, or farther,
cule. Still, secular humanists may want to
pause to acknowledge a role for religion
back to the earliest days of our species’
in our evolution toward becoming a
life history. I am not suggesting accommore social and, therefore, more moral
modationism, because I am not at all sure
species. Would our world be better off if
what that means. What I do suggest—
religion just turned belly up and went
and the point, I think, of Jonathan Haidt’s
extinct? Perhaps the most honest answer
book—is that we should find our way to
possible is the one given by philosopher
the kind of healthy debate that can only
Daniel Dennett, when he asserted that
be founded on mutual respect. Haidt reche is “still agnostic about that.”
ommends that we check out www.civilpolitics.org. It is truly worth a visit.
No doubt, many religious beliefs
Wayne L. Trotta is a psychologist and freelance
are such fantastical absurdities that
writer.
they invite not just criticism but ridi-

Appreciating the Achievements of the Enlightenment

T

hanks to the thinkers and activists
of the seventeenth and eighteenth
century period in Western Europe
and America called the Enlightenment,
increasing numbers of people have en
joyed a better life than their ancestors.
Farsighted philosophers and scientists
built on science, reason, and broadly
humanistic ethics to evolve modern
democracy, industry, human rights and
social justice movements, religious freedom, church-state separation, public
education, and their myriad benefits.
Retired NASA astrophysicist Stuart Jordan
tells this story in less than three hundred pages in The Enlightenment Vision:
Science, Reason, and the Promise of a
Better Future, a remarkably wide-ranging, exciting book and easily one of the
most important published this decade.
Jordan devotes only a small portion of the book to the past. His goal is
to explore how Enlightenment ideals,
values, and advances play out today in
progress toward reducing racism, sexism,
clericalism, poverty, social injustice, and
backward-looking conservatism. He lays
out the serious threats to the human
future of overpopulation (a concern of
scientists and Enlightenment thinkers
since the 1950s), resource exhaustion,
environmental/ecological degradation,
global warming, and climate change.

Edd Doerr

The Enlightenment Vision: Science, Reason, and
the Promise of a Better Future, by Stuart Jordan
(Amherst: Prometheus Books, 2013, ISBN 978-161614-640-5) 284 pp. Hardcover, $26.

“...Increasing numbers of
people have enjoyed a better
life than their ancestors.”

religion. He writes that secularists and
humanists need to work with tolerant,
progressive religious people and institutions to achieve mutual objectives, such
as advancing women’s rights, defending
church-state separation, protecting and
improving public education, saving the
environment, promoting civil liberties,
and countering religious and political
extremism.
The book’s thirty-six pages of endnotes
demonstrate the author’s incredibly broad
and deep background of research. If you
buy only one book this year, let it be The
Enlightenment Vision.

He then highlights the factors working
against progress: ignorance, indifference,
societal inertia, economic special interests, and, especially, misogynist, patriarchalist fundamentalist religion and the
medievalist all-male leadership of the
largest Christian denomination.
Jordan differentiates between
regressive fundamentalist forms
of religion, which have considerEdd Doerr is president of Americans for Religious
able political clout, and the more
Liberty and a F ree I nquiry columnist.
moderate and progressive forms of
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Behind Beguiling Error, a Call to Action

Tom Flynn

T

he title of this book riffs archly on
a current mega–best seller (What
to Expect When You’re Expecting),
which should give you a clue about
author Jonathan V. Last’s method. The
senior writer for the archconservative
Weekly Standard is mordantly witty and
firmly plugged into contemporary culture.
In a back-cover blurb, Weekly Standard
editor William Kristol praises the book
as “at once lively and profound . . . deals
with weighty matters with a light touch
. . . explains a complex subject clearly.”
Much as it pains me to side with Kristol
on anything, I cannot disagree.
Still, Last’s conclusions are dead
wrong.
What to Expect When No One’s
Expecting argues that most of the world
isn’t having enough babies, setting us up
for a future of apocalyptic destitution.
Why is an old “population bomb” campaigner like me reviewing this book? For
one thing, Last does write wonderfully.
More important, if you’re willing to read
around his obvious agenda, Last does
a stellar job in putting forward some
seriously underreported facts about population issues. His conclusions are utterly
wrongheaded, if deftly crafted—seldom
has pernicious error been presented so
beguilingly. When Last is writing about
things he happens to be right about, he
is masterful.
First, the facts: for a plethora of reasons, many known, some unknown,
fertility is declining across much of the
world. It’s common knowledge that
Japan, Russia, and much of Western
Europe are experiencing decades-long
fecundity de
clines. Their populations
are aging rapidly and, barring heavy
immigration, will soon begin to shrink.
(Russia’s already is shrinking.) It’s less
well-known that native-born Americans
haven’t reproduced at anything like
replacement-rate for years or that the
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What to Expect When No One’s Expecting: America’s
Coming Demographic Disaster, by Jonathan V. Last
(New York: Encounter Books, 2013, ISBN 978-159403-641-5). 230 pp. Hardcover, $23.99.

“. . . If you’re willing to
read around his obvious
agenda, Last does a stellar
job in putting forward
some seriously
underreported facts
about population issues.”

U.S. population would be shrinking
already if not for immigration and the
higher average fecundity of recent immigrants.* It’s almost a secret that fertility is
declining among Hispanics generally; U.S.
Latinos are trending toward the average
American fertility rate, while most Latin
American countries are slowly edging
toward their very own “baby busts.”
This is all true, and Last reports it
compellingly. He does a pretty good job,
*Hence my recent, controversial op-ed calling
for sharp U.S. immigration curbs so that domestic population shrinkage can get underway in earnest. “A Discussion Long Overdue,”
Free Inquiry, December 2011/January 2012.
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too, of compiling the known reasons why
all this is happening, though here his
agenda stabs through. “Yes, I’m one of
those anti-abortion nut jobs,” he warns
(59). His list of reasons that Americans
are increasingly reluctant to reproduce
follows the predictable line of conservative jeremiad. The Pill, abortion, the
sexual revolution, women working outside the home, cohabitation in place of
marriage among the young, and the
long-term effects of growing individualism—all feel his ire. Social Security
and Medicare get blamed for creating
“a world in which childbearing has no
practical benefit—the government will
care for you if you don’t have children
to do so” (46). Completing the litany,
he decries “the exodus of religion from
the public square” (84) and even complains about the high (regulation-driven)
cost of kiddie car seats. (Not surprisingly,
Last neglects to consider hypotheses that
environmental pollution or the ubiquity
of plastics, unknown before the early
twentieth century, might be degrading
human fecundity.)
But here’s the thing: when you follow
the population literature, as I try to, much
of this analysis holds up. Birth control, the
sexual revolution of the sixties, later age
at marriage and first pregnancy because

of cohabitation and because of women
pursuing careers, social-welfare systems
that reduce the economic necessity for
large families, and other broad social
changes (including, yes, greater secularity)
are associated with significant reductions
in average fertility—not just in America
but across much of the world.
It’s in his conclusions that Last goes off
the rails, in my view. He predicts a looming
reduction in human numbers with evident
horror: “[T]hroughout recorded human
history, declining populations have always
followed or been followed by Very Bad
Things. Disease. War. Economic stagnation or collapse” (7). Oh, the humanity.
There is another way to view this issue.
Since the 1950s, experts have been warning of overpopulation (notably Paul Ehrlich,
whom Last skewers with particular rancor).
Human numbers ballooned from about
2.5 billion in 1950 to just over 7 billion now.
Various population-control initiatives have
been attempted, China’s controversial onechild policy being the grandest in scale.
Meanwhile growing pollution, depletion
of groundwater and fisheries, and most
recently climate change suggest that even
current human numbers far exceed what
the planet can sustain.
In that context, to learn that on a
scale of mere decades human numbers
are likely poised to decline—seemingly
all by themselves—is astonishingly good
news. Cure-for-cancer good, cheap-fusion good, someone-made-wheat-perennial good. Population shrinkage may
pull us from the brink of self-destruction.
The credit for this unexpected reprieve
does not go to twentieth-century population-control policies, which (except for
China’s one-child policy) actually accomplished little. No, it is a confluence of
accidental effects of modernity that may
save us from ourselves. Last would agree,
except for the “saving us” part.
Last can’t get beyond the admittedly
daunting question of how societies are
going to pay for their welfare states or
much of anything else over long decades

of contraction during which sick elders
may outnumber the healthy younger
workers who support them. “Since the
Industrial Revolution (at least) there is
no model for a country experiencing
a sustained, structural shrinking of its
population” (103). Last sees no solution
here—therefore, population decline is
an irrecoverable disaster that must be
prevented at any cost. In what is oth-

“Last can’t get beyond
the admittedly daunting
question of how societies
are going to pay for their
welfare states or much of
anything else over long
decades of contraction during
which sick elders may outnumber the healthy younger
workers who support them.”

erwise a work of pellucid clarity, Last
can’t quite bring himself to articulate
what his view implies: So calamitous is
demographic inversion and population
decline—so bereft is history of exemplar
societies that have prospered without at
least modest population growth—that
we must bend every effort to return to
those “glorious” days when human numbers seemed sure to rise forever. Fifteen
billion, twenty billion, forty—bring it on!
Last is, of course, silent about what
we’re supposed to do when we run out
of planet.
Still, I think this book deserves a wide
audience, and here’s why. Two of the
things Last does get right are that (1)
broad-scale population contraction is

likely, and (2) no one today seems to have
any idea how to run a just, humane, and
prosperous society whose population is
declining.
This leads to an obvious conclusion,
though it is one that Last never ventures
anywhere near: if population decline is
imminent, then we’d damned well better
start figuring out how to make shrinking societies livable! Twice before in Free
Inquiry, I have argued that a serious academic and scientific initiative to master
the challenges of planned shrinkage is
overdue.** In those essays I argued that
we must learn how to make a shrinking
society function smoothly so that a meaningful reduction in human numbers could
then be humanely engineered.
Without meaning to, Last has raised
this issue to greater urgency. Gearing
up to engineer population decline is no
longer the issue; decline is about to happen spontaneously. Now we must master
the politics and economics of shrinkage.
The consequences of failure will be just
the sort of greyed apocalypse that Last
associates with a future of fewer people.
The true challenge facing humankind, then, is not to prevent population
decline; it’s to develop new economic
principles so that the necessary decades
of shrinkage don’t resemble the dark
world of a film such as Children of Men.
If I were Bill Gates or Warren Buffett or
George Soros (why are so many of today’s
leading philanthropists atheists?), I’d be
offering the planet’s best scientists and
economists big pots of money to tackle
that problem.
The lesson I draw from What to Expect
When No One’s Expecting is one that I’m
sure its author never intended. If real
shrinkage in human numbers truly is
imminent, then it’s up to us to make that
good news.
**“Too Many People,” Free Inquiry, August/
September 2004; “Is This Zero Hour?” Free Inquiry, April/May 2009.

Tom Flynn is the editor of F ree I nquiry .
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Mormon Marriage Made Funny

W

e seldom review self-published
books, so let’s open this review
by breaking another taboo:
talking about other books instead.
One of the funniest works of religious satire I’ve read in years is The Last
Testament: A Memoir by God with David
Javerbaum (Simon and Schuster, 2011).
Leave it to Javerbaum, former head
writer for The Daily Show, to notice that
the verse where God announces the end
of the Great Flood and promises never to
exterminate humanity again—at least,
not that way—is Genesis 9:11, enabling
the Judeo-Christian deity to spend the
next dozen or so pages referring to all
post-Flood history as, yes, “the post-9:11
era.” Meanwhile the most harrowing
and intimate account of a woman’s life
under contemporary Mormon polygamy is doubtless Carolyn Jessop’s Escape
(Broadway Books, 2007).
I’ll pause while the reader seeks care
for a case of whiplash.
All right, why on earth did I mention
those two titles back to back? Because if
Carolyn Jessop had fired her most capable coauthor, Laura Palmer, and teamed
up with David Javerbaum instead, the
result might well have been “It’s Not
About the Sex,” My Ass.
Author Joanne Hanks has a fascinating story to tell. Unlike Jessop, who was
born into the Fundamentalist Church of
Latter-day Saints (the cultlike sect formerly led by the imprisoned Warren
Jeffs), Hanks and her then-husband were
a seemingly ordinary mainstream-Mormon couple who found that life in the
Salt Lake City church failed to satisfy
their spiritual hunger. They drifted into
the orbit of a different, only slightly less
creepy Mormon polygamist community.
In time, Joanne had to come to terms
with her husband acquiring additional
wives—and with his departure upon
such spiritual odysseys as a cross-country
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“It’s Not About the Sex,” My Ass: Confessions of an Ex-Mormon
Ex-Polygamist Ex-Wife, by Joanne Hanks as told to Steve Cuno
(Self-published: 2012, ISBN 978-1-105-99740-2 paper) 171
pp. Paperback, $15.97. Available in paperback or Kindle on
Amazon.com; available in hardcover, paperback, Kindle, Nook,
iBook, and eBook at www.itsnotaboutthesexmyass.com.

“. . . The reader will close the
book with a sense of warm
pleasure—and perhaps be
surprised to discover how
much he or she has
learned along the way
regarding Mormon origins
and present-day life on the
Mormon fringe.”

trip during which he had been commanded to curse all fifty state capitols
and the White House while wearing full,
secret Mormon temple garb. Eventually,
Joanne pushed her way out of the polygamous church—out of religion altogether, as it happens—only to discover
that along the way, she had outgrown
her husband.
So far this sounds not unlike Jessop’s
story. But Hanks had the good fortune
to team up with prominent direct-mail
writer Steve Cuno, someone who knows
how to make the English language jump
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through hoops playing “The Colonel
Bogey March” on a kazoo while wearing
a funny hat. Hanks and Cuno tell the
whole story for laughs, and the effect is
simply delightful.
Readers of my science fiction—okay,
all eight of them—know that I am not
above making Mormon history, theology, and tradition the butt of jokes. That’s
a fine art in which “It’s Not About the
Sex,” My Ass is a master’s class. It’s a quick,
romping, often sidesplitting read. The
second half of the book has more exposition and fewer guffaws than the first
half, perhaps because it’s easier to write
jokes about Joseph Smith’s serial philandering than about one’s own divorce.
Still, the reader will close the book with
a sense of warm pleasure—and perhaps
be surprised to discover how much he or
she has learned along the way regarding
Mormon origins and present-day life on
the Mormon fringe.
The reader will also have made a new
friend: Joanne Hanks, whose journey
from submissive Mormon helpmate to
confident, empowered, secular American
woman is this short book’s other great
joy—aside from all the belly laughs about
subjects from which one might never
have imagined that so much humor
could be wrung.

Church State Update

continued from p.46

public schools were still studying versus 54 percent from nonpublic schools,
suggesting that nonpublic schools serve
a more advantaged population. Public
funds flood into nonpublic schools, while
less advantaged kids in public schools go
begging. The same is happening with
increasing frequency here in the United
States. The preceding figures, by the
way, are from the Australian Bureau of
Statistics.

Et Aussi en France
In 1905, France separated church and
state by law after centuries of often-violent strife over religion and religious
freedom. But beginning in 1959, under
the Debre law, France began subsidizing
Catholic and a few other private schools.
France’s 2013 education budget includes
over seven billion euros for Catholic and
a few other nonpublic schools.

Indiana’s Black Tuesday
On Tuesday, March 26, 2013, the Indiana
Supreme Court unanimously upheld
the state’s Republican-instituted school
voucher plan, the most expansive in

the United States, under which most of
the public funds flow to Catholic and
a few other church-run schools. The
court essentially thumbed its nose at the
obvious meaning and intent of Article I,
Sections 3, 4, and 6 of the state’s constitution, which are supposed to protect
“the rights of conscience” and the right
not to be forced to support religious
institutions and to prohibit the flow of
public funds to “any religious or theological institution.” The rationale is that the
public funds are “dereligionized” or sanitized by being passed briefly through the
hands of families. A worse example of
magical thinking would be hard to find.
I am embarrassed to be a native Hoosier.
A front-page article in The New York
Times on March 28 (“States Shifting Aid
for Schools to the Families”) summarized
the various state programs for diverting public funds to religious and other
special-interest private schools through
vouchers and tax credits (tax-code vouchers) that are being pushed in Congress
and state legislatures almost exclusively by Republican lawmakers. Lost
in all this hubbub is the fact that most
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Americans clearly oppose this diversion of
public funds. How do we know? Because
over the past half-century, tens of millions
of voters from coast to coast in twenty-seven statewide referendum elections
have rejected vouchers, tax credits, and
other similar schemes by an average
margin of two to one, most recently in
Florida in November 2012. The details
may be accessed in my Center for Inquiry
white paper “The School Voucher Crisis,”
at http://www.centerforinquiry.net/
advocacy/the_school_voucher_crisis/.
Rerouting public funds to sectarian
schools is a direct assault on religious freedom, church-state separation, and democratic public education. It also damages
our society by fragmenting our school
population along religious, ideological,
class, ethnic, and other lines. Americans of
all persuasions need to stand up and
oppose these threats to our most important values and institutions. The courts will
not save us.

Edd Doerr is president of Americans for Religious
Liberty.

August 4-10
Holland, NY

Reality, unplugged
This is an age of unparalleled innovations in technology: identity is stored in clouds, socializing is now
a solitary experience, and information can be found instantaneously. Sounds like a fantasy novel, but it’s
our modern reality — and an extremely exciting one, especially for our youth: tech-literate and
plugged into an increasingly accessible universe of ideas in a way that no generation has been before.
So if that’s what we now consider reality, what do you call a place where you can sky-gaze or chemically
construct clouds? Where face time is literal and searches are about walks in the woods or deconstructions
of logical fallacies? A world that’s Wi-Fi free instead of free Wi-Fi?
We call that an intriguing and unique opportunity. We call that reality “unplugged.”
We call that Camp Inquiry.
Fees: $600 per camper and $550 for each additional sibling afterward. Registration deadline: June 30, 2013
Camp Inquiry, now in its eighth year, takes place in Holland, New York. for children ages seven to sixteen.
To register, please visit www.campinquiry.org; for more information, please e-mail CFI Education
Coordinator Ed Beck at ebeck@centerforinquiry.net or call (202) 629-2403 ext. 200; e-mails can also be
sent to Camp Director Karen Strachan at kstrachan@centerforinquiry.net.
Camp Inquiry is a program of the Center for Inquiry.
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Letters

continued from p.13

belt buckles was put there just to
fool people. More important, we
can play the “who was worse”
game—Crusaders or Stalin, the
ruthless practitioners of jihad or
Mao, or the (mainly Christian)
Hutu or Pol Pot—but the reality is
horrible conduct has been carried
out by both believers and nonbelievers. Someone’s beliefs about
life after death are not a very good
predictor of how they will treat
others.

Abolish Morality?
Russell Blackford makes an
excellent argument in “Should
We Abolish Morality?” (FI, April/
May 2013) that there is no objective morality, and I surely agree
with him, but then he goes on to
defend making moral judgments
about whatever we choose. If
there is no objective morality,
what sense does it make to use
the concept? I suppose he could
argue that it is a common way
we have of communicating our
likes and dislikes, but he ignores
the reality that such judgments
are always incorrect. If I assert
that someone is wrong, that
is just a stated difference of
opinion, and it is specific to the
occasion. If I then add that he or
she is therefore a “bad” person, I
have offered a global assessment
that simply cannot be true. Is
there an argument that can sustain the notion that everything
he or she does is morally wrong?
Good luck!
Moral judgments describe an
individual as perfectly good or
perfectly bad. If a “bad” person
does something good, it is discounted to maintain the fiction.
If a “good” person does something bad, it is either rationalized
away or proves the person is not
“good” and therefore is deserving
of scorn. It is far more consistent
with humanism to accept that
we all are capable of and have
engaged in good and bad actions.
It is far better to avoid global characterizations, accept the good,
and deal with the bad.

Bertram Rothschild
Aurora, Colorado
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It is foolish to think that we
could ever abolish morality.
Given a neurologically normal
condition, we are self-aware
beings who deliberate our
thoughts and actions. Upon
deliberation, we choose our
actions through available alternatives. We choose one over
another in accord with our
desires for productive activity,
physical or aesthetic pleasure,
or intellectual repose. We are
not necessarily moved by facts;
we are moved by our values and
conscientious belief systems,
which we test against facts.
Even if one attempts to “abolish morality” one has evidently
chosen to do so in accord with
what is considered fitting and
ontologically compelling. This is
a value judgment.
Humanists don’t need to
abolish morality. We need to extol
enlightened morality.
It doesn’t matter how smart
and educated one pretends to
be. In principle at least, one could
memorize the entire contents of
the Library of Congress, but this
would not necessarily recommend what one is to do in the
next five minutes. Needless to
say, however, what one is to do
in the next five minutes is always
the issue. We must always choose
our actions in accord with our
(hopefully) enlightened values.
Abolishing morality or any kind
of moral discourse would result in
meaningless chaos.

John L. Indo
Houston, Texas

Democracy’s Decay
I was impressed with Shadia
Drury’s article “The Decay of
American Democracy, Part 2” (FI,
April/May 2013) and her insightful description of our country’s
political and corporate lying and
corruption. Why does it take a
person from another country to
see the major problems in our
democracy or at least have the
courage to comment on them?
You never see a major news article or commentary stating such
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a portrayal of the greed and lack
of veracity now so dominant in
the United States. Capitalism is
a marvelous way to conduct our
country’s business, but unregulated capitalism is ultimately a
dead-end street. Common sense
should tell anyone that we can’t
continue to live “high on the
hog” by taking other countries’
natural resources and forcing
their citizens to live on poverty
wages. They will sooner or later
wise up and come down on us
for it. We are living in a house
of cards that is eventually going
to come tumbling down and
will result in lawlessness and
anarchy.

Robert G. Reed
Boyne City, Michigan

Shadia Drury criticizes the earnings of the very wealthy. The
worth of anything is defined
exclusively by what people will
pay for it. Bill Gates, Larry Ellison,
and others have created products for which people have been
willing to pay hundreds of billions of dollars. Are they somehow less entitled to these profits
than a neurosurgeon, for whose
services people may pay only
tens of thousands of dollars?

Robert A. Saunders
Rohnert Park, California

Categorizing Atheists
Re “Here Come the ‘Evatheists’”
by John Shook (FI, April/May
2013): in one of my philosophy
classes, the professor explained
that not even the almighty god
of Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam can do what is illogical,
such as making a square circle,
a round cube, a married bachelor, etc. Well, it seems that
Congresswoman Kyrsten Sinema
has succeeded where that omnipotent god has failed. She “isn’t a
believer in God,” but she “isn’t a
nonbeliever either”!
After reading this column, I
had the sensation of falling down
Alice in Wonderland’s rabbit hole
and landing in a bizarre world

of surrealistic words such as
faitheist, apatheist, igtheist, and
evatheist. I suppose those words
were created to serve as intellectual devices to stimulate abstract
thinking about religion. In reality,
however, they are silly words that
only stimulated a prolonged shaking of my head in bafflement. The
article infers to “independence of
mind” as the possible reason for
offering those indigestible morsels of empty calories to the brain.
In my opinion, independence of
mind doesn’t mean we have to
abandon logic, common sense,
and words that already exist to
explain one’s state of mind about
religion. Why can’t a person
simply say, “I am indifferent to
religion,” rather than, “I am an
apatheist”?

David Quintero
Monrovia, California

America’s Armed
Forces and Their
Nontheists
In his “Note from the Editor”
about the special section on
“Army of God: America’s Armed
Forces vs. Their Nontheists” (FI,
April/May 2013), Tom Flynn
wrote that “some readers may
find the articles in this section
controversial.” I found that they
made no sense at all. Why would
a Christian who believes the
word of Jesus—“blessed are the
peacemakers,” “lay not up for
yourselves treasure on earth,”
“love your enemies,” et cetera
ever want to become a cog in a
gigantic killing machine? Why
would he or she want to bomb
a country to shambles, leave
destruction, ruined lives, tornapart families, and shattered
bodies for God and country? A
Christian, I would think, would
join the Peace Corps and work
to make the world a cleaner,
healthier, happier place.

Virginia Conley
Springfield, Oregon

According to news reports, the
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newly elected pope is quite
interested in promoting the
“good,” the “true,” and the
“beautiful.” Where have we
seen those words before? They
are, of course, in the writings of
the classical Greek philosophers
(particularly Plato). So, why not
request that the designation
“No Religious Preference”
that Major Raymond Bradley
discusses in “Seeking Reform
from Within” (FI, April/May
2013) be changed to either
“Philosopher” or “Classical
Philosopher”? In this way, the
essence of what we believe
in and stand for can be conveyed (hopefully) without any
theological trappings being
implied.

Benito Franqui
Orange, California

Reading “The Ravages of
Wartime Moral Injuries” by
Gretchen Brendel Mann (FI,
April/May 2013) immediately
brought to mind Nick Turse’s
book Kill Anything That Moves:
The Real American War in
Vietnam. The article and
the book complement each
other. The military’s fixation
on body count in Vietnam
effectively turned our troops
into terrorists and our war
effort into genocide. The
only difference was we wore
uniforms. That factor may
be the game changer for our
involvement in warfare. In
World War II, all sides wore
uniforms, and there were rules
covering being caught out of
uniform. Starting probably
with Vietnam and continuing
today, “the enemy” doesn’t
necessarily wear uniforms and
may intermingle with civilians.
That wreaks havoc on formal
rules of engagement. The only
differentiation left is “race” or
ethnicity. Anyone who looks
different from us becomes a
valid target. We end up killing
civilians and adding them to
the “enemy” body count. And
not only is indiscriminate killing
involved: there’s also the matter of torture. The atrocities at

Abu Ghraib are nothing new.
Perhaps the only thing constraining us nowadays is the
ubiquity of video cameras. It’s
a disconnect from the moral
values most of us learned at
home and were led to believe
followed our troops into battle.

Wayne Orlicki
Murrieta, California

On Labels
In his excellent essay “Answer
to Stalin” (FI, April/May 2013),
Michael Paulkovich mentions
Sam Harris’s assertion that
those who don’t believe in
God don’t need any label at all,
just as we don’t need a label
for not believing in astrology.
While technically true, it is not
sufficient. Astrologers are a
nanoscopic fringe, whereas
believing in religion is pervasive. If we do not establish our
own label, theists will continue
to apply to us the readily available, baggage-laden “atheist.”
I propose that we adopt as
our label something Paulkovich
touched on, by formally referring to ourselves as “Good
Without God.” When people ask
what church we belong to, we
can respond: “I’m Good Without
God.” This has the advantage of
being nonconfrontational (it’s
not anti anything), of encompassing a range of unbelief from
agnosticism to atheism, and,
most important, of underscoring
the fact that we are basically
good while effectively dodging
the evil stigma mistakenly associated with being atheist. It allows
us to frame our classification in
a positive light, and we can use
this label on forms, surveys, and
in essays as well as in conversation.
I recall that until they
came up with “pro-choice,”
abortion-rights activists were
tagged as being “pro-abortion,”
so I suppose we could adopt
“Pro-Reason” as our label, but
that suggests believers may be
anti-reason. Though in a sense
they are, this label would still
be confrontational. Asserting

that I am “Good Without God”
doesn’t denigrate others’ beliefs.
It speaks only to my character.
(On the other hand, being a
Pastafarian also speaks to my
palate.)

Keith Trexler
Milford, New Hampshire

I take no backseat to anyone in
criticizing religions. However,
I tremble whenever I read
atheists, secular humanists,
or others, irrespective of their
religious affiliation and degree
of religiosity, quoting Hebrew
Scripture (Torah, Tanakh) to
help bolster their secular views
on religion or to support their
secular interpretations of the
adverse influence of religion or
Christianity and Christian scripture on society. It has been my
unfortunate experience that
all too often such people inevitably either misquote or do
not understand the historical
and traditional perspectives of
Jewish thought and practices. I
insist that, at a minimum, when
people use religious sources—
especially Jewish sources—
they be accurate. Further, all
too often they seem not to
understand the full nature
of the Christian Bible (New
Testament).
Such is the case with Michael
Paulkovich’s article, in which he
refers to Deuteronomy 18:13
and provides a quick paraphrase
with the specific use of the word
perfect, which is found in the
King James version of the New
Testament. He got it wrong.
The concept that humans must
be “perfect” and “without spot
before the Lord” is not consistent with ages-old, traditional
rabbinical understanding of the
original text—“be wholehearted
with the Lord.” I will not discuss
further aspects of this wording
other than to point out that
there is no intimation of perfection. There was no need for
Paulkovich to bring Judaism into
his argument.
One must recall that the
New Testament is not just a religious document but also a very
secularhumanism.org

political document with very
marked anti-Jewish biases while
being completely dependent
upon Jewish scripture for its
religious foundation. In Romans
11:24, Paul points out that the
Christian Church is grafted onto
the Jewish tree. Thus, it is not
surprising that New Testament
translations are at odds with traditional Jewish understanding of
the original text.

Sheldon F. Gottlieb, PhD
Boynton Beach, Florida
Michael Paulkovich replies:
I’ve encountered similar arguments before. I noted that Jesus
demands hate (Luke 14:26). A
common rejoinder is that this
is a poor translation. I actually
covered this in my first book,
footnote 84 on page 284, writing: “the original Greek word in
the New Testament is miseo: it
means hate. For example, our
English words misogynist and
misanthrope derive from miseo:
hate—of gynia (women) in the
first example, of anthropos
(mankind) in the second.”
Similarly, we have Matthew
5:48, as I cited in this article, “Be
ye therefore perfect,” where
the original word (to the best of
our knowledge) was τελειοι, or
perfect.
We could ponder the original meanings of Deuteronomy in
Hebrew and Matthew and Luke
in Greek. (We don’t even know
if the original Matthew was in
Greek or Hebrew.) That is not
the issue here; rather than analyzing the intent of those writers,
the question germane to our
discussion is: How might Stalin
have interpreted the Scriptures
during his five years in Eastern
Orthodox Seminary? Whether
he read them in Hebrew, Greek,
or Russian, it seems he gleaned
mandates of perfection and
notions of law that are impossible to follow resulting in his
heavenly and totalitarian regime,
with Stalin installed as God.
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A Joint Conference of the Center for Inquiry, the Council for Secular Humanism,
and the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry incorporating

REGISTER TODAY!
OCTOBER 24–27, 2013
HOTEL MURANO
DOWNTOWN TACOMA, WA
Just South of Seattle!

BILL
NYE
The Science Guy

Hosted by

KATHERINE
STEWART
Author, The
Good News Club

LEONARD
MLODINOW
Physicist,
Best-selling Author

SUSAN
JACOBY
Author,
The Great Agnostic

Point of Inquiry podcast LIVE!

RONALD
A. LINDSAY
President & CEO,
Center for Inquiry

RICHARD
WISEMAN Master of Ceremonies
Psychologist, Magician,
TV personality

Hear speakers including (in alphabetical order):
Ophelia Benson | Greta Christina | Elisabeth Cornwell | Michael DeDora | Sean Faircloth
Tom Flynn | Will Gervais | S. T. Joshi | Zack Kopplin | Barry A. Kosmin
Cara Santa Maria | Eugenie C. Scott | John Shook | Todd Stiefel | Eddie Tabash
Leonard Tramiel | Phil Zuckerman plus many more!

Should the examination of religious beliefs remain largely off limits for skeptics? Should secular
humanists be as critical of fringe-science claims, including alternative medicine, as they are
of religious beliefs? To what extent do skeptics and humanists have a common mission?
Both skeptics and humanists support science and critical thinking—but what else unites them?
Are there public policy issues on which skeptics and humanists can productively collaborate?
All of these questions and many more will be part of the grand discussion at the CFI Summit.

www.cfisummit.org
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Programming includes:
• Pre-conference workshops and reception on Thursday
• Daily plenary sessions Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
• Concurrent humanist and skeptical sessions
Friday and Saturday afternoons
• Friday evening gala banquet with keynote by Bill Nye,
The Science Guy
• Saturday Halloween costume party with live music by The Heathens
(featuring CFI–Los Angeles Director Jim Underdown)
• Poster sessions
• Exclusive Members Meeting, just for CFI Friends of the
Center and Associate Members of the Council for Secular
Humanism and the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry.
Join in wide-ranging conversation with organizational leadership.
And it’s all remarkably affordable. Adult registration is just $199
(meals and special events additional); stay in the Murano for
a discounted conference rate of just $149 per night
(includes free wireless Internet access).
About Tacoma.Thirty-two miles southwest of Seattle,Tacoma was
once a gritty industrial and shipping town. It’s now stunningly reborn with
a sparkling waterfront, a new university campus, and Washington state’s
largest concentration of museums. On clear days, Mount Rainier (summit

14,411 ft.) is clearly visible to Tacoma’s southeast. Like its nearby neighbor
Seattle,Tacoma is served by Sea-Tac International Airport.
About the Hotel Murano. The elegant Hotel Murano is downtown Tacoma’s tallest hotel. Its name and its breathtaking styling pay
tribute to Tacoma as an art-glass center. (The Murano Islands, near
Venice, are the historic center of Italian glassmaking.) Inside and out,
the Hotel Murano dazzles with spectacular art-glass installations.
The décor is assertively Euro modern with the emphasis, of course,
on surprising uses of glass. Conference space is provided within the
hotel itself and also in the adjacent Bicentennial Pavilion, built in 1976
as Tacoma’s convention center but now owned and operated by the
Hotel Murano.
Register using the convenient card below, online at, www.cfisummit.
org or by calling toll-free 888-862-3255. Conference registration
does not reserve your hotel sleeping room.
Please contact the Hotel Murano directly at https://resweb.
passkey.com/Resweb.do?mode=welcome_ei_new&eventID=10647847 or by calling toll-free 888-862-3255.
If reserving by phone, mention “Center for Inquiry” to obtain the
special discounted conference rate. Sightseeing in the Pacific
Northwest? You may extend your stay up to three days before
or after the conference dates at the conference rate.

Yes! Please register______ persons for the CFI Summit
L Conference Registration
L Guest (½ price)
L Friday, Saturday lunches
& Saturday Dinner package
L Friday Lunch
L Saturday Lunch
L Saturday (or Friday) Dinner
L Halloween Costume Party

$199
$99
$115
$35
$35
$60
$59

L Thursday Registration
L Friday Registration

(all prices are per person)

(excludes lunch & dinner)

$120

(excludes lunch & dinner)

$120
$65
$50
Priceless

L Saturday Registration
L Sunday Registration
L Student Registration
L Blood Drive

L Optional Workshop 1
Skeptics’ Mini Toolbox with
Ray Hyman and James Alcock $45
L Optional Workshop 2
Theology’s New Agenda/The History
of Atheism with John Shook/S.T. Joshi
$45

$35

Total _________________________

Name ___________________________________________ Address _________________________________________________
City/State/ZIP _______________________________________ Phone / E-mail address (

) ___________/_________________

L Check enclosed (only U.S. checks drawn on U.S. bank and denominated in U.S. dollars)
L Bill my credit card (required for all foreign-currency transactions)

L AmEx L Discover L MasterCard L Visa

Number _______________________________ Exp. Date ______ Signature __________________________(required for credit-card transactions)
MAIL TO: CONFERENCE FREE INQUIRY, P. O. BOX 664, AMHERST, NY 14226-0664 U.S.A.
FAX with credit-card information to (716)636-1733 or call toll-free 855-417-9930
during business hours Eastern time or e-mail ccatania@centerforinquiry.net.
Or register online at www.cfisummit.org
secularhumanism.org
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Experience the Most Amazing History You Never Heard Of!
In the nineteenth century, West-Central New York was a hotbed of social, political, and religious innovation.
Fayetteville suffragist Matilda Joslyn Gage called religion the enemy of women. Writing from Elmira, Mark Twain raised irreverence
to an American art form. At Ithaca, Andrew Dickson White cofounded Cornell University, the nation’s first secular institution of higher
learning. In 1848 reformers and freethinkers of every stripe thronged Seneca Falls to demand new roles for women. Corning native
Margaret Sanger led the twentieth-century birth control movement. The birthplace museum of the famous orator, political speechmaker,
and outspoken agnostic Robert G. Ingersoll is an anchor of West-Central New York’s “Freethought Trail.” And this is just the beginning!

Almost eighty marked and unmarked historic sites, from the study where Mark Twain wrote his best-loved novels to the print shop
where freethinking journalist Obadiah Dogberry debunked the Book of Mormon—before it was published!
Pique your curiosity . . . or plan your trip! Site includes full navigational aids.
Robert Green Ingersoll
Museum

Hit the Trail Online at

www.freethought-trail.org !

Freethought History from the Council for Secular Humanism. Portions funded by a grant from the James Hervey Johnson Charitable Educational Trust.
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In Defense of Literary
Criticism
As someone who has taught
and written about literature
for more than thirty years, I
cannot let George A. Wells’s
remarks about “modern literary criticism” in his review of
Thomas Brodie’s Beyond the
Quest for the Historical Jesus (FI,
April/May 2013) pass without
a few of my own. Wells writes,
“Many of us will find the ‘key
patterns’ Brodie discerns in
the texts to be no more than
chimeras prompted by his overrich imagination and also by
certain aspects of modern literary criticism.” He suggests that
contemporary critics are driven
by a desire merely to avoid
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“repeating the insights of their
predecessors,” who have apparently already said all that needs
to be said about the world’s
great books. Quoting an article
from the March 27, 1969, Times
Literary Supplement—perhaps
because no more recent support
could be found?—Wells insists
that, in the hands of “modern”
critics, “any work that they discuss” becomes “radically different in kind from what readers
have always thought it to be.”
I am not writing primarily
to defend Brodie’s conclusions
but to let FI’s readers know that
criticism’s business is far different
than Wells’s tar-and-feathering
suggests. Certainly, there are critics who produce eccentric readings of literary texts, and some
of these even see print. However,
secularhumanism.org

the best new interpretations of
the great books get written not
because critics are mad for “symbols and hidden meanings,” as
Wells alleges, but for quite different reasons: because new information has come to light, because
new thinking in other disciplines
(sociology, philosophy, history,
linguistics, psychology) provokes a
rethinking of our methodologies
and of our ideas about how texts
work, how readers read, how
authors create in the context of
their time and place, and how
they enter into conversation with
the competing discourses of their
culture.
Most important, new interpretations appear because the
questions a great book provokes
in us are not always those asked
by our predecessors. Like them,

great books interest us, and
we are curious to explore them
and to share what the journey
through them has revealed, but
we are not always curious in the
same ways about the same things,
nor does literature always fulfill
the same social functions it once
did. The point is to keep our literature meaningfully alive, not safe
behind the glass of yesterday’s
fashions and received opinion.
Nor should one expect a literary
critic to read no more trenchantly
than the average reader any
more than one should wish the
contemporary critic to see and say
only what has already been seen
and said.

Brooke Horvath
Kent, Ohio

Letters
Hentoff on Health Care
It was disappointing to read
Nat Hentoff’s op-ed (“Long
Against Obamacare, I Make a Big
Exception,” FI, February/March
2013) in which he repeated that
favorite canard of right-wing
talk hosts and Tea-Partyers,
that “Obamacare” sets up
death panels that can decide to
terminate patient treatments
that become too expensive. It is
his “primary, fierce objection to
Obamacare,” but it is completely
bogus.
Indeed we have had such
“death panels” since the 1970s,
but they were run from the back
rooms of for-profit HMOs and
will be put out of business by
Obamacare’s stricter oversight of
their payment policies.
The section of prior
unpassed bills that initiated the
right-wing attack was one that
authorized payment to doctors
for discussing end-of-life options
with patients, a program that
would be supported by the
majority of progressives. The
right-wing “death panel” claim
was named as PolitiFact’s “Lie of
the Year” for 2009.
The section of the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care
Act (PPACA, or Obamacare)
that comes closest to Hentoff’s
imaginings is the Independent
Payment Advisory Board (IPAB),
created by sections 3403 and
10320 of PPACA, which has
the task of achieving savings
in Medicare without affecting
coverage or quality. The law says
“The proposal [of the IPAB] shall
not include any recommendation to ration health care, raise
revenues or Medicare beneficiary premiums . . . increase
Medicare beneficiary cost sharing . . . or otherwise restrict benefits or modify eligibility criteria.”
That’s a far cry from Hentoff’s
description!
Unlike the treatment denials
by existing HMOs, these are general recommendations affecting overall policy and are not
related to individual patients or
expenditures. They are publicly
debated and disclosed and subject to a veto by Congress.

Given that the main threat
to American health care is the
cost, it is hard to see how any
rational person could object
to an open, transparent, democratic process that examines
how we pay for that care. Since
the law imposes no restriction
on what medical providers can
charge, IPAB is the ultimate
guarantor of the system’s longterm viability.
Along with many progressives, I’m disappointed that
we didn’t get “Medicare for
All” from the Congress, but the
PPACA is an improvement over
what we had. There is plenty
that needs to be changed, so
we shouldn’t be distracted by
trumped-up, nonexistent problems.

Harvey S. Frey, MD, PhD, JD
Santa Monica, California

Nat Hentoff’s fear of a federal
commission under Obamacare
interfering with the doctor-patient relationship by deciding
to end a treatment if it costs
too much is off the mark. First,
his opinion that federal health
care “eventually will interfere”
is just that: an opinion. There
would be interference if an
eighty-seven-year-old were
slated for an organ transplant
or if the doctor’s treatment of
choice does not fit historically
proven “best treatments.”
Second and more important,
there is no doctor/patient relationship currently for fifty million Americans without health
insurance. That is one in six
people who don’t get to choose
a doctor, much less a treatment.
Furthermore, another fifty million people are underinsured
because of soaring premiums,
outrageous deductibles, and
crippling co-payments. Many
millions of these people choose
to deny themselves care by
doctors and hospitals because
so much of the up-front costs
are out of pocket. Because the
treatments would be too costly,
no treatment at all is prescribed.
Every other industrialized
nation in the world has some

form of universal care, and
maybe there are some cases
where doctors are overruled. But
this problem pales in comparison with those countries without
any national health-care system,
such as America. Currently, the
insurance companies’ doctors
directly (and their high costs
indirectly) are denying treatments. At least Hentoff as a
senior citizen is enrolled in the
nation’s most efficient healthcare system—Medicare.
I, too, would like to see
Obamacare replaced—by a
single-payer system such as
an improved and expanded
Medicare.

David Ross Stevens
Borden, Indiana
Nat Hentoff replies:
Such reassuring Obamacare
pledges as no health-care
rationing et al. bring to mind the
crumpled credibility of certain
pledges by Obamacare’s commander in chief: among them,
the most transparent administration in our history adhering
to our Constitution. He has also
actually made clear he will not
stay within the text of every law
he has signed.
First, after such assurances,
why is the Independent Payment
Advisory Board (IPAB) so autocratically structured? It has to do
with health-care cost-containment, and that can affect care.
Starting in 2014, IPAB’s
financial requirement must be
enacted into law by August 15 of
each year, and if Congress refuses
to agree or the president vetoes
the bill, the IPAB commitment is
automatically imposed. The IPAB
can’t be dissolved until 2017 and
then only by a supermajority vote
of both houses.
Where in the Constitution is
the basis for that?
Moreover, quite possibly limiting health care is Obamacare’s
increasingly successful drive to
turn doctors with independent
medical practices (even if some
are affiliated with a hospital) into
employees of hospitals, thereby
cutting medical-care costs.
In a recent visit to one of
secularhumanism.org

my doctors (as an octogenarian,
I have a number), he suddenly
told me sadly, “I’ve lost my independence.” He is now employed
by the hospital where he previously independently practiced.
As employers, hospitals can
closely manage what doctors do
for patients and what it costs.
Also worth watching is the
extent to which Obamacare lays
a tax on companies that manufacture medical devices after
acceptable research. A personal
story here. Years ago, my cardiologist told me: ”your life is hanging by a thread,” explaining my
subsequent assignment to openheart surgery. This breakthrough
had not been possible until some
years before, but thanks to this
medical research, I am writing
this now.
In his State of the Union
address, President Obama
promised a new level of medical
research and development, but
what he calls for too often is
sidetracked by what he does,
especially when he is driven by
an imperative need for fiscal
restraint.
There’s more I can write
in this answer, but a necessary
addition comes from Dr. Betsy
McCaughey. Her doctorate is in
constitutional history. In Beating
Obamacare (Regnery, 2013),
McCaughey writes that the
Obama health law empowers
the federal government to supervise how doctors treat privately
insured patients “who aren’t on
Medicaid or Medicare . . . Section
1311 (h)(1) of the Obama health
law states that you have to be in
a ‘qualified’ plan and qualified
plans can pay only doctors who
follow the dictates of the federal
government. [Check this out
and the rest of my response for
yourself.]
“The new law says that the
Secretary of Health and Human
Services—appointed by the president—can impose any regulation
to ‘improve health care quality.’
That can literally cover . . . from
whether you get a hip replacement to what tests your doctor
orders to follow up on equivocal
mammogram results.”
And if the tests your doctor
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orders are too expensive
to meet the Obamacare
standards? That’s why my
doctor told me, “I’ve lost my
independence.”
From what Abraham
Lincoln said in 1858, I venture that were he here, he
would oppose Obamacare,
saying: “What constitutes
the bulwark of our own
liberty and independence?
It is not our frowning battlements, our bristling seacoasts,
our army and navy. They
are not our reliance against
tyranny. . . . Our reliance is
the love of liberty . . . destroy
that spirit and you have
planted the seeds of despotism at your door.”
And with regard to
Obamacare, you may also
have shortened your life.

Errata
The title of an op-ed by
Tibor R. Machan referred
to in the April/May 2013
Letters was incorrect.
The column was titled
“Altruism Isn’t Generosity”
not “Atheism Isn’t
Generosity.”
In the same issue, in
“Note from the Editor” by
Tom Flynn, a name appears
incorrectly. “Octavius B.
Frontingham” should be
“Octavius B. Frothingam.”
Last, we regret that
distinguished philosopher
Stephen Law was left off
the list of Academy of
Humanism Laureates. Dr.
Law was elected to the
Academy in 2011 and now
also serves as the organization’s secretary.
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After snow, I widen squinched-up eyes,
watch tips of pine floating trunkless over
muffled ridges—or seem to.
What flickered once is holding now,
the first clear light
after nights that almost closed their eyes
for good—like you, like me, snowed in
for years,
as disembodied as the wintry pines,
our final talk dead as year-end wishes.
I want a softer light, the cold undone

For

Sorry, meerkat!
Only humans can read.

just

$28/year you can enjoy four

issues of lively, daring, thought-provoking,
and non-theistic reading. We tackle topics
that the mainstream media won’t touch. And
we do it with reason and compassion.

www.HumanistPerspectives.org

by thinking it, as scraps of leaf released
from melting ice rejoin the soaking earth,
crumbling, fungal, rich as make-believe.

(Formerly Humanist in Canada magazine)

PO Box 3769, Station C
Ottawa, ON, Canada
K1Y 4J8

Try again in a few million years.

Assuming natural selection favors meerkats that read.
Which it probably doesn’t.
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M A G A Z I N E

Charlotte Innes is a British-born poet
and writer now living in Los Angeles.
She has published two chapbooks of
poems, Licking the Serpent (2011)
and Reading Ruskin in Los Angeles
(2009), both with Finishing Line Press.
Her poetry has also appeared in The
Best American Spiritual Writing 2006
(Houghton Mifflin) and other anthologies, as well as various journals,
including The Hudson Review, The
Sewanee Review, Connotation Press,
The Raintown Review, Spillway, and
Rattle. Innes has also written about
books and the arts for many publications, including the Los Angeles Times
and The Nation.
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CFI–HARLEM
Tel.: (646) 820-2344
Email: harlem@centerforinquiry.net
CFI–INDIANA
Ex. Dir.: Reba Boyd Wooden
350 Canal Walk, Suite A
Indianapolis, IN 46202
Tel.: (317) 423-0710
Email: indy@centerforinquiry.net
CFI–LONG ISLAND
Coordinator: Amy Frushour Kelly
Tel.: (631) 793-9382
Email: li@centerforinquiry.net
CFI–LOS ANGELES
Ex. Dir.: James Underdown
4773 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, CA 90027
Tel.: (323) 666-9797
Email: info@cfiwest.org
CFI–MICHIGAN
Ex. Dir.: Jeff Seaver
3777 44th Street SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49512
Tel.: (616) 698-2342
Email: info@cfimichigan.org
CFI–NEW YORK CITY
Ex. Dir.: Syd LeRoy
PO Box 26241
Brooklyn, NY 11202
Tel.: (347) 699-0234
Email: nyc@centerforinquiry.net
CFI–NORTHEAST OHIO
Coordinator: Randy Pelton
PO Box 2379, Akron, OH 44309
Email: neohio@centerforinquiry.net

CFI–ORANGE COUNTY
4773 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90027
Tel.: (323) 666-9797
Email: info@cfiwest.org
CFI–PITTSBURGH
Coordinator: Nicole Currivan
PO Box 19003, Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Email: pgh@centerforinquiry.net
CFI–PORTLAND (OREGON)
Coordinator: Kurt Johansen
Tel.: (503) 200-9627
Email: portland@centerforinquiry.net
CFI–SAN FRANCISCO
Coordinator: Leonard Tramiel
Tel.: (415) 335-4618
Email: sf@centerforinquiry.net
CFI–TALLAHASSEE
Coordinator: Warren Brackmann
Email: tally@centerforinquiry.net
CFI–TAMPA BAY
Coordinator: Rick O’Keefe
Tel.: (813) 443-2729
Email: tampa@centerforinquiry.net
CFI–WASHINGTON, DC
Ex. Dir.: Melody Hensley
1020 19th St. NW Suite 425
Washington, DC 20036
Tel.: (202) 629-2403
Email: dc@centerforinquiry.net

Transnational

CFI IN BEIJING (CHINA)
Ex. Dir.: Ren Fujun
China Research Inst. for Science Popularization
Beijing, China
CFI IN BUENOS AIRES (ARGENTINA)
Ex. Dir.: Alejandro Borgo
Buenos Aires, Argentina
CFI IN CAIRO (EGYPT)
Chairs: Prof. Mona Abousenna
Prof. Mourad Wahba
44 Gol Gamal St., Agouza, Giza, Egypt
CFI–CALGARY (CANADA)
Ex. Dir.: Nathan Phelps
Email: nphelps@cficanada.ca
CFI IN CANADA
National Ex. Dir.: Michael Payton
2 College Street, Suite 214
Toronto, Ontario M5G 1K3 CANADA
Email: info@cficanada.ca
CFI IN FRANCE (NICE)
Ex. Dir.: Dr. Henri Broch
Universite of Nice, Faculté des Sciences
Nice, France
CFI IN GERMANY (ROSSDORF)
Ex. Dir.: Amardeo Sarma
Kirchgasse 4, 64380
Rossdorf, Germany
CFI IN INDIA (HYDERABAD)
Ex. Dir.: Dr. Jugal Kishore
46 Masih Garh, New Friends Colony
New Delhi, India 110025
CFI IN JAPAN (TOKYO)
Ex. Dir.: Erick Eck

CFI–KAMLOOPS (CANADA)
Ex. Dir.: Bill Ligertwood
Email: bligertwood@cficanada.ca
CFI–KELOWNA (CANADA)
Ex. Dir.: Zena Ryder
Email:zryder@cficanada.ca
CFI IN KENYA (NAIROBI)
Ex. Dir.: George Ongere
PO Box 4205-40103
Kisumu, Kenya
CFI IN LONDON (U.K.)
Provost: Dr. Stephen Law
Conway Hall, 25 Red Lion Square,
London WC1R 4RL, England
CFI IN THE LOW COUNTRIES
Ex. Dir.: Bert Gasenbeek
Universitiet, voor Humanistiek
Postbus 797 3500 AT
Utrect, The Netherlands
CFI–MONTREAL (CANADA)
Ex. Dir.: Brahim Abdenbi
Email: babdenbi@cficanada.ca
CFI IN NEW ZEALAND (AUCKLAND)
Ex. Dir.: Bill Cooke
Email: bcooke@slingshot.co.nz
CFI–OTTAWA (CANADA)
Ex. Dir.: Seanna Watson
Email: swatson@cficanada.ca
CFI IN PERÚ (LIMA)
Ex. Dir.: Manuel A. Paz y Miño
Lima, Peru
CFI IN POLAND (WARSAW)
Ex. Dir.: Andrzej Dominiczak
Warsaw, Poland
CFI IN ROMANIA (BUCHAREST)
Ex. Dir.: Gabriel Andreescu
CFI IN RUSSIA (MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY)
Ex. Dir.: Dr. Valerii A. Kuvakin
Moscow, Russia
CFI–SASKATOON (CANADA)
Ex. Dir.: Kendra Getty
Email: kgetty@cficanada.ca
CFI IN SPAIN (BILBOA)
Ex. Dir.: Luis Alfonso Gámez
CFI–TORONTO (CANADA)
Ex. Dir.: Jaimy Warner
2 College Street, Suite 214
Toronto, Ontario, M5G 1K3, Canada
Email: toronto@cficanada.ca
CFI IN UGANDA (KAMPALA)
Ex. Dir.: Deogratiasi Ssekitooleko
CFI–VANCOUVER (CANADA)
Ex. Dir.: Ethan Clow
Email: eclow@cficanada.ca
CFI IN ZAMBIA (LUSAKA)
Ex. Dir.: Wilfred Makayi
PO Box 310383
Chelston, Lusaka
Zambia

The mission of the Center for Inquiry is to foster a secular society
based on science, reason, freedom of inquiry, and humanist values.
The Center for Inquiry is a supporting organization of the Council for Secular Humanism, publisher of Free Inquiry.

